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Abstract

The main objective of this paper is to determine how a visually impaired student learns English
in the context of virtual environments at UNAD University. This is done through the analysis of
the teacher´s mediation, the materials used in the online course and the learning strategies used
by the students in the tutorial sessions. Classroom discourse features while working on the tasks
and overcoming limitations are also analyzed in the context of distance learning education that is
expecting to become more digital and inclusive.
The analysis of documentes, observations and interviews showed that tutors should work with a
student with special needs focusing on the strengths and learning strategies he or she has,
adapting the materials in order to match their needs, and that the interaction patterns promoted
has a decisive role in the success of the learning process.
Key words: classroom discourse, learning strategies, mediations, scaffolding, special education,
visual impairment, virtual environments.
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Introduction

The variety of ethnic, social and cultural backgrounds and the many types of learning
styles found in groups of learners are not the only variables that currently defy teachers. Every
day, the number of students with special needs that are included in regular schools and colleges is
increasing. This might include students with mobility impairment, learning disabilities, hearing
impairment as well as blindness.
Teaching English to diverse individuals, in this particular case to visually impaired
students, becomes part of the rights they have to be included in conventional education and the
scheme that inclusive education is much more effective for a global society.
It is clear that this process of inclusion involves a complex challenge due to
misinformation, the low expectations the community tends to have, the scarcity of tools and
materials, time constraints as well as a number of socio-economic factors that also determine the
conditions at the moment of learning the language.
Consequently, it seems urgent to rethink the teaching methods and materials used for
English teaching to visually impaired students and design well-thought syllabi and methodologies
so as to meet the needs of these students. “People with sensory disabilities introduce new
challenges to educational institutions, since they must have the resources and the know-how to
integrate these various types of students. They require special pedagogical strategies to ensure
that they assimilate all of the information provided in the classroom” (Carrillo, Lancheros &
Pavlich, 2012).
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In Colombia, in order to give an option to people with special needs, the Ministry of
Education suggests that the community and the institutions should offer all the means, services
and tools that they require for a comfortable, safe and inclusive life. These facilities include
sidewalks, transportation, houses and devices. (MEN, 2006)
Assistive technology devices have also been suggested, as it is the case with the Assistive
Technology Act from 1988 in the US, in which technology related projects were proposed as a
way to offer access to education to people with disabilities and improve their lives (Alper &
Raharinirina, 2006).
Through the Ley Estatutaria 1618 of 2013 the government is implementing different
strategies that guarantee the integration of all the aspects that promote a high quality education
for communities with special needs (MEN, 2006).
The teaching of English to visually imparied students who are struggling to obtain a
professional degree is an urgent need at the time when Colombia has ambitious goals regarding
the development of communicative competences In English of the young people of the country.
The visually imparied cannot be excluded from this natioanl goal; in fact, additional efforts
ahould be made to insert this population in the existing programs so that they as anyone else can
participate on equal terms in the consumption and production of knowledge, goods and services
that circulate in an increasingly globalized world.
This research addresses how a visually impaired student learns English in the context of
online courses at UNAD University with the aim of deriving pedagogical implications which can
be useful for teachers of visually impaired students.
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The next section will present the description of the context of the study. Then there will
be a discussion of the research problem and it will end with the research questions and research
objective.
In the following chapter, the theoretical framework of the study addresses the notions of
visual disability, sociocultural theory and special education and language learning. After the
methodology chapter, which describes the research design, data collection instruments and
procedures, I will present the results of this project. Finally there is a conclusion which
recapitlulates the findings, and discusses the implications, limitations and the way ahead.

Description of the Context
The National Open and Distance University (UNAD) is an academic autonomous
institution of national order, with a special regime, linked to the National Education Ministry and
its main purpose is to offer open and distance education.
The University formulates plans, projects, strategies and permanent open
education activities that promote job skills, community development and care addressed to
vulnerable populations. The specific principles of this institution are the following ones: Selfdetermination, academic freedom, autonomous learning, academic excellence and
democratization of education.
The mission of the university is to contribute to education for all through open and
distance mode, research, pedagogy and social outreach and educational and methodological
innovations with the use of information and communication technology. In this way, the
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university wants to promote and accompany autonomous learning, culture and generate
entrepreneurship in the context of the global society and knowledge conducive to economic,
social and human development of local, regional and global quality, efficiency and social equity.
Regarding the vision of the university, it is projected as a leader in Open and Distance
Education, to be recognized nationally and internationally for the innovative quality and
relevance of its educational offerings and services and the commitment and contributions of its
academic community to sustainable human development, local and global communities.
The university started in 1981, when the congress of Colombia created UNISUR
University, a public institution located in Bogotá and affiliated with the Ministry of Education, in
order to cover the necessities and interests of the excluded populations in terms of education,
science and culture.
At that time, UNISUR offered the degrees under the system of distance education which
represented an innovative subject in the traditional system of education in Colombia. In 1997 the
name of the university was changed and became Universidad Nacional Abierta y a Distancia, for
the purpose of having a denomination more adequate to the objective of educational coverage all
over the country (Universidad Nacional Abierta y a Distancia, 2011).
The distance learning modality has certain features at UNAD University. According to the
students´ regulations, distance education requires that the students develop independent learning,
based on their personal work and under the pedagogical and didactical conditions offered at the
university, for example, collaborative work, individual work through modules and guides, forum
participation and socialization.
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The University offers a wide range of programs through distance learning. This
methodology uses technological mediations so the student can further their studies at any age, at
any time and from the place where they are located. The UNAD University offers two
pedagogical mediations to develop learning processes:
●

Distance learning through Virtual Campus: This implies access to didactic contents,
online learning processes and tutorial sessions carried out through the Virtual Campus.
Among the services offered are: access to the virtual library, online tools for collaborative
learning: forums, chat, wiki, debates, discussion groups, practices and laboratories in the
courses, online final assessments and exams through the technological platform,
automated report of feedback and grades.

●

Traditional mediation through face-to face tutorials at the CEADs. CEADs are centers of
distance learning in which there are labs, computer rooms, tutors and materials to use and
consult face to face.
The system is focused on academic work done by the student on their own learning

processes. A credit has 48 hours of academic work and includes independent study, collaborative
work and tutorial support.
Students who start the first period of an undergraduate academic program should register
between 14 and 18 credits, and from the second semester on, they can register between 10 and 18
credits. Thus, the fee of the registration depends on the number of credits registered.
The tutorial accompaniment has the purpose of providing academic and methodological
support regarding the synchronous and asynchronous processes, and it is also a means for
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evaluating and monitoring progress. At the university the students should follow these learning
stages:
•

Recognition stage: At this stage, students identify their previous knowledge in specific

topics, in order to relate it to new knowledge.
•

Intensification stage: This stage encourages students´ appropriation of concepts,

categories, theories, models and procedures related to the new knowledge proposed by the
academic course.
•

Transference stage: At this point, the students are asked to apply the new knowledge that

he or she has acquired by implementing their strategies, abilities, competences and skills. In the
same way, it tests students to prove how useful the new things learned are in their contexts
(Reglamento estudiantil. Capítulo IV, 2006)
These stages are developed through virtual learning objects, known as OVAS in Spanish.
OVAS are pedagogical mediators that allow students to learn in a collaborative and independent
manner. Some examples of these learning objects are: Audio and video clips, mind maps,
semantic networks.
There is another group of objects known as Collaborative Objects, in which students can
interact more and in a synchronic way. Some examples of these objects are the forums, chats,
online meetings. In addition, objects such as simulators, online labs and research projects are
mainly focused on the students self-learning and are identified as practice objects.
Finally, the objects oriented to test the level of knowledge that students have acquired are
called Evaluation Objects. For example: pre-evaluation tests, certifications, proficiency tests, etc.
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The UNAD offers a wide range of programs through distance learning. Among the
courses offered, the Institute of Virtual Languages (INVIL) is offering courses with international
standards, which optionally can be downloaded in html and pdf format for offline or without
Internet connection use.
The heterogeneity of the population is significant because in a single group there are
students from different cities and towns around the country. The university has around 61
campuses and around 76.000 students of different age, ethnic groups and sex. (Proyecto
académico pedagógico, 2011)
There is a considerable amount of students with disabilities and socio-economic
constraints, such as victims of the internal war, blind and deaf students, people with basic salary
income, who have to work and study at the same time and find in the distance learning public
education an opportunity to accomplish their projects.
English courses have been offered since 2012 and students take four mandatory levels,
from level 0 to level 4. They can take from 0 to 3 or from 1 to 4. An English course could be
composed by 300 students divided into 65 groups of 5 students per group. A great amount of
students are between 20 and 25 years old and a considerable population of students are adults
between 40 and 50 years old who have decided to undertake professional studies after working as
technicians most of their life. The youngest population comes from other public institutions such
as SENA and public schools and they are studying at UNAD in order to finish their studies and
get better incomes.
The level of English in general ranges between A1 and B1. The speaking and listening
skills are challenging for most of the students, especially because most of them come from
18

traditional English courses in which they never had the opportunity to have a conversation in
English or even listen to a song. The emphasis on autonomous learning fostered by the university
helps students to monitor themselves while doing the activities on the platform.
Their current job, context and need for academic development requires students to
improve their level of English so most of them are motivated and interested in acquiring the skills
required to communicate with others at work, read articles in English, visit a different country
and even live abroad for a while. That is why they usually add English activities such as hobbies
that require English in their daily life, for instance, practicing English through apps, listening to
music, watching TV series, etc.

Research Problem
Since considerable progress has been made lately regarding technology and special
education, today not only equipment or machines are the main characters while teaching to
visually impaired students. Now, they are also participating in virtual environments (VLE) which
are contexts in which higher education has found a way to satisfy the needs of a number of
learners who cannot receive education in the traditional face-to-face manner. A virtual learning
environment is a “technological application designed to facilitate the pedagogical interaction
among participants in an educative process, either in a distance learning or face to face context”
(Adell, Castellet & Gumbau, 2004, p.6). In the same line, a VLE is a space “to distribute
educational materials in a digital format (text, pictures, audio, simulators etc.) in order to make
online discussions, integrate contents and allow the participation of the members, as well as their
progress during the process” (Silva Quiroz & Romero, 2014,p. 6).
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Though virtual learning environments are a way to meet the increasing demand of a
highly educated workforce who will be expected to learn continuously (Alavi and Leidner, 2001),
designing these virtual courses is a challenging endeavor and process.
A virtual-based learning environment “provides student with more occasion and
flexibility to work with peers and thus promotes students personal learning. These findings
indicate that in particular, students can learn from an interactive environment with a range of
learning scaffolds and supports” (Franklin & Van Harmelen, 2007; Nor Fariza, Hazita & Afendi,
2012; Woo, Matsuka, Chu, Samuel Kai-Wah., Ho, Andrew, & Li, Xuan, 2011 cited in Rahimah,
Prain & Collet, 2014, p.38).
There are now a number of virtual environments designed to learn foreign languages.
Today, virtual environments offer a very good simulation of face-to-face communication, small
talk and casual language style (Knutzen & Kennedy, 2012). VLE should allow students to share
thoughts, involve them in more collaborative activities, encourage learners to access it for
grammar, reading, pronunciation, vocabulary and listening practice and stimulate learners’
independence. Virtual spaces should be flexible enough to encourage students from the very first
time and allow them to prove themselves that they are able to learn a different language.
Some authors recommend visual aids for memory stimulation while learning vocabulary.
Graber (1996) for instance, holds that memory is an important characteristic in the learning
process, and it can be enriched through the combination of pictures with words. Nevertheless, in
several contexts of our immediate reality we can find students who are not able to see these visual
aids or read the words due to visual impairment; however, most syllabi are not adapted to fit
these types of need. Therefore, it is sad to find those students who are beginners with special
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needs and disabilities that are eager to learn the language but are going upstream in a world
mostly designed for sighted people instead.
Virtual environments do not usually consider the special needs of people with visual
impairment. So, when a virtual course is not offering the tools and the activities required to meet
these special needs, those students who are looking for the opportunity to have access to English
language learning and face this lack of flexibility in the syllabus, might experience low selfesteem and lack of motivation. As Arnold and Brown (1999) argue, “the way we feel about our
capacities and ourselves can either facilitate or impede our learning” (p.8). Hence, efforts should
be undertaken to make sure VLEs make visually impaired students feel they can achieve their
goals.
Unfortunately, there is a current lack of research on these settings where virtual
environments are not fully adapted to disable learners. Thus, it seems necessary to have a closer
look at the way visually impaired students (VIS) learn a foreign language, analyze their learning
accomplishments and work on the affective factors involved in the process in order to be better
able to cater for their needs.
As it was stated in the description of the context, the population of students in a regular
English course at UNAD University is heterogeneous and it includes students with different
needs. The focus of this study is the way that visually impaired students deal with virtual learning
environments and how the mediations offered are meeting their special needs.
The general impression of virtual courses is that these are designed for sighted learners.
According to Goggin & Newell (2003), this continuing disability divide in internet use has led
researchers to acknowledge that “while the internet has brought changes to the lives of many
21

people with disabilities, they have also been firmly kept in the margins online or just left offline”
(Goggin & Newell,2003, p. 110, cited in Abeele, de Cock & Roe 2012).
English courses at UNAD University are mostly addressed at people without visual
impairment because most of the activities are composed by texts to be read, pictures, grammar
exercises and lessons that are necessarily for people who can actually “see”. A few activities such
as listening exercises and web conferences match the needs of the visually impaired but,
unfortunately, these activities are always integrated to actions that need the support of somebody
that can see where to answer the questions, click on the audio formats to repeat the information,
click on the chat to ask questions, etc. Thus, the search for different materials and the adaptation
of the existing ones seems imminent.
Unfortunately, little research exists in the area of teacher training and successful teaching
strategies for people with visual impairments who are learning English (Conroy, 2005). In
Barranquilla, the UNAD University has got two visually impaired students, who have in common
the fact that they are studying Psychology and the purpose of becoming better people while
serving others. They have been studying in the English courses and require the design of lessons
and materials for their special needs while learning English. The decisions taken so far to teach
these two students have been mostly intuitive, following general principles of learning. However,
it seems important to know more about the way these students learn and how the mediation
provided by the tutor is helping their learning processes, if at all, so that decisions regarding
their English classes can be made appropriately.
These students are on the way to become professionals and are likely to need English in
order to be able to have access to knowledge that circulates in English, for instance, articles,
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journals, research works, electronic books, etc. They also need to be able to interact with people
who speak and write in English as well as participate actively in the global exchange of
knowledge and services.

Research questions
This research aims at answering the following main question:


How does a visually impaired student learn English in the context of online courses at
UNAD?

The subquestions that are posed derived from the above question are:


What are the learning strategies that a visually impaired student uses?



How do the materials used affect the learning process in the context of online courses
at UNAD?



What are the mediations and the support provided in the English language teaching
process to a visual impaired student in the context of online courses at UNAD
University?



What are the classroom discourse patterns found in the tutorial English session with a
visually impaired student in the context of online courses at UNAD?
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General Objective
✓ Analyze the English teaching and learning process of a visually impaired student in
the context of online courses at UNAD.
Specific Objectives
 Identify the learning strategies that visually impaired student resort to in order to learn
English in the context of online courses at UNAD.
 Analyze the characteristics of the materials used in the context of the online courses at
UNAD
 Analyze the teacher´s mediation to teach a visually impaired student to learn English
in the context of online courses at UNAD.
 Identify the classroom discourse patterns found in the tutorial English session with a
visually impaired student in the context of online courses at UNAD.
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Theoretical Framework
In this following section, the theory that supports this research work will be exposed.
First, the antecedents regarding visually impairment and English learning will be presented.
Then, the concepts of disability, visual disability and the development of special education and
disability will be described. Therefore, the sociocultural theory and the way it is related to special
education will be addressed. In the same way, the notions of mediations, ZPD and scaffolding
will be described as well. After that, there will be a section that will describe the concepts of
language learning, language learning strategies and the principles to guide second language
instruction. A final section discusses the notion of materials evaluation and how it is done and a
section about classroom discourse patterns.

Antecedents
This research project is based on how a visually impaired student learns English in the
context of online courses at UNAD and how the mediation offered by the tutor affect their
learning.
Helping visually impaired students to learn a foreign language has been addressed in
different studies abroad. In England for instance, “most lecturers agreed that the discipline
required for the advance preparation of the teaching materials for students with special
educational needs also benefited other students” (Orsini-Jones, M., 2009, p.3). Nonetheless, the
adaptation of certain resources it is a subject that demands time and requires orientation from
specialized instructors and centers.
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The Coventry University is one of the institutions that have developed adjustments to
these special needs. They provided the tutors with a Disability Office and the library of the Royal
National College for the Blind (RNC) in Hereford (Orsini-Jones, M., 2009). As a consequence,
the reading skills issues are solved by using assistive software and Braille; additionally, writing
tasks receive time adjustment and speaking and listening were re-thought when they were
focused on visual aids.
In the United States, Cox & Dykes (2001) argue that the limited nature of visual
associations for students with visual impairments has not only academic but also classroom
implications. Subsequently, they suggest that physical orientation of students is a good start, as
well as appropriate activities to recognize objects, locations, partners etc. They also state that
general tutors who have visually impaired students in the classroom must work in collaboration
with vision specialists, in order to determine the best strategies and materials that best fit the
context.
According to Cox & Dykes (2001), “any visual material used in the classrooms need to be
adapted for use by students who do not have the visual skills required for the task” (p. 72). These
visually impaired students need to use their tactile and kinesthetic senses to become accustomed
to the items that will help them at the moment of dealing with the lesson.
Aikin (2003) developed didactic materials for visually impaired students in Spain, based
on her consideration that these students will be able to learn different languages if they have
access to activities in which communicative functions are more important than the linguistic
code.
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That was one of the reasons that led her to work with tactile materials that are visually
attractive to sighted students and helpful for the ones who are not. In this way, students have
access to flexible materials that include both sighted and visually impaired students in the same
classroom and promote school integration.
In the same direction, Coşkun (2013) introduces in his research the use of T3 or talking
tactile, a specially made Braille-free tactile diagram that is placed on a pressure sensitive surface.
According to his study, no research studies or projects specifically covering the area of ELT for
the visually impaired learners had taken place in Turkey so far, so the main purpose of the paper
is to introduce T3 which can be used to help learners with visual impairment to learn the English
language.
T3 uses a combination of touch, sound and learning systems called audio-haptic pedagogy
through the creation of tactile diagrams carrying layers of information that can be vocal, musical
or other audio sounds (Coşkun, 2013). He based his work on the research by Landay and Wells
(2003) who claimed that the combination of tactile input with relevant and immediate audio data
does not just improve the speed and ease with which the visually impaired user can learn, but also
strengthens learning through dual modality.
In Colombia, several works have been done regarding this subject and the inclusive
education remains as the background and impulse of the rights that people with disabilities have.
The historical background of teaching English to visually impaired students in Colombia
has its starting point in 1991, when Carvajal (1991 cited in Medina & Huertas, 1991) did her
thesis entitled in Spanish “Estudio diagnóstico de la enseñanza del inglés en limitados visuales”,
one of the first diagnoses of English teaching to visually impaired students ever made.
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This study was made by an undergraduate student at the University Distrital Francisco
José de Caldas. The author described and analyzed the didactical methods and strategies used by
high school English teachers, identifying the learning difficulties of the blind students and how
these difficulties are related to their linguistic habits.
In 1996, the first training program for English teachers who have visually impaired
students in a regular class was created by Lenis and Sandoval (1996 cited in Medina & Huertas,
2008) from Universidad de los Andes as their final research work in an undergraduate program.
Between 1997 and 2005, a few projects related to blind students’ needs were developed
by Universidad del Valle. One of the most relevant works was made by Valencia (2005 cited in
Medina & Huertas, 2008), who is a blind student who presented a document based on English
and French grammar that subsequently could be adapted to braille system. Valencia outlines how
access to education is difficult for blind people like him and underlines that it is really important
that teachers and even sighted students know the way a VIS learns.

Legal Framework
Historically, protecting the rights of people with disabilities has been a slow process. The
laws still discriminate against people with disabilities, often people with mental disabilities, in
areas like education, voting and the provision of benefits and licenses. Fortunately, laws like the
ADA (the Americans with Disabilities Act) in the United States have shown that people with
disabilities can and should be full members of our civilization. However, greater judicial
consideration is required in order to defeat stigma and perceptions (Waterstone, 2014)
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As education is a fundamental right for all granted in the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, it is necessary that the government and the laws help to deal with the dominant problem
in the disability field: the lack of access to education.
In Colombia, articles 46 and 48 of Law 115 from 1994 claim that attention to educational
needs for people with physical, emotional or cognitive disabilities should be taken into
consideration in public education service. In fact, Decree 2082 from 1996, article 12, establishes
that the departments, districts and towns will organize a plan to gradually cover the needs of the
people with disabilities regarding their education and exceptional abilities and that this will be
part of the territorial and education development plan (MEN, 2003).
Disability
Before introducing the concepts of visual impairment and language learning, the concept
of disability will be discussed in order to understand its meaning and also because the definition
of disability affects the policies designed and how studies can be planned to assess which
intermediations can improve the life, education and security of this kind of learners.
According to a social constructivist perspective, the “disabled identity results from social,
cultural, environmental and/or political factors such as social discrimination and power
relationships” (Abeele, de Cock, & Roe, 2012, p. 130).
Other authors consider that the group of practices and actions that affect the life of people
is what really makes them disabled (Moser, 2006 cited in Abeele, de Cock, & Roe, 2012). This
approach avoids the misconceptions that disability is only a medical problem because it goes
beyond the context of health and it outlines the way that the person deals with the restrictions of
their environment regarding the disability. In the same line, the 2006 Convention on the Rights of
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Persons with Disabilities held at the United Nations Headquarters in New York, attempted to
define it as “a state of decreased functioning associated with disease, disorder, injury, or other
health conditions, which in the context of one’s environment is experienced as an impairment,
activity limitation, or participation restriction” (Leonardi, Bickenbach, Ustun, Kostanjsek &
Chatterji, 2006, p.1220).
Based on the definitions above, it is clear that people with disability may experience
problems both with access to certain activities and in gaining reception within the community.
One of those fields that are affected is the access to education but this is expected to be reduced
by the technologies of communication and information and of course the virtual learning
environments previously adapted to their special needs. Therefore, by “understanding the
opportunities and challenges of ICT for people with disability, we can build a broader
understanding of the possible impact virtual worlds may have on people with disability” (Stendal,
2012, p.2).
Visual Disability
The current definitions of visual impairment in the International Statistical Classification
of Diseases are based on references made several decades ago. New data and knowledge related
to visual impairment that has accumulated over this period suggest that these definitions need to
be revised (Dandona, L., & Dandona, R. 2006).
Hence, in order to have a clear concept, the American Optometric Association considers
that Visual impairment should be defined as a “functional limitation of the eye(s) or visual
system and can become manifest as reduced visual acuity or contrast sensitivity, visual field loss,
photophobia, diplopia, visual distortion, visual perceptual difficulties, or any combination of the
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above. These functional limitations can result from congenital (e.g., prenatal or postnatal trauma,
hereditary (e.g., retinitis pigmentosa or Stargardt's macular degeneration), or acquired conditions
(e.g., ocular infection or disease, trauma, age-related changes, or systemic disease)” (Freeman,
2010, p.5).
A visual impairment can interfere with one's ability to function individually, to complete
activities of quotidian living, and being safe in certain settings. Specific problems include, but are
not limited to, loss of the ability to read standard-sized print, inability or limitation with respect to
driving, difficulty performing work-related tasks or leisure activities, and/or inability to recognize
faces of familiar people. When these disabilities limit personal or socioeconomic independence, a
visual handicap exists (Freeman, 2010).
While defining visual impairment, it is important to make the following clarification.
According to the World Health Organization (WHO) a disease is an illness or medical condition,
irrespective of origin or source that represents or could represent significant harm to humans.
Impairment is any loss or abnormality in an anatomical structure or a physiological or
psychological function. A disability is any restriction or lack (resulting from an impairment) of
ability to perform an activity in the manner or within the range considered normal for a human
being. A handicap indicates a person’s disadvantaged position in society, resulting from
impairment and/or disabilities. (World Health Organization, 2013)
According to Freeman´s (2010) classification, there is (near) normal vision, low vision
and blindness. Visual acuity of 20/500 (that is, that the person can see at 500 feet, the visually
impaired can see it at least at 20 feet from it) or worst is considered blindness; 20/70 to 20/400
(inclusive) is considered moderate visual impairment or low vision. The National Eye Institute in
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the US defines low vision more loosely as a visual impairment not correctable by standard
glasses, contact lenses, medication or surgery that interferes with the ability to perform activities
of daily living while normal vision is related to the range of 20/10 to 20/25 (Freeman, 2010,
p.7).In order to illustrate the concepts, the following tables are presented:
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Table 1. Levels of Visual Impairment.
Classification

Levels of Visual Impairmen

(NEAR-) NORMAL
VISION

RANGE OF NORMAL VISION
20/10 20/13 20/16 20/20 20/25

LOW VISION

MODERATE VISUAL
IMPAIRMENT
20/70 20/80 20/100 20/125 20/160

Additional Descriptors

Moderate low vision

SEVERE VISUAL IMPAIRMENT
20/200 20/250 20/320 20/400
Severe low vision,
“Legal” blindness

BLINDNESS. one or
both eyes

PROFOUND VISUAL
IMPAIRMENT
20/500 20/630 20/800 20/1000

Profound low vision,
Moderate blindness

NEAR-TOTAL VISUAL
IMPAIRMENT
Visual Acuity: less than 0.02
(20/1000) Severe blindness. Neartotal blindness
TOTAL VISUAL IMPAIRMENT
No light perception (NLP)
Total blindness

Taken from Freeman (2010, appendix)
The current definitions of blindness and visual impairment in the International Statistical
Classification of Diseases (ICD-10), as shown in Table 1, were updated in 2010.
Another way to interpret visual acuity is through the Snellen Eye Chart (showed below)
and a test that is used by professionals of the subject to measure a person's distance visual
perception. It contains rows of letters, numbers, or symbols printed in standardized graded sizes.
The individual is asked to read or identify each line or row at a fixed distance (usually 20 feet).

If a person can read line 8 (D E F P O T E C) from 20 feet away while wearing regular
glasses or contact lenses, vision is recorded as 20/20 with best correction. If the smallest print a
person can read is line 3 (T O Z) from 20 feet away while wearing regular glasses or contact
lenses, the vision is recorded as 20/70 with best correction (Low Vision and Legal Blindness
Terms and Descriptions, 2015)

Table 2. The Snellen eye chart.

Taken from http://www.visionaware.org/ (2015)

Special education and disability
The development of special education as a subject of study has been influenced by the
discrimination, categorization and fears that generate the individuals who are different and
exceptional.
In France, the Enlightenment led to changes in core beliefs about human nature, human
reason, human rights and dignity, and self-sufﬁciency (Rotatori, Bakken & Obiakor, 2011). This
is why between the XV and XVI centuries, certain changes were introduced in order to recognize
the rights to education of all citizens.
The first efforts of the people who wanted to offer an opportunity to these special students
were guided to oralism and sign language. In fact, the use of sign language was the prevailing
deaf education pedagogy during the ﬁrst half of the 1800s as proposed by Michel Charles de
l'E´pe´e, a French priest (Rotatori, Bakken & Obiakor, 2011).
As word of the successof these efforts to educate individuals with sensory disabilities
spread outside of Europe, educators traveled to learn about these effective special education
practices and to implement and expand on them in their countries (Winzer, 1993).
As a consequence, the first two institutes for deaf people in the United States in Hartford,
Connecticut, and the New England Asylum were created for the Blind in 1829, which were later
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renamed the Perkins Institute for the Blind and is now called the Perkins School for the Blind
(Rotatori, Bakken & Obiakor, 2011).
In the early 1900s, France established a law that created special improvement classes for
students with learning difﬁculties and Great Britain approved the Mental Deﬁciency Act which
publicized policies for deﬁning and educating students with exceptionalities. This support
allowed families of these students to participate and adhere to the council of parents and groups
that promoted educational opportunities in these specific cases and also helped to establish the
first notions of an inclusive society. The inclusive education movement in Europe led researchers
to continue to conduct and share research regarding the efﬁcacy of general education placements
for students with exceptionalities (Salend, 2011).
The growing body of research resulted in the development and validation of innovative
practices in Europe that have become integral parts of general education such as universal design
for learning, collaborative teaching arrangements, cooperative learning, family involvement and
empowerment techniques, learning strategy instruction, positive behavioral supports, selfmanagement strategies, and culturally responsive teaching (Salend, 2011).

History of Bilingual Special Education
In the United States, bilingual special education corresponds to the “specially designed
educational practice meant to ensure that bilingual exceptional learners develop to their fullest
potential” (Rotatori, Bakken & Obiakor, 2011 p.343).
While there are many underlying reasons (e.g., ideological, political, and so forth) that
explain the lack or misdiagnosis of bilingual learners, in the end, all of them directly connect to
the shortage of bilingual special educators. Over the course of several decades, the ﬁeld of
bilingual special education has found much support in the reform movement that has become
known as multicultural education. In countries like the US, teaching English as a second
language to exceptional learners is part of the necessary skills that these students need to survive
in their local communities, and ideally in the at-large society in this global economy (Hallahan,
2009).
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Sociocultural Theory and Special Education
Special education was the main domain used by Vygotsky to obtain data to support his
general theoretical conceptions (Gindis, 1990). These studies helped modify the purpose of
special education from giving supervisory care to educating students. These groundbreaking and
even revolutionary educational research studies also established the beneﬁts of early intervention
and helped to create the commitment to the development of the ﬁeld of special education.
For Vygotsky, impairment leads to a restructuring of social relationships and to a
displacement of all the systems of behavior. The primary problem of disability is not the
impairment itself but its social implications (Gindis, 1990). He promoted a model of special
education that might be called inclusion based on positive differentiation in which education
starts from the strengths of the individual instead of the weaknesses.
Vygotsky discovered the connecting links between the socio-cultural processes taking
place in society and mental processes taking place in the individual (Gindis, 1990). His vision of
remedial education was based on creating disability-specific compensatory strategies. For him,
special education should not be a diminished version of general education, but a specially
designed setting where the entire staff is able to serve the specific needs of the individual with
disability.
He puts forward the concept of the Zone of Proximal Development in which he classified
development into two levels: “the distance between the actual developmental levels as
determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential development as determined
through problem solving under adult guidance, or in collaboration with more capable peers”
(Vygotsky, 1978, p.86).
From Lev Vygotsky’s notion of Zone of Proximal Development, some enlightenment to
special education can be drawn as Wang suggested in his article about the impact of Vygotsky in
special education:
“1st. Cognitive development is triggered by social interaction. The disadvantageous social
interactional environment may cause unfavorable development of cognitive ability.
2nd. Gradual assistance and guidance prompts the cognitive development zone of the
special children to expand.
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3rd. Cognitive assessment needs help of consistent interactional procession, for truly
identifying the real potential of children.
4th. Cognitive assessment not only finds out children’s initial learning level, but also
paying attention to the level of improvement they get from the teaching.
5th. Effective teaching must offer students teaching material in accordance with their
learning level, inspiring relevant knowledge accumulation, concentrating on important
information and raising interaction of positive and negative cases as employed by
Socrates” (Wang, 2009, p. 101).
According to Lev Vygotsky’s notion of Zone of Proximal Development, it is important to
know what the disabled person can do instead of what the ministry of education expects them to
do or what the society wants them to do. These disabled people may have weak points in some
areas but they also have strong points that can show other capabilities.
In the following paragraph the notion of mediation and ZPD will be expanded in order to
have a deeper view of the components of the sociocultural theory.
Mediation
Mediation arises as individuals attempt to do something. In every learner´s development,
mediated activities with peers and teachers as well as social interaction and communication are
involved. “Through mediation, humans deploy culturally constructed artifacts, concepts and
activities to regulate the material world or their own and each other´s social and mental activity”
(Lantolf & Thorne, 2006, p.79).
Mediations are culturally constructed auxiliary means and symbolic tools. Artifacts,
concepts, activities, language, writing, speaking can be mediations. “It is the appropriation an
eventual self-generation of auxiliary means (predominantly, but not exclusively, spoken and
written language) that enables us to voluntarily organize and decontrol (i.e.) mediate) mental
activity” (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006, p.62).
Thus, mediation is the process by which human action is shaped by the use of cultural
tools. Human mental activity matures as a consequence of the linking of biological and cultural
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formations. Depending on this, it can be said that language is one of the most important
psychological tools which are used in mediation terms.
Wertsch in his interpretation said that, “a hallmark of human consciousness is that it is
associated with the use of tools, especially psychological tools or signs. Instead of acting in a
direct, unmediated way in the social and physical world, our contact with the world is indirect or
mediated by signs. This means that understanding the emergence and the definition of higher
mental processes must be grounded in the notion of mediation” (2007, p. 178 cited in Thompson,
2013, p.148)
Vygotsky (1978; 1962) postulated a process by which lower mental functions, such as
elementary perception, memory, and attention, are transformed into higher or culturally-mediated
functions, such as conceptual thought, planning, and problem solving. Such transformations are
brought about by mediation and tools.
Lantolf (2000) refers to social mediation (verbal discourse), self-mediation (private
speech), and artifact mediation, which might include such items as portfolios or computers.
Vygotsky (1978) used the term zone of proximal development (ZPD) to describe “the
distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem solving
and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving under adult
guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers” (p.86).
Donato and McCormick (1994) refer to other probable mediators in L2 learning, like
textbooks, visual material, classroom discourse patterns, opportunities for L2 interaction, types of
direct instruction, and various kinds of teacher assistance. In the L2 class, it is the teacher's
challenge to implement forms of mediation that will simplify learners' acquisition processes and
the researcher's challenge to explore the nature of mediation in action in language learning.
Accurate mediation procedures in the classroom allow learners to construct a zone of
proximal development (ZPD), which depends on the context, and it is also based on a specific
social system that favors students’ cultural development. What teachers need to take into account
is that the forms of mediation will vary from learner to learner at any given point in time.
Depending on this particular aspect, teachers may find effective methods to promote the
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development of all group members, trying to engage the entire group in classroom active
interactions.
In summary, three interrelated concepts are involved in this specific part of the SCT of
Vygotsky. Social interaction boosts the development of mental processes; cultural tools mediate
psychological functioning; and progress through ZPD depends on both social interaction and the
learner´s context (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006).
Now, in order to have a closer view of how mediation can be complemented in the
context of second language learning and how this can be useful for the context of visually
impaired students, the term scaffolding will be discussed below.
Scaffolding
The concept of scaffolding refers to those supportive actions by which an expert can assist
a novice learner accomplish higher levels of regulations. It means how we present cultural means
to others (De Guerrero & Villamil, 2000).
In education, scaffolding is the process in which teachers use specific conceptual, material
and linguistic tools and technologies to support student learning. Therefore, teachers of special
education are obliged to boost special children to interact more with adults and peers, integrate
their work with the work of other professionals in the subject, try their best to bring interaction
into the normal activity of the original culture, which is one of the main purposes of inclusive
education (Wang, 2009).
Vygotsky´s sociocultural approach with emphasis on the role of interaction suggests that
teachers can assist students in developing language and other subjects. One such way,
scaffolding, is particularly consonant with sociocultural theory (SCT) and is well suited to
English language learners. (Walqui, 2006)
According to David Wood, scaffolding is tutorial behavior that is contingent,
collaborative and interactive (Wood, 1988 cited in Walqui, 2006) but the original idea of
scaffolding comes from the work of Jerome Bruner, who defines scaffolding as follows: a process
of setting up the situation to make the child’s entry easy and successful and then gradually
pulling back and handing the role to the child as he becomes skilled enough to manage it.
(Bruner, 1983 cited in Walqui, 2006)
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In education, scaffolding can be thought of as three related pedagogical scales. First, it
means providing a support structure to enable certain activities and skills to develop. Second,
there is the actual carrying out of particular activities in class. And, third, there is the assistance
provided in moment-to-moment interaction (Walqui, 2006).
“Scaffolding refers to providing contextual supports for meaning through the use of
simplified language, teacher modeling, visuals and graphics, cooperative learning and hands-on
learning” (Ovando, Collier, & Combs, 2003, p. 345). In the context of students with visual
difficulties, graphics should be replaced by other strategies in order to meet the needs of them.
Since the teacher of second language learners has to facilitate that support, he or she
should never forget that “as students become more proficient, the scaffold is gradually removed”
(Diaz-Rico & Weed, 2002, p. 85). The idea is that teachers become aware of when and how the
scaffolding process should be removed and decide if the same process can be applied in the case
of students with special needs.
Teachers monitor student responses and find ways to ensure that students make personal
meaning of their experiences and develop a fuller understanding. Wood, Bruner, & Ross (1976)
suggested that tutorial exchanges are decisive in fostering progress in the human being. In the
same way, Vygotsky recognized the impact that others make to individual learning (Vygotsky,
1978).
Wood, Bruner, & Ross hypothesized that effective scaffolding is characterized by “six
actions on the tutor's part: (a) recruiting the tutee's attention, (b) reducing degrees of freedom in
the task in order to make it manageable, (c) keeping direction in terms of the goals, (d) marking
critical features, (e) controlling frustration, and (f) modeling solutions”. In conclusion, the tutor
must operate on an “implicit theory of the learner's acts” (1976, p. 99).
When the student masters the task, the teacher begins the process of the gradual removal
of the scaffolding, which allows the student to work autonomously. “Scaffolding is actually a
bridge used to build upon what students already know to arrive at something they do not know. If
scaffolding is properly administered; it will act as an enabler, not as a disabler” (Benson, 1997, p.
126).
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On the other hand, Lange (2002) states that based on the work of Hogan and Pressley
(1997) there are “five different methods in instructional scaffolding: modeling of desired
behaviors, offering explanations, inviting students to participate, verifying and clarifying student
understandings, and inviting students to contribute clues. These techniques are used to direct
students toward self-regulation and independence” (p. 17)
The first step in instructional scaffolding is usually modeling. Lange (2002) cites Hogan
and Pressley (1997) in defining modeling as “teaching behavior that shows how one should feel,
think or act within a given situation” (p.20) .There are three types of modeling. Think-aloud
modeling gives auditory substance to the thought processes associated with a task. Talk-aloud
modeling involves verbalizing the thought process or problem solving strategy while
demonstrating the task. Lastly, there is performance modeling. Performance modeling requires no
verbal instruction. For example, a baseball coach might show one of his players how to get under
a ball to catch it (Lange, 2002).
Moreover, the instructor should give explanations. These should be meticulous and
comprehensive and recurrent. As the learner grows in knowledge, explanations may consist of
key words and prompts to help the learner remember important information. Lange (2002) next
addresses inviting student participation, particularly in the initial phases of scaffolding. This
procedure is suggested in order to improve student commitment. It will also help the tutor to
correct, confirm and clarify students’ understandings. As students become accustomed with new
material, it is important for the teacher to assess student´s understanding and provide positive
feedback.
Aljaafreh and Lantolf (1994) identified some important characteristics of scaffolding in
L2 contexts: “Effective intervention on the tutor's part should be graduated (sensitive to the
learner's level of help required), contingent (offered only when needed), and dialogic (achieved
through the medium of dialogue). In their study, Aljaafreh and Lantolf looked at how negative
feedback (error correction) was negotiated in tutor-learner interactions. Their findings suggest
that there are different ZPDs for different learners and different structures, that both implicit and
explicit feedback may be necessary depending on to what extent the learner notices an error, and
that too much other-regulation may inhibit self-regulation” (p. 468).
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Some other authors talk about affective scaffolding ¨Affect in the form of attitudes (i.e.,
cognitive, affective, and behavioral dispositions), and emotions (e.g., anxiety, interest, fear, pride,
shame as enduring dispositions) in relation to learning¨ (Efklides, 2011, p. 11) and recognize the
essential role of emotion in the progress of students.
Providing students with cognitive and affective support is usually accepted as imperative
to effective learning. Politeness represents an active strategy while giving feedback and
scaffolding students (Porayska-Pomsta & Pain, 2004).
Brown and Levinson’s theory also establishes that ¨ the cognitive and the affective states
of the participants, and their ability to recognize those states accurately, are inherently linked to
the success of communication¨ (Brown & Levinston in Porayska-Pomsta & Pain, 2004, p.79).
This idea makes us reflect on the fact that both cognitive and affective scaffolding are important
and through politeness we can help the student recognize the importance of finding his/her
initiative while learning a second language. This means that as tutors we should avoid giving all
the answers. Instead, the theory tries to promote the autonomy without leaving behind the notion
of approval.
Through activity theory Lantolf and Pavlenko suggest that an individual is mediated not
only by material and symbolic tools, but also always by social formations such as immediate
communities of practice. These stimulate motivation and definine the paths that learners take.
Each student has a diverse motivation to be in the class learning a language because they have
different histories. No matter if they are listening, repeating, writing the same things (Lantolf &
Thorne, 2006).
Based on these concepts, we might conclude that scaffolding should assist visually
imparied students and mediations can be not only material but symbolic so that these students as
well as their teachers succeed in teaching and learning a second language. The selection of
activities, time, resources and even discourse are relevant in the context of students with special
needs, as well as the methods of scaffolding applied.
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Language Learning
Learning a foreign language like English is important for most of the individuals who are
in the process of becoming professionals because of the demands for communication abilities in
current society, academic issues and technology.
For visually impaired students, learning English in the traditional way might turn out
difficult or almost impossible due to the fact that the common classes are focused on written
words, pictures and readings that are not matching their needs.
Language learning is not only a competence; it is also a path to education, a path out of
isolation towards communication, emancipation and mobility. In a globalized Internet world,
English offers new personal and vocational opportunities for young blind learners.
To understand how visually impaired students learn a language it is relevant to review
briefly the most important second learning theories.
One of the most acceptable hypotheses was claimed by Krashen, who suggests that
acquisition is a subconscious and intuitive process of constructing language, while learning
corresponds to the same process but being aware and conscious of it. Besides, some other authors
consider that acquisition and learning have other degrees to be considered and that “input” is not
the only factor that affects second language acquisition; Krashens’ innatist model has a wide
appeal to teachers due it simplicity and concreteness (Brown, 2007).
Whereas Krashen considers that only one-way comprehensible input is essential for SLA,
others take an interactionist position recognizing the role of two-way communication. According
to Lightbrown and Spada (1999), “When learners are given the opportunity to engage in
meaningful activities they are compelled to ‘negotiate for meaning,’ that is, to express and clarify
their intentions, thoughts, opinions, etc., in a way that permits them to arrive at a mutual
understanding. This is especially true when the learners are working together to accomplish a
particular goal” (p. 122).
There are others in the field of SLA, however, who take a more complex view of SLA,
and investigate “communicative competence”, and language use (Jordan, 2004). Second
language learning needs that learners take possession of learning activities through contact, active
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interaction and the use of the language in a very authentic setting (Lantolf, 1994; Tabber &
deKoeijer, 2010 cited in Agbatogun, 2014).
Consequently, the socio cultural perspective matches more accurately the notion of
communicative competence, in which interaction with others plus input are the main factors
triggering language acquisition. Here, second language classrooms are seen as scenarios in which
not only grammar rules are practiced but also interactive communication that is socially mediated
(Brown, 2007).
Hymes referred to communicative competence as the aspect of our competence that
enables us to convey and interpret messages and to negotiate meaning interpersonally within
specific contexts. (Hymes cited in Brown, 2007). Then, communicative competence activities set
up by the teacher embrace real life circumstances which involve games, role-playing, simulations
and problem-solving.
This concept is very important at the moment of understanding the factors that might
affect learning and the different learning strategies that exist, because learning a language is a
complex process and teaching it also demands a good comprehension of the actors implied.
What is clear from the theories mentioned is that ‘interaction’ between the learner, the
tutor and the materials are inexorable. If there is a continuous interaction among these parts,
language learning will be a successful process. In fact, Moore and Kearsley (1996) described
these interactions and apply them to distance learning education. They consider that if these
factors are considered, distance second language courses appear to hold promise for those
students who appeal to virtual education in order to find some alternatives based on their special
necessities.
In summary, the theories related to social interaction and the notion of communicative
competence are the ones that match more accurately the constructivist character that is implied in
the context of virtual learning environments and might respond more appropriately to the special
needs of people with disabilities.
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Language learning strategies
“Language learning strategies are commonly defined as the operations or processes which
are consciously selected and employed by the learner to learn the TL or facilitate a language
task” (Lewis & Hurd, 2008). They might be cognitive, metacognitive or socio-affective. Ehrman
& Oxford, (1990) provided a classification comprising six groups for language learning
strategies: Direct strategies, in which she includes memory “for entering information into
memory and retrieving it” and within it, strategies such as creating mental linkage, applying
images and sounds, reviewing well and employing action. The second type is cognitive strategies
or strategies to manipulate the language and reproduce the meanings. These include practicing,
receiving and sending messages strategies, analyzing and reasoning and creating structure for
input and output. The third type is compensation strategies in which guessing intelligently and
overcoming limitations in speaking and writing are examples.
In the same way, indirect strategies were also mentioned by the author who suggested the
following classification: Metacognitive Strategies, such as centering learning, arranging and
planning learning and evaluating learning.
Affective Strategies include lowering your anxiety, encouraging oneself, and taking down one´s
emotional temperature and finally, social strategies such as asking questions, cooperating with
others and empathizing with others.
In the case of visually impaired students, “compensatory strategies are effective because
they are based on higher mental processes that may be relatively unaffected by the severity or
type of the person´s disability. They are by no means mechanical substitutions for impaired
functions; they are aimed at mastering psychological tools and using them to acquire cultural
forms of behavior” (Kozulin & Gindis, 2007, p.344).
Since compensatory strategies are triggered when the learner, in order to keep the
communicative goal, compensates for in-sufficient means, we should analyze the implications of
using them, for example, if there is cooperative learning, self-monitoring or any way to create a
special code to survive while learning the language.
On the other hand, the context of virtual environments promotes the concept that
“learning is also shifting toward more self-directed, self-regulated learning, supported by the
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socially based tools and technologies of the Web 2.0 movement” (McLoughlin & Lee, 2010, p. 6,
cited in Sun, 2014, p. 29). This speaks of the autonomous online student profile and the
perspective that learners might have about learning a language in a distance education context.
Other reasons that might affect the selection of strategies employed by the learners while
learning a second language are: Motivation, gender, cultural background, attitudes and beliefs,
age and learning style (Oxford, 1994, cited in Jooneghani, Jozani, & Lai-Mei, 2012). These
factors point to the challenge for teachers. In fact, the different learning strategies and approaches
contained in the different theories of language learning and acquisition have generated
controversy in deciding whether one methodology is better than the other or if a mix of some of
them is necessary.
Nonetheless, a set of generalities that might serve as the basis for language teacher
education can be established. Ellis (2005) proposes a series of principles to guide second
language instruction:
1. Instructions need to ensure that learners develop both a rich repertoire of formulaic
expressions and a rule-based competence.
2. Instruction needs to ensure that learners focus predominantly on meaning.
3. Instruction needs to ensure that learners also focus on form.
4. Instruction needs to be predominantly directed at developing implicit knowledge of the
L2 while not neglecting explicit knowledge.
5. Instruction needs to take into account the learner’s built-in syllabus.
6. Successful instructed language learning requires extensive L2 input.
7. Successful instructed language learning also requires opportunities for output.
8. The opportunity to interact in the L2 is central to developing L2 proficiency.
9. Instruction needs to take account of individual differences in learners.
10. In assessing learners’ L2 proficiency it is important to examine free as well as controlled
production (Ellis, 2005, p. 6-14).
In the context of visually impaired students, these principles might help to accomplish the
objectives of the learning stages and what is necessary at this point is to match each principle to
the right strategies in a way to help learners to identify what works for them and what does not.
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From this point on, it is significant that each principle can be carefully regarded as an option
of application to visually impaired English learners. For example, a ruled-based instruction might
be difficult since this type of student is not reading the rules or watching the position of the parts
of speech in a sentence. Instead, they listen to the word order while the teacher gives examples
and try to reproduce it in the same way. It would be time consuming to try to explain everything,
why a word is here, why there, why at the beginning etc. So, grammar rules should perhaps be
“explained” inductively in order to facilitate the interaction, avoid confusion and take advantage
of class time. This situation reaffirms principle four which recommends that implicit knowledge
of the L2 should be introduced while not neglecting explicit knowledge anyway. At the same
time, this opens the door of the communicative language teaching, which considers that language
is not just patterns of grammar but language functions and that if the students get enough
exposure to the language and are motivated enough, then language learning will take care of itself
(Harmer, 2007).

Materials evaluation
In every English class, the presence of materials plays an important role for the learners
and teachers. Anything that is used to simplify the learning of the language might be considered
materials and they can be verbal, graphic, printed or digital (Tomlinson, 2003).
Today, there is a great variety of commercial resources, course books and designers that
follow different approaches and principles of language learning while producing the materials.
Consequently, it is important to evaluate the validity and suitability of the materials to determine
how useful they might be for any specific context, learner and purpose.
Here is where materials evaluation appears as the process that measures the potential
value of learning materials, taking into consideration some characteristics such as: credibility,
flexibility and reliability (Tomlinson, 2003).
Hutchinson and Waters (1987) define six objectives for materials: they should (a) provide
a stimulus for learning, (b) help to organize teaching and learning process, (c) embody a view of
the nature of language and learning, (d) reflect the nature of the learning task, (e) have a very
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useful function in broadening the basis of teacher training, and (f) provide models of correct and
appropriate language use.
Based on these principles the materials in the virtual course of English at UNAD
University will be evaluated.
At UNAD most of the materials used are electronic: links, graphics, sounds, voices,
videos, mails, chats, web conference, specialized software, forums etc. In addition, devices are
available to have access to the information: computers, recorders, microphones, speakers and
cellphones. These devices plus online resources can assist visually impaired students while
reading texts because the software installed for this purpose can make pauses, smooth reading
and start automatically when the computer is on.
Although a visually impaired learner cannot see graphics or videos, he can listen to
extracts of role plays, songs played on YouTube, check the pronunciation of words by using
webpages specialized in phonics and sounds, compare accents etc. The advantage of using these
materials is that the student can control how many times he plays, goes forward or back in the
recordings and videos, how long he listens to the extract he wants to improve or memorize. He
can also predict, search or guess meanings based on the intonation of the actors and the situation
presented.
Currently, there is still insufficient research regarding electronic materials and there are
still very few adequate language learning materials available for visually impaired (Quatrataro &
Paiano, 2011). Nonetheless, Chun and Plass (1997) determined that research should be addressed
at how an environment should be designed in order to support the highest possible number of
learning differences.
According to Tomlinson (2003), a post-use evaluation can show the results of the use of
materials and offer useful facts that can be used later for adaptation, improvement or
replacement. The evaluation of materials can be completed in an impressionistic way or through
a checklist. Checklists are valuable evaluation devices when they are carefully developed,
validated and applied. Checklists usually address those particular aspects of the materials that the
researcher or evaluator is interested in, for example teaching-learning materials content,
organization, language skills or tasks. This is why the following checklist is used to evaluate the
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materials in the context of online courses at UNAD University. It compares the ideal features of
the materials with the ones actually encountered in the target context.
Table 3. Materials evaluation checklist.
What should the material be like?

What does the material contain at
UNAD online courses?

Syllabus
What are the aims of the course according to the syllabus?
Do the materials reflect a functional perspective of language?
What language points should be covered?
What skill should be worked on?
What text types should be included?
What level of knowledge should be assumed?
What treatment should the topics have?
How should the content be sequenced:
Methodology
What theory of learning should the course be based on?
What aspect of the learner’s attitudes or expectations about
learning English should be taken into account?
What kinds of exercises are needed?
What aids should be available for use?
Do the materials present good models of the target texts students
are expected to produce?
Do the materials provide enough practice to master the linguistic
aspects needed to produce the expected types of texts?
Skills
Is there a balance between the four skills?
Do the grammar items taught and practiced correspond to the
communicative needs?
What kind of listening material is contained in the course?
What kind of activities are based on the listening passages (pre,
while and post)
Are the listening extracts contextualized?
Are they relevant for the student?
Do the listening excerpts correspond to the level of the student?
Do the audios have a good quality (sound, speed, accent
authenticity?
What kind of speaking activities does the material contain (oral
presentation, dialogues, role-play, and communication activities
like information gap…)
Does the material develop reading comprehension skills?
Is the course communicatively designed or is there evidence that
the design of the material is influenced by communicative
considerations (communicative activities, use of authentic
materials, realistic tasks? Are these activities transferable to real
life communication?
How is writing presented or practiced in the material?
Instructional strategies
Do the students receive any teaching regarding how to develop
the four skills?
Are the materials easily accessible?
Are the materials organized?
Are the materials suitable to students’ cultural context and reflect
awareness of sociocultural issues?
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Classroom Discourse Analysis
Since this research project aims at analyzing the English teacher´s mediation while
teaching a visually impaired student in the context of online courses at UNAD, it is necessary to
understand the interaction of the speech in a tutorial session with a student who has special needs.
The analysis of classroom discourse can reveal how teachers carry out instruction and also
can help us understand how students can learn when they are exposed to certain discourse
patterns. For the purposes of this paper, a model for the description of teacher-student talk
developed by Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) will be used. Sinclair & Coulthard’s model take a
structural look at classroom conversation by breaking the discourse down into five ranks: lesson,
transaction, exchange, move and act.
In this particular case, the study will be focused on exchange. Teaching exchanges consist
of I (initiating), R (response) and F (follow-up) moves. There are eleven subcategories of
teaching exchanges. These sub-categories can be found in Tables 4 and 5 below, which are based
on Raine ( 2010, p.7).
Table 4. Sub-categories of free exchange
Sub-class of exchange

Structures

Function of exchange

Teacher inform (Inform)

I (R)

To convey information to the pupils

Teacher direct (Direct)

I R (F)

To elicit a non-verbal response from the
pupils

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

IRF

To elicit a verbal response from a pupil

Check (Check)

I R (F)

To discover how well students are getting on and
identify any problems

Pupil elicit (P-Elicit)

IR

To elicit a verbal response from the teacher

Pupil inform (P-Inform)

IF

To convey information to the teacher
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Table 5. Sub-categories of bound exchanges
Sub-class of exchange

Structures

Function of exchange

Re-initiation (i)

I R Ib R F

To induce a response to a previously

(Reinitiation)
Re-initiation (ii)

unanswered question
I R F (Ib) R F To induce a correct response to a

(Re-initiation)

p r e v i o u s l y incorrectly answered
elicitation

Listing

I R F (Ib) R F To withhold evaluation until two or more

(Listing)
Reinforce

responses are received to an elicitation
I R Ib R

(Reinforce)
Repeat

To induce a (correct) response to a
previously issued directive

I R Ib R F

To induce a repetition of a response

(Repeat)

The model will be followed in this way in order to understand classroom communication
as an effective tool for seeing the roles participants play, the types of talk they participate in and
the information derived from the type of questions asked in the classroom and the communicative
patterns in discourse and this allows us to draw communicative conclusions from the analysis.
The application and analysis of the Sinclair & Coulthard model provides “illuminating
insight into classroom communication that can serve teachers well on a professional level and
provide stimulus to better exploit the language used in class as they strive to make it more
communicative” (Nicholson, 2014, p.197).
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Methodology

Each research work requires making a decision about the approach that is going to be
used. In the following part a distinction between Quantitative and Qualitative approaches to
research will be made.
Quantitative research is the one that “explains phenomena according to numerical data
which are analyzed by means of mathematically based methods, especially statistics”. On the
other hand, qualitative research is “based on the epistemological assumption that social
phenomena are so complex and interwoven that they cannot be reduced to isolated variables”
(Yilmaz, 2013, p.1).
Since the purpose of qualitative research is to understand a phenomenon or individuals
and the participants tend to be a small number (Zacharias, 2012), this research work follows this
paradigm.
There are several types of qualitative research. Phenomenological studies explore the
meaning of several people’s lived experiences around a specific issue or phenomenon.
Ethnographic studies investigate intact cultural or social groups to find and describe beliefs,
values, and attitudes that structure the behavior, language, and interactions of the group. In
grounded-theory qualitative research, a researcher seeks to create a theory that explains some
action, interaction, or process. Biographical studies, including life and oral histories and classical
and interpretive biographies, constitute another type of qualitative research in which a researcher
explores a single individual and her or his experiences.
Finally, Case studies are different from other types in that “they are intensive analyses and
descriptions of a single unit or system bounded by space and time” (Hancock & Algozzine, 2011,
p. 9).
Case Study
Case study has been selected as the instance to be applied and used since this paper’s
intention is to determine how a visually impaired student learns English. According to Yin “a
case study means conducting an empirical investigation of a contemporary phenomenon within
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its natural context using multiple sources of evidence and this should be considered when the
focus of the study is to answer “how “and “why” questions” (Yin cited in Baxter & Jack, 2008, p.
545,).
Merriam (2001) suggests that case study research may be founded in ethnographic,
historical, psychological, or sociological orientations. Ethnographic case study research matches
this project since it is used when one wants to “explore the observable and learned patterns of
behavior” ( Merriam, 2001 cited in Hancock & Algozzine, 2011, p.31) and also it involves
prolonged contact with the group, during which the researcher is absorbed in the lives of group
members, in this case, a visually impaired learner.
The goal of the report of a case study is to describe the study in such a comprehensive
manner as to enable the reader to feel as if they had been an active participant in the research and
can determine whether or not the study findings could be applied to their own situation. Yin
(2003) suggests six methods for reporting a case study. “These include: linear, comparative,
chronological, theory building, unsequenced etc.”(Yin cited in Baxter & Jack, 2008, p. 545,).
Linear-analytic is appropriate for journal articles and dissertations while comparative are
appropriate when you have multiple points of view or models to which to compare the case. On
the other hand, chronological is appropriate for knowing time and order or sequence of events in
the case (Yin, 2003). Since this research paper does not have any other specific study or model to
be compared with, the linear/analytic and the chronological method might help to organize better
the information collected as well as making the information clear.

Data Collection Techniques
The methods of data collection and analysis are also different in the two approaches.
While quantitative research uses questionnaires, surveys and measurements that involve numbers,
statistics to analyze the data to report the findings, qualitative research uses observation,
interviews, focal groups, etc.
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Participant-observation
Observation, for example, corresponds to the process in which the researcher will be able
to collect “live” data from natural events that are occurring at the moment. This characteristic
makes the information collected more valid and authentic. This enables researchers to understand
the context of programs, to be open-ended and inductive, to see things that might otherwise be
unconsciously missed, to discover things that participants might not freely talk about in interview
situations, to move beyond perception based data (e.g. opinions in interviews) and to access
personal knowledge (Cohen, Morrison & Manion, 2003).
The kind of observations available to the researcher goes from unstructured to structure.
“A highly structured observation will know in advance what it is looking for and will have its
observation categories worked out in advance. A semi-structured observation will have an
agenda of issues but will gather data to illuminate these issues in a far less predetermined or
systematic manner. An unstructured observation will be far less clear on what it is looking for
and will therefore have to go into a situation and observe what is taking place before deciding on
its significance for the research” (Patton, 1990 cited in Cohen, Morrison & Manion, 2003, p.
397).
Since this research work is attempting to determine how a visually impaired student learns
English language in the context of online courses, unstructured observations were used in order to
take advantage of the characteristic of being hypothesis-generator and that these ones can suggest
an explanation for the phenomena being observed. For this particular case, I conducted
participant observation over four sessions that were recorded with a video camera and a voice
recorder, which are the means suggested for this kind of observation (Borg, 2006). The sessions
were held every Tuesday and Wednesday. The last session ¨November 5th 2014 was shorter than
the other dates because of time constraints regarding the end of the semester. On the contrary, the
first sessions were longer.
The participant observation was useful during this project because the methodology of
participant observation incites notions and generalizations articulated as interpretative theories.
These concepts and generalizations may be used to scrutinize critically existing propositions and
theories. Concepts, generalizations, and interpretations inspired through participant observation
are useful for making practical decisions and let researchers to be closer to things and situations
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that we do not know well. It is distinguished from non-participant observation by the observer's
level and type of immersion in the research scenery because the non-participant observer assumes
a more reserved and isolated role. (Cooley, 1930).
Document analysis
According to Robson (2011) document analysis is the systematic exploration of written
documents or other artifacts such as films, videos and photographs. It corresponds to the data that
can be used to define how things work at the sample sites, enhancing the credibility of the
findings and complementing what is found through other instruments (Marshall & Rossman,
2011).
It is important to outline that a document is any substance that gives information about the
investigated phenomenon and exists independently of the researcher’s actions. “For case studies,
the most important use of documents is to corroborate and augment evidence from other sources”
Corbetta (2003). In the following research work, a checklist will be used in order to analysis the
syllabus of the course and the characteristics of the English virtual course of level 4. This analysis
will be exposed on the chapter of results.

Interview
Another method used in qualitative research is the interview. According to Kvale (1996),
interviews are interpersonal situations in which people share a topic of common interest in
contrast to an everyday conversation, it has a specific purpose, it is often question-based, with the
questions being asked by the interviewer; the interviewer alone may express ignorance (and not
the interviewee), and the responses must be as explicit and often as detailed as possible.
There are several types of interviews but for this specific work, informal conversational
interview were applied as well as standardized open-ended interviews. The first one is built on
and emerges from observations and this interview can be matched to individuals and
circumstances. For the standardized open-ended interview, individuals answer the same
questions, thus increasing comparability of responses. Open-ended questions have a number of
benefits: they are flexible; they allow the interviewer to clear up any confusion; they allow the
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interviewer to test the limits of the respondent’s knowledge (Patton, 1990 cited in Cohen,
Morrison & Manion, 2003).
As a consequence, the interviews were carried out in the following manner: one interview
for the visually impaired student at the beginning of this research and one interview at the end.
Finally, both instruments will be converted to a written version so the transcripts could be
analyzed.
Table 6. Summary of objectives, participants and instruments.
Objectives
Identify the learning strategies a
visually impaired student resorts
to in order to learn English in the
context of online courses at
UNAD.
Analyze the materials in the
context of the online courses at
UNAD
Analyze the teacher´s mediation to
teach a visually impaired student
to learn English in the context of
online courses at Unad University.

Data collection
method
Observation
Interview

Document analysis

Observation: video
recording of face-toface sessions
Interview
Online artifacts

Analyze the classroom discourse
Observation
pattern used by a visually impaired
student to learn English at Unad.

Ethical considerations
The vast majority of decisions involve the straightforward application of ethical rules. In
this particular research work, there is a responsibility regarding the protection of the participant´s
privacy and anonymity. Invasion of privacy represents a substantial risk in qualitative research
because of the sensitive data often collected and analyzed (Baez, 2002). Therefore, the VIS was
informed verbally that he was going to be recorded but that I would protect his identity and that
the process was voluntary. In addition, a written consent was signed by him after reading and
answering all the questions or doubts he has regarding the research project (See Appendix D).
Although the name of the institution is used in the present paper for the sake of
requirement fulfillment in the Masters program, it will not be mentioned if the study is published
in a journal or book or if it is presented at an academic event.
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Results

In this chapter the results of the study will be presented and discussed. First of all, the
results of the materials evaluation will be presented, using a checklist based on the syllabus of the
course and the general features of the virtual course of level 4. This will correspond then to the
document analysis instrument. Following this, the categories and the definition of each category
related to scaffolding, mediations and learning strategies will be presented. Then, the analysis of
the four observations and the two interviews will be described separately. A discussion of the
result will come after the analyses.
Materials evaluation checklist
The analysis of the materials offered through the platform will be presented in Table 7.
Table 7. Document Analysis: Materials evaluation checklist.
What should the
material be like?
Syllabus

What does the material contain at UNAD online
courses?

What are the aims of the
course according to the
syllabus?
To describe experiences,
events, wishes and hopes,
as well as to give opinions
or explain plans.

The materials reflect the aims of the course, but 2 more
aims are missing in the syllabus:
 To describe habits and customary past actions.
 To use congratulatory expressions.
These two aims are present in the content but are not
mentioned in the syllabus. This means that the syllabus
has to be carefully revised before developing the content
units.
Do the materials reflect a Most of the materials are grammar-based and correspond
functional perspective of
to a structuralist perspective of language. For example,
language?
the links are:
Grammar-Quizzes.com , English Grammar on line-4U,
curso-ingles.com/gramatica-inglesa/pastperfect.php,eslgrammarpractice.blogspot.co
It is concluded then that a more functionally- based
language perspective should be applied in order to have a
balance in the development of the competences the
students should have and the needs they have to meet.
What language points
should be covered?
Use of past expressions,
past tense, connectors of
sequence
Expressions with wish,
want, hope +to

The materials cover the following language points:
 Past perfect
 Time clauses in the past
 Conditional sentences
 Congratulatory vocabulary
 Wish, Hope
 Used to
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Expressions of opinion: I
think, consider; from my
point of view; in my
opinion; expressions of
contrast, expressions of
sequence, cause-effect
expressions
Future tense: going to,
present continuous for
future purposes; activities;
time expressions in the
future.

 Passive and Active voice
It is noticeable that the contents and language aspects are
grammatical, while functional aspects for common
interaction are missing or not fully developed.

What skill should be
worked on?
Ideally, the four skills:
Reading, Listening,
Speaking and Writing.

In the course there is a writing forum in which students
have to apply the language points in a final paper that is
written collaboratively with others. This represents a
great advantage for the students because they are working
in groups and sending contributions to accomplish the
given task.
In the case of a visually impaired student, writing in the
forum demands skills that are addressed to sighted
people, for instance: peer-correction.
The speaking forum is also opened for about 3 months in
order to follow a guide, have practice time and choose the
topic that they are going to talk about in an interview to
the student made by the tutor. This activity is more
functional compared to others and can be easily adapted
to a visually impaired student.
Listening exercises and readings are available in the
course. It might be said that the course covers the four
skills.
In this course the texts included are informative texts such
as news, reports (which match the passive-active voice
topic and one of the aims: to describe experiences) since
the first topic of the reading is about a group of people
who survived after their ship sank and the second reading
is about the history of tattoo.
The other type of text is instructive. One of the exams
showed 3 pictures of signs such as Be aware of the dogs,
Do not smoke here and Go left. These texts full of
imperatives are not related to the aims of the syllabus at
all; therefore, they are not contextualized and might affect
the students’ performance.
Recounts and anecdotes are missing.
In the case of the visually impaired student, his level is
A2. Actually only a few students on the platform are B1
level.
The online course of level four lacks humor but some
readings keep the humanistic perspective because they
tell about experiences such as the text about the
shipwreck survivors.
The content is adapted by the tutor in order to use socioaffective strategies and encourage the visually impaired
student to participate in the class through role plays,
jokes, daily life examples etc.
This adaptation is required since the grammar topics are
not contextualized and they correspond to the structuralist
approach.

What text types should
be included?
Anecdotes, recounts;
argumentative
(justification) texts

What level of knowledge
should be assumed?
B1
What treatment should
the topics have?
Human interest angle,
humanistic and humorous.

How should the content
be sequenced:
Listening followed by

For a visually impaired student, the sequence of the
content is really important. Unfortunately, the sequence
of listening and speaking are isolated and they are not
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speaking without delay.

Methodology
What theory of learning
should the course be
based on?
Affective and
sociocultural

What aspect of the
learner’s attitudes or
expectations about
learning English should
be taken into account?
Explicit instruction about
how to develop each of
the skill, strategies to
apply while reading,
listening etc.
Models of written texts,
oral text that the student
has to produce.
What kinds of exercises
are needed?
Individual exercises;
drills, a combination of
controlled and free; role
play; simulations

What aids should be
available for use?
Realia, English reader
software, recorders, and
microphone.

Do the materials present
good models of the
target texts students are
expected to produce?

Do the materials provide
enough practice to
master the linguistic
aspects needed to
produce the expected
types of texts?

integrated. There are listening exercises, drills in the
pronunciation lab but they are not connected to the
speaking skill. In conclusion, the listening tasks are
disconnected from the speaking assignment.
The course needs more affective filters such as
motivation boosters and anxiety lowers. In the interview
and the forum activities there are sociocultural
characteristics such as peers-tutor interaction and in the
situation of the visually impaired student, there is an
effort by the tutor in applying affective scaffolding
through language simplification, intonation and use of
cognates.
The instruction is not explicit at all since the strategies to
be applied in each skill are not present in any of the
lessons. Some quizzes give ideas about “predicting” from
pictures or inferring. For the writing forum there are
models of the task but for the other skills more models are
missing.

The course offers written role plays supported by pictures
but there are no videos or simulations of these ones.
Since the student cannot see the pictures and the readings
these exercises have to be adapted by the tutor in order to
turn them more accessible for him. In fact, he enjoys
drills, simulations and role plays. Basically, the tutor
takes the written content and uses it orally to help him
understand the class.
The university offers a wide range of resources:
computer, microphone, reader software and Internet
connection. The student has to bring his own recorder or
use the computer recorder to have his lessons available in
case he wants to practice at home. It would be very useful
to have realia in order to be more dynamic in the tutorial
session and have a better internet speed.
There are no good models of certain aims of the course
for example, congratulatory and opinion expressions.
These are only written and isolated from the other aims
and these are not adapted to the visually impaired needs.
In order to help the student, the tutor brings other
materials from the web or from series in YouTube,
because what he is expected to do is an oral performance
and listening exercises to get familiarized with the topic
and start using it .
The course offers several materials to produce some types
of texts. In the context of the visually impaired student
the lack of time is the main concern regarding the
mastering of the linguistic aspects, since he needs help
with the description of the screen, the course surfing and
recordings for every single topic.
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Skills
The speaking and writing skills correspond to 200 points
out 500 in the English 4 course. There is 1 single final
activity regarding speaking and 1 final project for writing.
There are approximately 5 texts to be read, 1 listening
quiz and several grammar exercises. It is evident that
grammar exercises and activities are more common than
speaking or listening exercises. Each skill is present in the
course but more balance is needed. Writing skill is hard to
develop for the visually impaired student since he is not
able to see and be aware of the spelling completely.
Instead, the tutor adapts this activity into another
speaking exercise.
Certain grammar items such as passive and active voice
Do the grammar items
are not that relevant for the visually impaired student and
taught and practiced
his communicative needs because of the way this was
correspond to the
presented (It was written and there were no recordings).
communicative needs?
In addition, the student considered it not useful at all for
him. On the other hand, conditionals and used to helped
him to express past events, talk about habits and even
promoted his own creativity while making conditional
examples on his own. In conclusion, he enjoyed these
topics more than others such as time expressions or
passive voice.
The listening materials are non-authentic with artificial
What kind of listening
articulation and unnatural rhythm. Most of them are
material is contained in
comprehensive listening activities in which informational
the course?
listening is the priority and this is limiting the student at
some point because it only offers new information and
facts instead of asking him to analyze critically what he is
listening to.
In the exams the listening is not connected to the topics.
For example, one listening was about an interview related
to bicycles, about their size, likes, dislikes and experience
while biking.
As pre listening activity, most of the time the materials
What kind of activities
include a picture in order to predict or make associations
are based on the
to what is going to be said. Post listening activities are
listening passages (pre,
summarizing or questioning the information. There are no
while and post)
while-listening activities.
The student usually asks to make pauses during the
playback of the recordings and asks for clarification or
review.
Are the listening extracts Some listening extracts are contextualized with the
student´s hobbies, for example sports and outdoor
contextualized?
activities. The exercises should be more contextualized
with the goals of the course in order to be more integrated
with the topics, other skills and the reality of the learner.
Are they relevant for the From the five listening extracts analyzed in the course, 2
were related to sports, which is a relevant topic for the
student?
student since he is very interested in sport psychology.
The other records were about 2 people talking about the
way they settled down in the US, 1 about a girl and a
woman making complains about behavior and the last one
was about a painting that was going to be sold.
The student found the women´s complain conversation
relevant and dragged some expressions to use by himself.
The one about the painting was not contextualized with
the aims of the course and with the students’ interest.
The other exercises were isolated practice to check the
conditionals and congratulatory expressions.
Is there a balance
between the four skills?
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Do the listening excerpts
correspond to the level
of the student?

Do the audios have a
good quality (sound,
speed, accent
authenticity?

What kind of speaking
activities does the
material contain (oral
presentation, dialogues,
role-play, and
communication activities
like information gap…)

Does the material
develop reading
comprehension skills?

Is the course
communicatively
designed or is there
evidence that the design
of the material is
influenced by
communicative
considerations
(communicative
activities, use of
authentic materials,
realistic tasks? Are these
activities transferable to
real life communication?

The sentences were easy to listen and understand for the
level of the students. The other records such as the biking
interview and the one related to immigrating to the States
were too fast and complicated in terms of the accent. One
of the women of the record was Scottish and the other one
was half British and Italian. The student is not ready to
discriminate accents yet.
The audios have got a good quality sound. Nonetheless
the accent authenticity is forced and the speed is faster
and longer for the student’s level, specially the interview
and the one about the painting. On the other hand the
conditional sentences are clear and manage a good speed
and accent.
For the speaking there are 2 important activities: the final
oral presentation in which they have a 10 minutes
interview with the tutor through Skype about a topic
chosen from 3 possibilities given. The other activity is in
the practice environment in which the student can record
his voice by following a written dialogue in the tool
voxopop. This activity is not graded but is required by the
tutor to check the students’ progress and encourage them
to perform the activity. The negative issue about the
speaking activities, which are the ones the visually
impaired student enjoys the more, is that the guide is
written and needs to be adapted to his situation in order to
have access to it. For his particular case, guides must be
recorded too, as well as scripts or dialogues.
The materials develop reading comprehension skills at
some point because after each reading there is a group of
questions related to summarizing, organizing information,
graphics, etc. There are more questions related to direct
information found in the text and more questions related
to critical analysis are needed. The readings can be more
explored and add more questions related to making
inferences
Only a few activities are truly transferable to real life
communication. For instance, the interview. Since most
of the activities are grammar based, written or related to
pictures, the visually impaired student can derive benefits
from it. Since the online course needs description, he
manages to be involved in the activities in a different
way: through role plays, simulations or listening exercises
brought by the tutor in the face-to face session.
Although, the course is not communicative at all, the
adaptation of the activities requires this characteristic in
order to meet his needs.

How is writing presented The writing section is presented through a guide that the
student has to follow in order to accomplish the goals.
or practiced in the
The guide presents the objectives, the topics, the steps
material?
and the procedure to develop the writing forum. This
forum is open for 3 months. There, the students follow a
model given by the tutor to write down ideas and
organize the paragraphs. Students work collaboratively,
correcting their peers, sending tools or resources to help
others. The tutor corrects the students’ work as soon as
they send their drafts. The visually impaired student
works on the same topic but the tutor records the
instructions in order to give him a listening tool to follow
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Instructional strategies
Do the students receive
any teaching regarding
how to develop the four
skills?

Are the materials easily
accessible?

Are the materials
organized?

Are the materials
suitable to students’
cultural context and
reflect awareness of
sociocultural issues?

the model given. He is able to type on the keyboard but
the spelling correction represents the main difficulty
while dealing with this skill.
Teaching how to develop the skills and instructional
strategies are limited. The development of the activities is
explained step by step but strategies are not suggested at
the moment of dealing with a listening exercise or while
reading a text. There are pictures that illustrate some
exercises but the students are not told to use it as a way to
predict or infer something from them.
The materials shared, exposed and presented in the online
course are easily accessible when the connection to
Internet is ok. The difficulty for the visually impaired
student is related to the settings of the reader software.
When it is not ready for English language but in Spanish
the software cannot work well.
The materials are organized per units. The links are
presented below each topic and all of them are available.
Through the description of the organization of the
materials, the visually impaired student can understand
where to find it if the reader software is available.
Nonetheless, he prefers to have access to the links while
being with the tutor. In conclusion, the organization is
present but there is a matter of trust and comfort that the
students requires as a part of his scaffolding process.
The listening activities and readings are the exercises that
most activate this aspect through recordings about places,
people, costumes and even the accents that is present in
other cultures. This expands the student’s awareness of
cultural differences by asking him to notice how other
people think, what they do for a living or by simply
showing them the interaction among individuals in other
contexts. This is really important for the visually impaired
student because he has got these examples as a model and
can also make associations between his environments and
others.

Through this checklist analysis a summary of negative and positive aspects was found.
Among the positive aspects it is remarkable that there are conditions that can favor the learning
process of a VIS since Moodle platform is able to upload different activities. Some topics were
relevant to the student and there is an evident interest from him while dealing with the activities
and accomplishing the goals. The materials were clear in terms of sound quality and accessibility
as well.
Among the negative aspects, it is clear that the skills are not integrated at all. Neither the
listening nor the speaking is connected with the evluations and activities although there is a lab in
the course. Most of the activities remained as grammar based and more modeling is required
while introducing conversations and daily expressions. The texts should match the objectives of
the syllabus but unfortunately they seemed to be chosen randomly. The other aspect that needs
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revision based on this analysis is related to the fact that the reading comprehension questions as
well as the listening comprehension questions should be oriented to the student´s expansion and
use of the learning strategies.
Categories for data analysis
In the following description, the categories of scaffolding used in this research work will
be exposed. Then, the mediations and the learning strategies categories will be presented.
Table 8. Categories of scaffolding.
Scaffolding
Contextual support.
Ovando, Collier &
Combs (2003),
Affective scaffolding ,
motivational and
emotional support
(Efklides , 2011)
Teacher modeling
 Providing
examples

Simplified language

Controlling frustration
 Provide translation
 Using L1
 Positive evaluation
 Describing
screen
 Positive
feedback
 Meeting
special needs
 Discussing
 Recast
 Encouraging
self-correction

Effective scaffolding
Wood, Bruner, & Ross
(1976)

Recruiting tutees attention

Instructional Scaffolding
Hogan & Pressley
(1997)

Inviting students to
participate
 Recalling
 Connect to
background
knowledge
Keeping directions in
Inviting students to
terms of the goals
contribute clues
 Encouraging
further production
 Giving instructions
 Take down
 Eliciting
scaffold
 Prompting
Verifying and clarifying
Offering explanations
student understandings
 Expansion
 Confirming

Reducing degrees of
freedom in the task in
order to make it
manageable
Marking critical features
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Table 9. Categories of mediations.
Mediations (Lantolf , 2000)
Social Mediation
(verbal discourse)

Self-mediation (private speech

Artifact mediation
(Computers, records,
software, etc.)

Table 10. Learning strategies identified in the analysis
Learning strategies (Oxford, 1989) and
Data driven strategies
Cognitive strategies

Metacognitive
strategis

Socialstrategies

Practicing
 Repetition

Evaluating and
Monitoring your
learning
Centering your
learning. Paying
attention

Empathizing with
others.

Centering your
learning
Delaying speech
production to
focus on
listening
Taking risks
 Thinking
aloud

Asking for
confirmation

Receiving and sending
messages: Getting the idea
quickly
Analyzing and reasoning

Creating structure for input
and output
 Summarizing

Asking questions

Following the
conversation.
Asking for a review

Getting recognition
Translating

Using L1

Showing evidence of Asking for
understanding or
additional input
analysis
(backchanneling)
Approving
Face saving

Affective strategies

Memory

Compensation
strategies

Lowering anxiety

Creating mental linkages

Guessing
intelligently
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Using laugh to keep a
friendly dialogue

Making
associations
Contextualizing
words

Recalling

Overcoming
limitations in
speaking and writing
 Approximati
ng and
coining
words
Description
Attempting to give
an answer

Resorting to visual
residue
Language mixing
Wrapping up. Retaking
previous ideas

Code-switching

Definition of categories
The meanings of each category will be defined in this section. Some of the categories are
self-explanatory and do not need further description.

Scaffolding
Contextual support and affective scaffolding.
These two categories of scaffolding belong to different authors and were developed at
different times as it was stated in the theoretical framework. Nonetheless, they both converge
since both categories include actions in which the tutor is always trying to control the student´s
frustratiom


Teacher modeling: Performing concepts to students, demonstrating through gestures,
pronunciation etc. (Haston, 2007)



Simplified language: shortening selections, speaking in the present tense, and avoiding
the use of idioms. (Bradley&Bradley, 2004)



Controlling frustration: Regulate the emotion that occurs when a student is blocked
from reaching a desired outcome. It includes the following ones:



Provide translation
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Using L2



Positive evaluation



Describing screen: To give an account in words of what is on the
computer.



Positive feedback: To tell students in detail how well they are doing.



Meeting special needs: Taking into consideration the different necessities
a visually impaired student might have.



Discussing



Recast: to repeat the error back to the learner in a corrected form.



Encouraging self-correction



Politeness

Effective scaffolding


Recruiting tutees attention



Keeping direction in terms of the goals.


Giving instructions



Take down scaffold: To remove the support given to the student when he is
ready to develop the activities by himself.



Reducing degrees of freedom in the task in order to make it manageable.



Marking critical features: To outline specific aspects of the language and the context in
order to make it noticeable, clear or highlight the importance of it.



Verifying and clarifying student understandings


Confirming: Corroborate the information given to the student.

Instructional Scaffolding


Inviting students to participate


Recalling: To remember, bring something back into the mind.



Connect to background knowledge



Inviting students to contribute clues.
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Encouraging further production



Eliciting: to get learners to produce actively speech or writing by giving
questions and clues.



Prompting. L1: Assisting students in thinking beyond their response to a
question.



Offering explanations


Expansion: Giving further information.

Learning strategies


Cognitive strategies.

Here the target language is manipulated or transformed for reception and production of
meaning by repeating, analyzing or summarizing. The four sets in this group are: Practicing,
Receiving and Sending Messages, Analyzing and Reasoning, and Creating Structure for Input
and Output (Ehrman & Oxford, 1990).


Repetition: Imitating a language model, including explicit practice and silent
rehearsal.



Receiving and sending messages: Getting the idea quickly. Deducing how
to do or say something rapidly.



Analyzing and reasoning: Thinking logically and examining in detail any
situation.



Back channeling: Showing evidence of understanding or analysis.



Wrapping up: Retaking previous ideas.



Summarizing: Making a mental, oral, or written condensation of language
and information presented in a task (Madrid, 2000)



Translating: Rendering notions from one language to another in a
comparatively precise manner (Madrid, 2000)



Using L1: To use the native language in order to cover the communication
needs.
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Metacognitive strategies

They refer to the fact of establishing commitments and purposes, evaluation of
advancement, self-monitoring, preparation of how and when to learn (Jooneghani, Jozani & LaiMei, 2012).


Evaluating and monitoring your learning: Testing, verifying, or correcting
one's understanding or performance in the development of a language assignment.



Paying attention: Attending to specific aspects of language input during task
execution.



Delaying speech production to focus on listening: Postponing speaking in order
to be concentrated on sounds, pronunciation and phonics.



Taking risks. Executing actions in order to answer to a situation besides there is a
possibility of making mistakes.



Thinking aloud. To say out loud what they are thinking.



Resorting to visual residue. To turn to visual residue as a strategy to achieve
something.



Social strategies

They involve interacting with another person to assist learning or using affective control
to assist a learning task (Jooneghani, Jozani & Lai-Mei, 2012).


Empathizing with others. Becoming aware of others' thoughts and feelings.



Asking questions. To request answers from the teacher or peers.



Asking for a review. To request for a recapitulation of a topic or extract.



Asking for additional input. To request for more exposure to authentic
language.



Getting recognition. To receive appreciation due to his performance.



Face saving. Preventing or intended to prevent the loss of self-esteem and
recognition.



Approving. To express favorable opinions.
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Following the conversation



Affective strategies

These are learning strategies concerned with managing emotions, both negative and
positive.


Lowering anxiety. Using progressive relaxation mechanisms such as deep
breathing, music, laughter.



Using laugh to keep a friendly dialogue



Memory



Creating mental linkages: Making associations



Creating mental linkages: Contextualizing words



Recalling: bring (a fact, event, or situation) back into one's mind; remember.



Compensation strategies

Compensation strategies permit apprentices to communicate notwithstanding deficits in
their language knowledge or help the learner make up for absent information (Cohen, 1998).


Guessing intelligently means for example, estimating from the context.



Overcoming limitations in speaking and writing: using substitutes and “talking
around” the missing word, using gestures or pause words (Cohen, 1998).



Description: “When the learner lacks the precise word the meaning is taken by
describing properties of the word or what it is used for “(Olsen, 1999, p. 199).



Language mixing: "This strategy is used when the learners insert elements from
L1 into their interlanguage due to lack of forms in L2, and it is the clearest case of
cross-linguistic influence" (Olsen, 1999, p. 199).



Code-switching is a strategy that is "more frequently used in oral production,
since it is an easy solution to turn to L1 when the learner is unable to use an
English word while speaking” (Olsen, 1999, p. 201).
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Attempting to give an answer: to make an effort while trying to response about
any subject.

Data Analysis
As said above, the data was obtained through two main resources: The four unstructured
observations and two interviews. One of the interviews was at the beginning of the study and the
second one was at the end of the research.
In order to start analyzing the information collected, the observations and the interviews
were transcribed and organized per date, turns and categories.
Analysis of observations
Four observations were carried out during the semester and the following aspects were
categorized in order to analyze the information collected: scaffolding, mediations, learning
strategies and classroom discourse. (See Appendix C)
Scaffolding. As it was stated in the theoretical framework, scaffolding has to do with all
the assistance that is provided to the student in order to help them achieve certain goals. In the
case of a visually impaired student, scaffolding was analyzed in terms of how different this
process might be compared to regular students and what were the results of the decisions made
by the tutor/ researcher.
The scaffolding categories analyzed in the observations were contextual support and
affective scaffolding, effective scaffolding and instructional scaffolding, which at the same time
contained several sub-categories suggested by the theory and some others that were added after
being driven from the data. In this chapter, the most common and important categories will be
described per observation.
Scaffolding analysis. August 22nd 2014
The following theory-driven subcategories within contextual support and affective
scaffolding were identified: Teacher modeling, simplified language and controlling frustration.
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‘Controlling frustration’ is one of the main issues regarding teaching a 25 year old visually
impaired student. As a tutor, decisions are made regarding the materials, organization of the
lesson, schedules etc. but it is also important to take into consideration the affective and the
motivational implications and the way a student with special needs requires the scaffolding.
While analyzing the data, it appears to be quite common to find ¨controlling frustration
actions¨ such as: Describing Screen, Politeness, Positive evaluation, and Meeting special needs.
An example to illustrate each one of them is written below.
Describing screen
T: Bueno vamos a ingresar a la plataforma. Cvergaraj es el usuario. Recuerda que tenemos un entorno
inicial, donde están las noticias, la agenda, el foro general…luego viene un entorno de conocimiento
(Observation September 16th)

As his tutor I focused on “describing screen” because the lack of sight is one of the main
generators of frustration in him. Since the virtual environment is designed for sighted students
and the software does not read in English, it was necessary to read, describe and explain each
characteristic that appeared in the virtual course, so that the student might have an idea of what
we were dealing with.
By describing the screen, both the tutor and the student can be aware of the sequence of
activities proposed in the virtual course, the student can be more involved in the virtual course,
since he “knows” through my eyes what is online at the moment and can follow the rhythm of
messages, examples and warnings.

Politeness
T: Ah ok. ¿Y ahora cómo te sientes? (Observation August 22nd, turn 95)

The category I was focused on here was “politeness”. This one is defined as the
assistance given to the teacher through a very “kind” language and discourse.
The idea here as a tutor was to use a language that could reflect patience, a helping attitude and
flexibility regarding speed and tone of the voice, sympathetic expressions, etc. Most of this
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affective scaffolding was developed through Spanish language, which is at the same time a way
to control frustration in certain moments. For instance:
Since in one of the interviews the student stated that he is not able to see since he was a
teenager but still wants to continue his learning process, one way to understand how this visually
impaired student learns English is to look deep inside his feelings, to be aware of the language
and to determine how the scaffolding might increase or lower his frustration towards the
language.
Meeting special needs
T: ¨ i¨griega, muy bien. Listo, entonces yo te ayudo. Te voy a colocar el cursor para que puedas borrar.
Entonces voy a volver a leer toda la frase, todo lo que colocaste, y me dices donde crees que hace falta
capital letter. ¨Good afternoon, my name is Mario. I am from Barranquilla ¨ (Observation September 16th)

The category addressed in this part of the research was “meeting special needs”. The
student can follow a successful learning process when the tutor is able to recognize the student’s
abilities and weaknesses.
Since a visually impaired student might be concerned with his participation in the virtual
course, on an interview on Skype or by interacting with any other possible tool, the tutor should
meet the special needs of the student and reduce the level of frustration by implementing
strategies that help him to make progress. For example, in the observations some of the findings
were related to how as a tutor, I offered him the possibility to be involved on the virtual course,
by typing, clicking, checking punctuation or spelling by monitoring his management of the
mouse and keyboard or simply executing the role of reader. For example:
T:

Para borrarte esa. Ya ahí si puedes colocar… ¿Puedes ubicar capital letter? (Observation August

22nd, turn 63)

T:

Dale espacio. (Él le da espacio). Listo, muy bien. Ya corregimos. (Observation August 22nd, turn

67)

Positive evaluation
T: Porque la escribiste muy bien. La escribiste tal cual ¨and¨ (Observation August 22nd, turn 87)
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In this category it might be appreciated that the tutor is interested in promoting and
motivating the VIS by prasing his written production.
These categories of scaffolding might be a good starter when we want to give support and
confidence to our student. Since we are facing a hard reality towards materials access and course
design for visually impaired students, it is better to start improving and adequating our own
performance in order to adapt ourselves to the challenges offered in this particular case.
In the following table and graph, the frequency of scaffolding categories identified during the
observation of August 22nd 2014 will be presented.
Table 11. Categories of scaffolding provided on August 22nd 2014.
De scri bi n g scre e n

14

Usi n g L1

12

Me e ti n g spe ci al n e e ds

11

Pol i te n e ss

7

Posi ti ve fe e dback

7

En cou ragi n g fu rth e r produ cti on

5

Posi ti ve e val u ati on

5

Prompti n g. L1

5

Expan si on

4

L2

4

El i ci ti n g corre cti on

3

Provi de Tran sl ati on

3

Re cast

3

Di scu ssi n g

2

Gi vi n g In stru cti on s

2

El i ci ti n g vocabu l ary

1

En cou ragi n g se l f-corre cti on

1

Mark i n g cri ti cal fe atu re s

1

Tak e down scaffol d

1

Te ach e r mode l l i n g

1

Graph 1. Distribution of Scaffolding provided on August 22nd 2014
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As noticed in the graph, meeting special needs, politeness, positive evaluation and
describing screen are the most common sub categories to control frustration in this context of the
VIS student. In addition, the use of L1 at this point of the session is pretty high and it is possible
that the use of Spanish in this context is motivated by the fact that the tutor wanted to control the
frustration of the student and involve him quickly on the subject.

Scaffolding analysis. September 16th 2014
In the second session, it is visible that the attention to the screen description was reduced
and now there is more effort on being focused on offering explanations and marking critical
features. The tutor continues prompting and encouraging further production as in the previous
class through polite requests and expressions. Example:
T:

Aja, don’t worry. Un intento, no importa. Recuerda que es future. (Observation, September 16th.

Turn 141).

Table 12 and Graph 2 summarize the distribution of the scaffolding categories in the
observation of September 16th 2014.
Table 12. Categories of scaffolding provided on September 16th 2014.
O ffe ri n g e xpl an ati on s

9

Mark i n g cri ti cal fe atu re s

7

Pol i te n e ss

6

Prom pti n g. L1

5

Usi n g L1

5

L2

4

En cou ragi n g fu rth e r produ cti on

4

De scri bi n g scre e n

3

Re cru i ti n g tu te e s atte n ti on

3

C on n e ct to back grou n d k n owl e dge

3

Posi ti ve fe e dback

3

Posi ti ve e val u ati on

3

Provi de tran sl ati on

3

Me e ti n g spe ci al n e e ds

2

El i ci ti n g corre cti on

2

S i m pl i fi e d Lan gu age . Prom pti n g

2

Re cal l i n g

1

C on fi rm i n g

1

Tak e down scaffol di n g

1

Re cal l i n g

1

Gi vi n g i n stru cti on s

1

Te ach e r m ode l l i n g

1

Expan si on

1

Ve ri fyi n g an d cl ari fyi n g stu de n t
u n de rstan di n gs

1
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Graph 2. Distribution of Scaffolding provided on September 16th 2014.

Scaffolding analysis. October 14th 2014.
In this session, there is evidence that the tutor provided several examples to the VIS and at
the same time, a great amount of positive evaluation was given. In the same way, there are more
attempts to ¨model¨ and recast. It might be said that the positive evaluation was given at this
point because the VIS started to use more L2 and certain motivation and encouragement was
needed. Although the VIS made mistakes or he made half of a sentence, the tutor recognized his
effort by giving him positive appraisal.
VIS:

I used to eat Pizza.

T:

Ahh ok, that’s a good option. (Observation. October 14 th 2015. Turns 184-185.)

VIS:

Esperate…When I was a child I used to… when I was a child I used to in the high school.

T:

Good! (Observation. October 14th 2015. Turns 217-218.)

In the following table and graph, the distribution of scaffolding categories of October 14 th 2014
will be shown.
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Table 13. Categories of scaffolding provided on October 14th 2014.
Provi di n g e xam pl e s

11

Posi ti ve e val u ati on

11

Te ach e r m ode l l i n g

9

O ffe ri n g e xpl an ati on s

9

Mark i n g cri ti cal fe atu re s

8

Pol i te n e ss

8

Re cast

6

En cou ragi n g fu rth e r
produ cti on
Ve ri fyi n g an d cl ari fyi n g
stu de n t u n de rstan di n gs

6
5

Tak e down scaffol di n g

4

L2

4

Me e ti n g spe ci al n e e ds

4

C on n e ct to back grou n d
k n owl e dge

3

Expan si on

3

De scri bi n g scre e n

3

Ke e pi n g di re cti on i n te rm s
of th e goal s.

2

S i m pl i fi e d l an gu ge

2

Re cal l i n g

2

Posi ti ve fe e dback

1

Re du ci n g de gre e s of
fre e dom i n th e task i n orde r
to m ak e i t m an age abl e

1

El i ci ti n g

1

Di scu ssi n g

1

C on fi rm i n g

1

En cou ragi n g se l f-corre cti on

1

Gi vi n g i n stru cti on

1

Provi de Tran sl ati on

1

Graph 3. Distribution of Scaffolding provided October 14th 2014.
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Scaffolding analysis. November 5th 2014.
In the last session observed, the tutor used as much L2 as she could and teacher modelling
was also very common. It is important to say that this session was shorter than the others and the
VIS used this class to ¨practice¨ his oral exam. In addition, this session started by introducing
greetings and questions in English. This was something that was not done in other opportunities
and it allows us to infer that the VIS felt more comfortable with the language at the end of the
semester.
VIS:

Hello tutor, how is it going?

T:

Hello (name of the student), How are you?

VIS:

Very well thanks

T:

What is your topic for the speaking? (Observation. November 5 th 2015. Turns 1-4

In the following table and graph, the distribution of the scaffolding categories of
November 5th 2014 will be appreciated.
Table 14. Categories of scaffolding provided on November 5th 2014.
L2

18

Te ache r mode lling

10

Positive e valuation

5

L1

4

Encouraging furthe r
production

4

Expansion

3

Eliciting

2

Re cast

2

O ffe ring e xplanation

1

Provide s translation

1

Marking critical fe ature s

1

Polite ne ss

1

Marking critical fe ature s

1
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Graph 4. Distribution of Scaffolding provided November 5th 2014.

Mediations
Lantolf (2000) outlined three types of mediations that were added to the categories of data
analysis of this research project: Social Mediation (verbal discourse), self-mediation (private
speech) and artifact mediation.
Most of the interaction recorded was verbal and this verbal discourse either by
interchanging ideas or by using private speech were boosted by that fact that the student feels
more comfortable through “listening” due to his condition and his interest in music.
The speech used to execute the scaffolding remains as one of the most important features
in terms of social mediation. It represents the main tool of the tutor since through verbal
discourse she can give examples, involve the student, connect him to background knowledge and
guide him despite the fact that he cannot see.
T:

Ok That´s good… Perfect, that’s an example, that’s a very good. What about TV programs? For

example… example.
VIS:

Ahhh ok

T:

In my case I used to watch Sailor moon

VIS:

¿Te gustaba Sailor Moon? (Observation. October 14th 2015. Turn 58-60)
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In addition, the discourse used by the VIS student and the exposure of his private speech,
shows how self-mediation is also present in the tutorial session of a student who has got a
disability and in what way we can use this for further research. It can help the tutor to be aware of
the time given to the VIS to reflect on what he is about to say or simply analyzing the speed of
his responses and the way he organizes the ideas.
VIS

ahh ok. ¿Cómo era? (Always…) cómo era el término? Espérate, algunas veces no recuerdo como

se decía algunas veces. (Observation. October 14th 2015. Turn 54)

Moreover, the verbal mediation matched certain artifacts such as recordings, which were
selected by the student as one of the main tools he uses to deal with the exercises. Example:
T:

Ahh. Vamos a escuchar la otra opción. ((Voz Femenina del diccionario virtual pronunciando la

palabra Tricycle) (Observation, October 14th, turn 295).
Recording:

¨If it rains today, I¨ll stay at home¨ ((It is repeated 3 times)) (Observation, September

16th, turn 87).

These artifacts mediations are crucial because they allow him to control the number of
times he wants to repeat the information, the moment in which he considers he can play the
recording, take it home and use it to review the topic on his own. The artifacts give him the
opportunity to be more independent and engaged with the activities.

Learning strategies
The observations allowed collecting the description of the interaction in the class and the
different learning strategies used by the VIS student. The interviews analysis determined that the
most common strategies used by him are memory and cognitive strategies. Furthermore, there is
evidence of the use of metacognitive and compensation strategies.
In the following analysis, the use of other learning strategies during the observations will be
described one throughout the sessions recorded.
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Learning strategies analysis. August 22 nd 2014.
It is clear that at the beginning of the semester the learning strategies that were used the
most by the VIS student were: Memory, asking for confirmation, repetition, taking risks, thinking
aloud.
Asking for confirmation was used possible because the students is not able to see the
screen and he is a beginner level student. Then, he is relying on what he hears all the time and
there are several situations in which he needs to check if he is following the conversation,
understanding the new words or questions.
T:

¿Quieres usar good afternoon?

VIS:

Si. Creo que significa buenas tardes, ¿verdad? (Observation. August 22nd 2015. Turn 9-10)

As a VIS, he has developed a good memory in order to keep a mental record of locations,
voices, tools and words that he cannot actually see written. English language has also become a
system that he ¨studies¨ while making associations with radio, music or TV programs
information, recalling past events, people or favorites. In fact, he mixes the asking for
confirmation with memory because he likes checking if what he has got in mind or what he has
memorized is correct or not.

VIS:

No se puede decir ¿Roster?

T:

What it means roster? ¿Qué significa esa parte?

VIS:

Bueno, es que lo estoy asociando a otro contexto… Bueno la palabra roster significa como el grupo

de los crew…me imagino, no sé, aquí haciendo la asociación. (Observation, August 22nd 2014, turns 127128)

Another strategy that is used by the VIS and that result to be exclusive in this particular situation
is the fact of using his visual residue to make inferences, activating his memory or introducing
previous knowledge to the current situation.
VIS:

Bueno la referencia que yo tengo de cómo se escribe es porque antes yo tenía un residuo visual.

Antes yo tenía un residuo visual y recuerdo haberla visto en algún momento en la televisión. (Observation,
August 22nd 2014, turns 87-88)
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On table 15 and graph 5 the distribution of learning strategies used by the VIS on August 22nd
2014 will be shown.
Table 15. Learning strategies used by a VIS on August 22nd 2014.

Me tacognitive . Taking risks 3
Social Strate gie s. Asking
for confirmation

5

Face saving

1

Me tacognitive . Thinking
aloud
Me mory. Making
associations
Me mory. Re calling
Me tacognitive . Atte mpting
to answe r
C ognitive . Re pe tition,
imitation
C ognitive strate gie s.
Analyz ing and re asoning
Social strate gie s.
Empathiz ing with othe rs

2
4
2
1
5
2
1

Re sorting to visual re sidue

2

C ognitive . Translating

1

Me tacognitive . Evaluating
and Monitoring your
le arning

2

Using L1

1

C ompe nsation strate gie s.
Gue ssing inte llige ntly

1

Ge tting re cognition

1

W rapping up. Re taking
pre vious ide as

1

Graph 5. Distribution of the learning strategies used by a VIS on August 22nd 2014.
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Learning strategies analysis. September 16th 2014.
In the tutorial session of September 16th 2014, several learning strategies were registered.
Repetition, translating and taking risks were the most common. In here, a new topic for him was
introduced: ¨First conditional¨. Therefore, the VIS attempts to answer the questions made by the
tutor based on the input given and taking risks, he analyses the structures and instead of
remaining silent he tries to follow the exercise and ¨reproduce¨ examples by wrapping up
previous ideas, previous knowledge or simply guessing. (At some point this might be the
evidence of the use of metacognitive strategies, such as monitoring and centering his learning)
VIS:

¿Cómo?

T:

I will give you the beginning ¨Af¨

VIS:

After.

T:

Good. Esos eran los time clauses.

VIS:

After era ¨siempre¨

T:

No, no era ¨siempre¨…

VIS:

A ver, ¨after¨, ¨after¨. ¿When era cuando, verdad? (Observation September 16th 2014. Turns 45-

52)

T:

Hay una parte que va a llevar el ïf¨y otra parte que va a llevar el ¨will¨

VIS:

Will. (Observation September 16th 2014. Turns 77-78)

Social strategies are also present and one of them seems to be very particular in the case
of a VIS: ¨getting recognition¨. He likes receiving appreciation due to his performance and
interrupts in order to make the tutor know that he ¨knows¨ the answer, as in the following
example:
T:

When, until (…)

VIS:

ehhh, esperate ahi. Ese día dimos 3 (…) el otro era (…) (Observation September

16th 2014. Turns 43-44)
T:

Ajá, por eso se llama conditional porque tu estas poniendo…

VIS:

(He interrupts) una condición. (Observation September 16th 2014. Turns 75-76)
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This social strategy might be very connected to the affective scaffolding offered by the
tutor and the motivation the student has. It shows the level of involvement of the VIS, the
intention of being recognized as an active learner and his level of understanding.
The table 16 and graph 6 will show the learning strategies that correspond to the ones
used by the VIS on September 16th 2014.

Table 16. Learning strategies used by a VIS on September 16 th 2014.

Social strate gie s. Approving

1

Social strate gie s. Using laugh
to ke e p a frie ndly dialogue

1

C ompe nsation strate gie s:
Atte mpting to give an answe r

5

C ognitive . Re pe tition

9

Social strate gie s. Asking for
additional input
Social strate gie s. Asking for
confirmation

3
5

Asking for re vie w

1

Taking risks

6

C ompe nsation. Translating
Using L1

7

Making associations

1

W rapping up. Re taking
pre vious ide as

1

Gue ssing

1

Ge tting re cognition

5

De laying spe e ch to gain time

2

Affe ctive . Lowe ring your
anxie ty
Showing e vide nce of
unde rstanding or analysis
(back channe ling)
Me tacognitive . C e nte ring
your le arning.
Social strate gie s. Asking
que stions
Social strate gie s.
Empathiz ing with othe rs.

1
2
3
1
1

Face saving

2

C ognitive strate gie s.
Analyz ing and re asoning

1
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Graph 6. Distribution of the learning strategies used by a VIS on September 16 th 2014.

Learning strategies analysis. October 14th 2014.
In this tutorial session, the most used strategies were asking questions, attempting to
answer and using L1. In addition, two new strategies appeared at this point of the session: Using
L2 and language mixing.
After a couple of months practicing English four hours per week, the VIS has started
attempting to answer questions by using L2. Although, he did not use it many times and there are
few registers, his intention and effort are appreciated.
VIS:

On vacations … En vacaciones… On vacations I used to visit… ehhh… visit (student repeats the

word visit) my family in Cartagena City. (Observation October 14th 2014. Turn 148)

VIS:

When I was… espérate… when I was a child I used to slide in my tricycle. (Observation October

14th 2014. Turn 336)

His metacognitive strategies were also more visible and he manages to express them openly. He
is in fact reaffirming that he is aware of the importance of gaining vocabulary and shares his
thoughts about it.
T:

When I was a child I used to play with my neighbors. Of course.
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VIS:

Nei?

T:

Neighbors

VIS:

Neighbors

T:

We are going to listen. We are going to check the pronunciation.

VIS:

Palabra que va para el diccionario. (Observation October 14th 2014. Turns 339-344)

In the following table and graph the distribution of the learning strategies used by the VIS on
October 14th 2014 will be presented.
Table 17. Learning strategies used by a VIS on October 14th 2014.
Atte m pti n g to an s we r

11

S oci al s trate gi e s . As k i n g
qu e s ti on s

15

S oci al s trate gi e s .
Em path i z i n g wi th oth e rs .

8

Us i n g L2

6

Us i n g L1

14

Tran s l ati n g.

12

S oci al s trate gi e s . As k i n g
for con fi rm ati on .

8

Re pe ti ti on

8

De l ayi n g s pe e ch i n orde r
to gai n ti m e

1

Me tacogn i ti ve . Tak i n g
ri s k s . Th i n k i n g al ou d

2

C ogn i ti ve s trate gi e s .
An al yz i n g an d re as on i n g

1

C ogn i ti ve s trate gi e s .
An al yz i n g an d re as on i n g

1

W rappi n g u p. Re tak i n g
pre vi ou s i de as

8

Affe cti ve . Lowe ri n g you r
an xi e ty

1

C ogn i ti ve s trate gi e s .
C re ati n g s tru ctu re for
i n pu t an d ou tpu t

2

Me m ory

3

Di s cu s s i n g

1

Me tacogn i ti ve . Eval u ati n g
an d Mon i tori n g you r
l e arn i n g

3

Face

3

s avi n g

C om pe n s ati on s trate gi e s .
O ve rcom i n g l i m i tati on s i n
s pe ak i n g

2

Affe cti ve . Lowe ri n g you r
an xi e ty

1

As k i n g

for com fi rm ati on

2

Lan gu age Mi xi n g

2

De l ayi n g s pe e ch i n orde r
to gai n ti m e

2

Ge tti n g re cogn i ti on

1

C om pe n s ati on s trate gi e s .
Gu e s s i n g i n te l l i ge n tl y

1
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Graph 7. Distribution of the learning strategies used by a VIS on October 14th 2014.

Learning strategies analysis. November 5th 2014.
At the end of the semester, the VIS is able to use more L2 and ask for additional input. In
this tutorial session, the class is focused on practicing speaking for the interview he has got on
Skype to evaluate his oral performance. Although he relies on his memory and he continues
repeating and translating into Spanish, there is evidence of self-confidence because at the
beginning of the session he decides to open the conversation by saying hello by using a different
expression:
VIS:

Hello tutor, how is it going? (Observation November 5th 2014. Turn

1)

His metacognitive strategies are also evident. He continues reaffirming that he is aware of the
importance of improving his performance and makes you know about his decision.
VIS: Espera voy a recapitular. When I was a child I used to do several activities that I liked, liked, ¿Así
era? Tengo que practicar mucho para que se oiga natural, no embolatado. (Observation November 5th 2014.
Turn 29)
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While using L2, the VIS tries to establish a kind of socio-affective link with the tutor by
asking confirmation and also demonstrates that he is able to wrap up what he has learned so far
by including self-correction in his oral production.

VIS: When I was a teenager I used to go to the park to play with my family ( ) no with my friends ( ) voy
bien? (Observation November 5th 2014. Turn 45)

VIS: Recreo, jaja mentira, estoy bromeando. (Observation November 5th 2014. Turn 63)

Finally, in some way his progress was remarkable because his intention of empathizing
with others, making jokes, introducing funny words or simply smiling or laughing during the
sessions contributed to lowering his anxiety, sketching what he might like while learning and thus
helping the tutor to discover the strategies that fit the best his learning process.
In the following table and graph the distribution of the learning strategies used by the VIS on
November 5th 2014 will be presented.
Table 18. Learning strategies used by a VIS on November 5th 2014.

Risk taking

4

Getting recognition

1

L2

8

Attempting to answer

1

Asking for confirmation

4

Cognitive: Analyzing and
resoning

1

Wrapping up

6

Social strategies. Asking
for additional input

6

Repetition

1

Memory. Making
associations

1

Metacognitive. Evaluating
and Monitoring your
learning

2

Social strategies.
Empathizing with others.

3

Translating

1
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Graph 8. Distribution of the learning strategies used by a VIS on November 5th 2014.
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Classroom discourse
In this section, the classroom interaction that took place in the teaching and learning process will
be described. The interaction that took place will be described in 4 classes separately. Classroom
interaction is part of the social mediation and it is constituted by verbal discourse.
As it was stated in the theoretical framework, L2 learning is determined by different kinds
of materials, interaction, instructions and classroom discourse patterns. In the L2 class, it is the
teacher's challenge to implement forms of mediation that will simplify learners' acquisition
processes and the researcher's challenge to explore the nature of mediation in action in language
learning.
This analysis was specially focused on the teacher-student talk and the exchanges I
(initiating), R (response) and F (follow-up) moves, (IRF model).
It might be thought that classroom discourse reflects the unequal power relationship
between teacher and students. So, in the particular case of a VIS class, the roles of control,
dominance and turn taking will be explored.
Classroom discourse patterns. August 22nd 2014.
The most predominant category from the sub-categories of free exchange on August 22nd
was pupil informs or VIS inform, which consists on conveying information to the teacher and
teacher inform, which is related to the fact of transmitting information to the pupils.
Since ¨informing¨ is the leading category, it is concluded that there is a continuous
transmission of information between the VIS and the teacher. This category is followed by a
continuous eliciting and checking by the teacher, which reflects the role of ¨controller¨ that the
teacher has got in the session. Nonetheless, there is evidence in the graph that the VIS elicits the
tutor as well. So, it might be concluded that the student did not have a passive role but a very
active one and he was alert to what was requested in the session all the time.
VIS:

creo que se dicen training, verdad, training.

T:

training.

VIS:

training… están los managers y los technic crew.

(Observation, class discourse. August 22nd 2015. Turns 139-141).
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On Table 19 and graph 9, the distribution of classroom discourse patterns used on August 22nd
2014 will be shown.
Table 19. Classroom discourse patterns used on August 22nd 2014.

Teacher informs

15

Teacher elicits

12

VIS informs

42

VIS elicits

11

Teacher checks

1

Teacher checks-elicits

12

Teacher direct

3

Reinforce

4

Repeat

6

Re-initiation

3

Listing

4

Graph 9. Distribution of the Classroom discourse patterns used on August 22nd 2014.
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Classroom discourse patterns. September 16th 2014.
In this class, the categories that correspond to VIS inform and Teacher informs are
still the highest. There is an increment in reinforcing and repeating, in which a correct
response is induced and the reiteration of a reply is encouraged respectively. Perhaps,
these two categories are amplified at this point because a new topic is integrated (first
conditional). That is why after eliciting and informing, the tutor tries to induce the correct
answer inductively and ask the visually impaired student to repeat the info.
T:

If it rains today (The tutor says the sentence slowly)

VIS:

If it ( )

T:

If it rains ( ) (Observation, class discourse. September 16th 2015. Turns 101-103).

On Table 20 and graph 10, the distribution of classroom discourse patterns used on September
16th 2014 will be shown.

Table 20. Classroom discourse patterns used on September 16th 2014.

VIS informs

42

Teacher elicit

16

Teacher inform

35

Teacher Direct

6

Teacher inform and
check

8

Repeat

11

Reinforce

13

Listing

3

VIS elicit

19

Re-iniciation

1
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Graph 10. Distribution of the Classroom discourse patterns used on September 16th 2014.

Classroom discourse patterns. October 14th 2014.
In this session, the category ¨listing¨ increases its number. Since this category refers to
suppress evaluation until two or more responses are received, it might be concluded that at this
point, the tutor has started to expect more production from the student. In the previous sessions,
there is more info exchange: explanations, vocabulary expansion, repetition of sentences etc. But
the evaluation was introduced little by little, taking into consideration that there is an input stage
and a sense of frustration control towards the progress of the student. By introducing evaluation
in this way, the affective scaffolding is reflected and the intention of offering a more studentcentered structure is present.
T: No time. I used to … and also …What can I say? I used to play volleyball
VIS: Ahhh jugabas volleyball
T: Yeah in High school Yeah
VIS: En el colegio
T: Good. What do you used to do?
VIS: Ahh ¿mi persona?
T: Yeah.
VIS: I used to … I used to (vocal o alargada) … play soccer (r alargada) in the afternoon (risas).
T: Ahhh ok… ok that’s great… (Observation, class discourse. October 14th 2015. Turns 38-46).
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On Table 21 and graph 11, the distribution of classroom discourse patterns used on October 14th
2014 will be shown.
Table 21. Classroom discourse patterns used on October 14th 2014

Te ache r e licit

31

VIS e licits

61

VIS informs

99

Te ache r inform

106

Che ck

1

Te ache r inform and e licits

7

Re pe at

20

Re -initiation

11

Listing

7

Te ache r dire ct

4

VIS e licits and informs

1

Re inforce

8

Graph 11. Distribution of the Classroom discourse patterns used on October 14th 2014.
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Classroom discourse patterns. November 5th 2014.
Since Teacher informs and VIS informs are the most common categories in the
analysis of the discourse in the sessions, it is stated that the verbal mediation is the most
important factor in the development of a class for a VIS. In addition, the role of both
participants is interchangeable while eliciting each other and the role of controller remains
when the teacher looks for the way to check the progress of the student, reinforce or
simply induce repetition of certain structures. Sometimes the categories are present at the
same time, what make us reflect that the discourse is not fixed but flexible.
T:

Several?

VIS:
Esa, several activities ( ) esperate when I was a child I used to do several activities that I
like. (Observation, class discourse. November 5th 2015. 22-23).
VIS:

¿Cop es policía?

T:
Si, por eso se llama robocop. (Observation, class discourse. November 5th 2015. Turns
51-52).

On Table 22 and graph 12, the distribution of classroom discourse patterns used on October 14th
2014 will be shown.
Table 22. Classroom discourse patterns used on November 5th 2014.
VIS elicits

11

Teacher elicits

8

VIS informs

14

Teacher inform

19

Teacher inform

1

and elicits
VIS informs and

3

elicits
Repeat

2

Reinforce

3

Listing

3

Re-iniciation

3
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Graph 12. Distribution of the Classroom discourse patterns used on November 5th 2014.

After analyzing the learning strategies, the scaffolding and the classroom discourse patterns
found in the four observations, the analysis of the informal interviews will be described in the
following section.
Analysis of the Informal Interviews
At the beginning of the process the visually impaired student was interviewed in order to
understand his background, previous experiences with English learning, and the use of the
materials available for him, etc. The interview was recorded and some notes were taken while he
was talking.
This student that will be called ¨Mario¨ is a 24 years old young man who studies
psychology at UNAD University. He is in 8th semester and is interested in sport psychology since
he likes soccer and baseball very much. He suffers from a degenerative eye disease called
retinitis pigmentosa, which is one of the most common forms of inherited retinal degeneration
and is characterized by loss of the light sensing (Hartong, D. T., Berson, E. L., & Dryja, T. P.,
2006)
Besides the difficulties implied because of his lack of sight, the student is working in a
fast food restaurant and is able to perform most of the daily activities on his own.
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Most of the questions were open-ended questions, so the student felt free to express his
opinion, give more details and at the same time, giving clues about the way he learns in this
particular context.
Materials
It became evident that the software installed in the computer to help the student while
reading the screen was not adapted to read in English. This is what Mario said:
Como mis tutorías son presenciales pues a veces el tutor me ayuda. Pero a mi gusta trabajar por mí mismo,
y pues el ingeniero me instaló “Jaws”, un software para leer pantalla…El lector lee en español, así que se
escucha raro cuando lee algo en inglés. (Interview #1)

In addition, the student does not have a computer at home, so he has to come to the
computer room located in the university in order to receive his face-to-face tutorials and record
these audios using his cellphone. This can show certain level of restriction related to the
accessibility of resources but it also shows the motivation that the student has.
The recordomhd found on campus and even the videos he can listen to online, represent
his main support while dealing with English materials in the virtual environment.
The student is able to use the keyboard very well and is able to access the browser on his
own, he writes information in order to find what he needs. He requests for help in certain cases
such as locating the mouse to start writing in the forum.
Bueno, es que hasta que fui adolescente tuve residuo visual y por eso se. Usted me dice dónde está el cursor
y yo escribo. (Interview #1)
Bueno, los audios me gustan mucho y si hay videos en YouTube para escuchar también. (Interview #1)

Regarding the materials related to writing, there are several constraints due to the fact that
the collaborative work in which they develop the writing task needs lots of written participation
and the forum is opened for almost a month. In the case of this student, his tutor in the virtual
course allowed him to prepare an oral presentation using the same topic from the writing section.
Nonetheless, the VIS is still concerned about it and it seems he is a little bit frustrated because he
cannot develop the activity as his partners do.
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A decir verdad, esa actividad de writing es la que me limita porque no pude participar en el foro. Menos mal
que el tutor aceptó que hiciéramos un audio, sino ¡ay mama! (Interview # 2)

Scaffolding
Teacher modelling is one of the main features in this teaching-learning process and
represents one of the ways in which the student and the teacher perform the roles assigned during
the session. As it was stated in the classroom discourse analysis model of teacher/learner
exchanges, both participants are attached to a sentence, expression or linguistic resource to build
a bridge between them and share a message.
Certain opinions expressed by the student were related to how useful teacher modelling
might be for him. For instance, the following extract is shared:
Ahh bueno ahora que lo dice, lo que más me ayuda también sabe que es, cuando usted entona como
pregunta o como sorpresa. Por ejemplo, ese día me dijo: Of course!...yo no sabía bien que era pero yo
entendí que era como: Claro! (Interview # 2)
Esa actividad estuvo chévere: “If I win the baloto ticket, I will go to Manchester city” Jejeje. (Interview # 2)

On the other hand, it can be inferred that the student even prefers teacher modelling than
facing records on his own because at the level in which he is now, he feels more comfortable if
the input is gradually provided by the tutor and at the same time he feels that in some way his
frustration is being controlled. Wood, Bruner, & Ross (1976) added “controlling frustration” to
the categories of effective scaffolding because it guarantees that students remain encouraged to
advance to the next step in the process of learning a language.
Se acuerda el audio sobre dos mujeres que tenían otro acento. No era como el suyo, sino como muy rápido,
me sentí perdido y era muy largo, la información no la capté del todo. Creo que me sentiría mejor si usted
me dijera y me lo pronunciara. (Interview # 2)

Learning strategies
During the interviews some learning strategies used by the student were identified and at
the same time, the intention of the interview was to confirm if he was conscious of using them
and aware that these strategies were helping him to make progress in his tutorial session. One of
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these strategies was “memory”. This seems to be developed as a compensation for his
impairment, and boosted by his context, due to the fact he works in a company where both
languages are used daily.
…como yo trabajo en (name of the restaurant), hay cosas en inglés que me las aprendo de memoria. Jejeje,
bueno si, yo creo que tengo buena memoria. Yo sé por dónde va el bus cuando me voy solo y como le digo,
en el trabajo yo pregunto mucho el significado de las palabras, por eso no se me olvida. (Interview #1)

Also, one of the compensation strategies used by him is “guessing intelligently” From his
context, he drags vocabulary that consequently is analyzed by him (which denotes a cognitive
strategy: Analyzing and reasoning) and then he makes associations in order to guess without any
dictionary or explanation the meaning of the subject. For example:
Lo asocio a cosas que me gustan, por ejemplo a mí me gusta el futbol, entonces siento que me aprendo más
rápido…pues las palabras, como stadium, Manchester city, London…y en el trabajo pues hay como un
spanglish ahí, esteee aparece el manager y me dice que me toca un shift en la mañana o por ejemplo los
sabores del Macflury, como cookies and cream.

Among other strategies outlined by the student, he recognizes that “repetition” helps him to deal
with pronunciation, reinforce his memory and confirm what he has heard.
…repetir es una forma de que yo practique la pronunciación, porque si lo hago varias veces lo memorizo. Y
también cuando digo que me recapitulen es para volver a escuchar la pronunciación o algo que se me haya
escapado. (Interview # 2)

Finally, “translating” is another strategy identified during the interview. He considers translating
as a way to monitor what he understands. He also seems to take advantage of cognates words
with similar pronunciation in English and Spanish.
The fact that he identifies the way he can perform the activity more accurately suggests
that this student is aware of his learning process and uses metacognitive strategies as well.
A mí me gusta traducir y saber qué dice, como en las pistas que seguía sobre “tatoo” que era tatuaje y
friend, en la historia de los amigos. Se me ocurre algo, podrías hacer preguntas que tengan opciones, así yo
asocio más. (Interview # 2)
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Discussion
From the data obtained through the instruments such as observations and interviews, the
following results appeared:
1. Social mediation (verbal discourse) is the main tool used in the session with a VIS.
2. The tutor provides affective scaffolding to the VIS.
3. There is evidence of graduated, contingent and dialogic scaffolding used by the tutor.
4. The VIS links motivation, context and social interaction to his L2 learning.
5. The design of the virtual English course does not match all the needs of the VIS.
6. The VIS is able to use a wide range of learning strategies towards L2.
7. Teacher modeling is used by the tutor most of the time and the VIS enjoys it.
8. The devices that a VIS finds necessary in an English class are: Recorder, Screen reader
software and microphone.
The findings above are connected to each other and they sometimes occurred
concurrently. Then, each aspect will be discussed independently and if two or more aspects are
connected at some point, it will be outlined. For example, verbal discourse and the affective
scaffolding are interrelated because the VIS relies on what he listens to very much and also in the
way people talk to him. When he listens to certain expressions such as: Asi es. Right, Vamos bien
de tiempo, Ajá, do not worry, un intento, Good,etc. we might say that the politeness used by the
tutor might represent a successful support and contribute to his motivation while learning a
second language, as Porayska-Pomsta & Pain (2004) suggested. The VIS requires explicit
feedback and through the affective discourse used, the tutor offers him the opportunity to
understand the topic and involve him appropriately in the class.
Since the VIS is not able to see what is written or presented on the screen, he requires
certain affective scaffolding in order to avoid blocking, frustration and lack of confidence. That is
why these sessions do not contain expressions such as: Don´t say that, you are completely wrong,
I cannot understand you etc. On the contrary, the sessions are full of expression related to the
encouragement of interest, stimulus, among others.
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The tutor is aware of the necessity of using different types of scaffolding in order to
accomplish the objectives of the lesson and deal with the special needs of this student. At the end
of the semester, the teacher started removing the scaffolding, since she noticed that the student
felt more comfortable while using L2.
On the other hand, the tutor started using other strategies in order to make examples and
avoid translating. As Brown & Levinston (1987) stated, it is important that the tutor does not give
all the answers to the VIS. That is why in the last session recorded, for example, the tutor
answered the question of the student by encouraging him to make an association with his interests
and previous knowledge, instead of translating directly to Spanish.
VIS:

¿Cop es policía?

T:

Por eso se llama robocop.

In addition, she allowed the student to use his screen reader to work individually and his
recordings while studying alone, taking into consideration that one of the main features of this
blended session was to give the appropriate assistance or support without leaving behind the new
technologies and the virtual context in which the student is learning.
On the other hand, the different learning strategies used by the VIS were outlined either in
the observations as well as in the interviews. There is evidence of metacognition on his
performance, what represents a remarkable aspect of his learning process.
The VIS expresses that he makes conscious decisions regarding the way he drags or
memorize vocabulary from his context at work or simply by listening to music. He also
emphasizes on his preferences while receiving assistance, which help the tutor make future
decisions about the way she should prepare the lesson. The students stated for example, that he
finds teacher modeling very appropriate and suitable to his learning needs. There is a feeling of
¨trust¨ in what the tutor says and also he finds an opportunity to confirm with her what he has
listened or learned in other contexts and in the virtual course.
Through teacher modeling, the VIS finds a closer interaction with the new vocabulary, he
feels comfortable with the fact that he can ask for an immediate repetition of any expression and
he also compares the accent and pronunciation of the native people who talk in the listening
materials with his own pronunciation and the tutor´s accent.
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Although the limitations of the virtual environment for the VIS are substantial, there are
materials available to develop the 4 skills but they need some adaptation to the needs of this
student. In this particular case, the VIS does not know braille. So, it is difficult to think about
reading and writing activities that match his needs.
On the contrary, the speaking and listening activities are easier to adjust and the VIS is
easily involved, since the tutor incorporates socio-affective strategies on her teaching and the VIS
find them motivating when they are integrated and the tutor use simple language and polite
intonation at the moment of giving input and requesting for answers.
Since the university is offering the English course virtually and the VIS requires face-to
face sessions and special devices to accomplish the objectives, it is necessary to design an
inclusive syllabus that includes activities oriented to cover the special needs of those individuals
who are looking for opportunities to become part of the university population and consequently
to have an active role in society.
Here is where it is taken into consideration Vygotsky´s perspective regarding special
education and inclusion. His proposal for instruction was mainly to provide a quality of life that
included appropriate and varied social interactions and relationships, adequate and timely
methods of education that develop alternate but corresponding frameworks for cultural growth
(Gindis, 1990).
In summary, distance second language learning courses should be designed to provide
interaction that includes negotiation of meaning where comprehensible output results from input
as Moore & Kearsley (1996) proposed. Based on these concepts of Lantolf & Thorne (2006), we
might conclude that scaffolding should assist visually imparied students and mediations can be
not only material but symbolic so that these students as well as their teachers succeed in teaching
and learning a second language.
Due to the fact that the context of the university manages virtual learning environments
and has to respond to cutting edge methodologies and devices and unfortunately there are still
very few adequate language learning materials available for visually impaired (Quatrataro &
Paiano, 2011) the following step will be related to the fact of finding a way to balance an
inclusive english virtual course, the socio-affective interaction and the development of the
learning strategies of individuals with special needs.
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Conclusion

In this chapter, the conclusion of this work will be exposed through a brief review of the
research questions, and then some implications and recommendations will be discussed. Finally,
I will end the work with some suggestions related to further research about how a VIS learns
English in virtual environments and my personal view ofn this subject after being involved in this
challenge.
Research questions conclusions
The generaql question “how does a visually impaired student learn English in the context
of online courses at UNAD University?” is answered through the specific questions asked.
The study allowed concluding that that there is a combination of cognitive, metacognitive
and socio-affective strategies in the performance of the VIS. The cognitive strategies that the VIS
used the most are memory, analyzing and reasoning, repetition, translating and using L1. Among
the metacognitive strategies that he used, evaluating and monitoring his learning, taking risks and
guessing intelligently are the most remarkable. Moreover, the socio-affective strategies that the
VIS used during his sessions were asking for confirmation, getting recognition, asking questions
and asking for additional input.
This group of learning strategies was not used separately but simultaneously and
concurrently. They have been boosted by the working context of the VIS, his motivation and
interest on the language and his lack of sight. In order to compensate the fact that he cannot see
the materials and courses designed for sighted people, the VIS finds support on his own learning
monitoring process and requests for assistance while dealing with the topics that are new to him.
Hence, the way he learns relies not only on the learning strategies but also in the effective support
offered by his tutor under specific conditions: a polite discourse, a reduction of the ¨power¨ of the
teacher and instead a more friendly relationship during the sessions, awareness of special needs
and blended learning approach regarding the use of tools and materials.
The learning process of the VIS regarding L2 was affected by more external factors than
internal factors and one of them is the materials. During the interviews and observations he
showed that the students` experiences, interests, motivation and his cognition improved the way
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he learns the language but some factors such as the curriculum, the materials and the access to
writing and reading skills developers are affecting his performance negatively.
Regarding the materials used in the target context, an analysis of the syllabus and the
materials available for level 4 at UNAD online courses revealed that there is a lack of
synchronization among the goals, the approaches, the skills, the activities and the needs of the
VIS. For example, while promoting a constructivist perspective in the syllabus, the activities are
still grammar based, the comprehension questions for listening and reading are not challenging
and do not explore other strategies that B2 level students should have.
On the contrary, the analysis of the course in Moodle opens the doors to new tools that
can be adapted to the VIS needs, such as the lab, the accessibility to different links, recordings
and settings. In addition, it might be concluded that the implementation of new technologies and
devices to special education and second language learning is a question of installing the
appropriate software, acquiring specialized tools and improving little by little the methodology
that should be used while having students with distinctive necessities.
If synchronization exists between the materials and learning strategies of an individual
learner, the learner is likely to perform well, feel confident, and experience low anxiety (Oxford,
2003). Studies in the area have shown that an individual's learning style preferences influence the
type of learning strategies that they use. For instance, extroverts have demonstrated strong
preference for social strategies, while introverts use metacognitive strategies more frequently.
The next research question was related to what kind of scaffolding used in the English
language teaching process of a visual impaired student in the context of online courses at UNAD
University.
Teacher modelling, providing examples, prompting, offering explanations, meeting
special needs, describing screen and giving positive evaluation provided good input and output
opportunities as well as the scaffolding needed by the VIS.
One of the conclusions derived from this question was that affective and motivational
aspects need to be taken into account to achieve an integrated view of scaffolding.
There are aspects of metacognition that can have an affective character (Efklides, 2006).
Thus, there is theoretical basis for connecting metacognition with motivation and affect.
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When executing a specific task, the VIS monitors his own learning which immediately
triggers and controls his decisions while expressing in class what he really needs and requests
from the syllabus, the course and the scaffolding he needs from the tutor.
Bandura (1986) considers that self-monitoring is clearly a metacognitive process through
which students are aware of the ongoing thinking, feelings, emotions, or physiological states
denoting effort exertion during task processing. This awareness provides the input for selfregulation of task processing and/or effort and affect.
If the tutor is aware of this metacognitive and affective process, this will influence her
selection of scaffolding types. That is why in this research, it might be said that the tutor selected
around eleven categories of scaffolding to control the frustration of the student and regulate his
attitudes towards the language.
This aspect is related to the selection of the discourse patterns and the politeness used
during the sessions and corresponds to the fourth research question: What is the classroom
discourse pattern found in the tutorial English session with a visually impaired student in the
context of online courses at UNAD?
First, the observations allowed us to consider that the verbal discourse is not only a
mediation but the core of the development of a successful communicative experience in the
classroom of a student who has got visual disability. It made me rethink about the time we give as
tutors to our students to have their private speech and how artifacts represent a very important but
not decisive role in tutorial sessions.
Due to the fact that verbal discourse was crucial in this research process and that the
classroom discourse patterns analysis became an important part in this work, reflection about the
IRF pattern used allowed me to identify controlling talk patterns and if the VIS was producing
minimal amounts of mainly procedural talk or if the tutor discourse was polite in certain
moments.
One of the conclusions derived from the data in order to answer this questions is that there
is a dialogic and flexible interaction between the VIS and the tutor. There is information
exchange and elicitation from both participants. It means that the VIS feels free to make
questions, request repetition and ask for feedback without limitations.
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The tutor promotes authentic questions that go beyond the printed text and always tries to
invite the student to apply what she is teaching into his own experience. This decision allowed
the VIS to feel that he can rely on what he has learned in other contexts and at some point it
establishes a free participation role in the class.
Furthermore, there is an introduction of inductive self-correction and a continuous
encouragement of further production that denotes that sometimes the tutor controls through the
discourse the participation of the student in order to achieve the goals of the course.
It is important to highlisht the use of polite expressions in order to correct the student, set the
pace, give him enough time to produce and expand the concepts.
Pedagogical Implications
The findings of this study revealed that the VIS at the end of the semester could start
communicating in L2 and make more attempts to answer to the tutor in English. The causes of
this behavior are related to the fact that the tutor set the appropriate scaffolding, by including
different types of support and used polite-flexible discourse pattern that helped the VIS to use
and expand his learning strategies.
According to these findings, tutorial sessions with a VIS requires a lot of awareness from
the tutor in order to adapt the materials, meet his needs, understand his feelings towards a virtual
course designed for sighted people and enhance his skills instead of focusing on his disability.
Based on this, the tutor of a VIS in the context of virtual courses has to face a great
numbers of weaknesses in the curriculum and the tools, a great amount of challenges and changes
in the way that English has to be taught. This is because the tutor has to take into account that the
common grammar-based or written-reading activities will not match at all the context in which
the VIS develops his learning process.
Another issue regarding the pedagogical implications has to do with the lack of training
that the tutor has while dealing with students with special needs. It is necessary that the university
considers the fact of incorporating clear inclusion policies and train their tutors in order to be
congruent with the requirements of the students and the society.
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Finally, the methodological implication that was found in this study is related to the
methodology of participant observation which requires that the researcher become unswervingly
involved as a participant in peoples' daily lives. The participant role provides access to the world
of everyday life from the standpoint of a member and this might be seen as a methodology that
requires that as educators we should deepen our awareness of how useful this might become if it
is developed appropriately.

Suggestions and recommendations for future research
After outlining the pedagogical implications, some suggestions and recommendations for
future research will be given.
This case study is still very limited in terms of the findings because a generalization is not
appropriate because there was only one VIS. More research about virtual environments and its
application to inclusive education would be very valuable.
Since UNAD University offers virtual courses, it would be very appropriate to have a
look at the ¨apps¨ that are available to meet the needs of special needs students, incorporate
special education tutors and expand the research to other areas, analyzing the progress that other
researchers have done towards second language acquisition and disability in the universities and
also considering including English for specific purposes for the virtual English courses.
In conclusion, it is imperative to revise the conception and even our attitude towards
inclusive education. As tutors, it is important to be opened to the new challenges and revising
what it is necessary to modify in order to become better educators.
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APPENDIX A
INTERVIEWS

Interview #1
May 15th 2014
1. ¿En qué semestre estás?
A// Estoy en último semestre de psicología
2. ¿En qué nivel de Inglés te encuentras?
A// Voy para nivel 4.
3. ¿Utilizas alguna herramienta que te asiste durante tus tutorías?
A// Como mis tutorías son presenciales pues a veces el tutor me ayuda. Pero a mi gusta
trabajar por mí mismo, y pues el ingeniero me instaló “Jaws”, un software para leer
pantalla.
4. ¿Sientes que “Jaws” te ayuda para aprender inglés?
A// El lector lee en español, así que se escucha raro cuando lee algo en inglés.
5. ¿Y al estar frente al computador, tienes alguna percepción de imágenes o formas?
A// Yo puede ver luces brillantes, y sé que el computador esta encendido.

Pero no

puedo ver las letras. Mi condición se debe a una enfermedad congénita que se llama
retinosis pigmentosa y he ido donde muchos doctores, pero esto no se cura.
6. Puedo observar que manejas muy bien el teclado, ¿Cómo se te facilita este proceso?
A// Bueno, es que hasta que fui adolescente tuve residuo visual y por eso se. Usted me
dice dónde está el cursor y yo escribo. Claro que a veces escribo barrabasadas.
7. ¿Te agrada trabajar con los materiales en el campus?
A// Bueno, los audios me gustan mucho y si hay videos en YouTube para escuchar
también. A mí me gusta mucho la música americana porque tenía un amigo y un primo
que la ponían mucho.
8. ¿Te gusta escuchar música en inglés?
A// Si, Nirvana, Guns and Roses, Metallica y claro también rock en español.
9. ¿Cómo fue tu experiencia con inglés anteriormente?
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A// Bueno, en el colegio damos muy poquito inglés, lo que se es porque como yo trabajo
en Mac Donald, hay cosas en inglés que me las aprendo de memoria y tengo una tía en
Estados Unidos…y bueno a mí me gusta.
10. ¿Cómo haces para recordar vocabulario más fácilmente?
A// Lo asocio a cosas que me gustan, por ejemplo a mí me gusta el futbol, entonces siento
que me aprendo más rápido…pues las palabras, como stadium, Manchester city,
London…y en el trabajo pues hay como un spanglish ahí, esteee aparece el manager y me
dice que me toca un shift en la mañana o por ejemplo los sabores del Mac flurry, como
cookies and cream.
11. ¿Qué te gustaría cambiar de los materiales y de las herramientas que tienes ahora?
12. A// Es que en la casa no tengo computador, quisiera tener uno para adelantar trabajo y
más ahora que tengo que hacer mi proyecto que es sobre psicología deportiva. Tener
también un diccionario digital, no sé.
13. Describe la tutoría ideal para ti.
A// Hmmm, yo diría que un acompañamiento todas las semanas, tener la clase grabada en
el celular para volverla a escuchar y que el tutor me hable despacio…por si no entiendo,
usted sabe.

Interview # 2
December 9th 2014
4.1.1.1

Carlos, ¿Cómo te sentiste en las lecciones de nivel 4?

A// Bueno recordé unas cosas que había dado, y aprendí lo del “Hypothetical situation”.
Esa actividad estuvo chévere: “If I win the baloto ticket, I will go to Manchester city” Jejeje.
4.1.1.2

Good! ¿Hay algo que no te gustó o que pueda mejorar?

A// A decir verdad, esa actividad de writing es la que me limita porque no pude participar en
el foro. Menos mal que el tutor aceptó que hiciéramos un audio, sino ¡ay mama!
4.1.1.3

Ok, ¿Y cómo sentiste el acompañamiento, crees que fueron claras las

explicaciones?
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A// Cuando habla rápido en las grabaciones a veces tenía que repetir en mi celular lo que
usted decía…me gustaría que ahora en vacaciones tuviera como una presentación de varios
videos de YouTube por lecciones.
4.1.1.4

De acuerdo a lo que hicimos en clase, puede observar que usas bastante las

estrategias de memoria y asociación. ¿Estás de acuerdo con esa conclusión?
A// Jejeje, bueno si, yo creo que tengo buena memoria. Yo sé por dónde va el bus cuando
me voy solo y como le digo, en el trabajo yo pregunto mucho el significado de las palabras,
por eso no se me olvida.
4.1.1.5

¿En qué contexto te sientes más cómodo, en la clase presencial que tuviste en el

colegio o en las tutorías de la UNAD?
A// Bueno en el colegio me iba bien, sino que aquí yo siento que es más personalizado y
eso es mejor. Aunque quisiera tener más compañeros para hablar…así como en el foro. Le
confieso que hablar con los tutores por Skype en inglés me da miedo, pero mientras yo
prepare todo no hay problema.
4.1.1.6

¿Podrías decirme en que momentos te sentías incómodo con las actividades?

A// Se acuerda el audio sobre dos mujeres que tenían otro acento. No era como el suyo,
sino como muy rápido, me sentí perdido y era muy largo, la información no la capté del
todo. . Creo que me sentiría mejor si usted me dijera y me lo pronunciara.
4.1.1.7

Dado que en el quiz 1 aparecían varios textos para leer, quisiera saber si la

comprensión de los textos fue adecuada mientras yo leía y tú me escuchabas.
A// Es difícil que entienda todas las palabras. A mí me gusta traducir y saber que dice,
como en las pistas que seguía sobre “tatoo” que era tatuaje y friend, en la historia de los
amigos. Se me ocurre algo, podrías hacer preguntas que tengan opciones, así yo asocio más.
4.1.1.8

Ok, interesante que digas eso. Ahora, de las siguientes estrategias, ¿Con cuál te

sientes identificado? “Repetir en voz alta”, “Hacer preguntas”, “Pedir confirmación”
A//Ermmm, Jejeje, bueno…esteee repetir es una forma de que yo practique la pronunciación,
porque si lo hago varias veces lo memorizo. Y también cuando digo que me recapitulen es
para volver a escuchar la pronunciación o algo que se me haya escapado.
4.1.1.9

Es decir, ¿Sientes que si repites en voz alta o mentalmente refuerzas tu aprendizaje

de las expresiones?
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A// Ahh bueno ahora que lo dice, lo que más me ayuda también sabe que es, cuando usted
entona como pregunta o como sorpresa. Por ejemplo, ese día me dijo: Of course!...yo no
sabía bien que era pero yo entendí que era como: Claro!
10. Of course! Jejeje. Es decir, puedes inferir significados a partir de la entonación. Cuando
escuchas los modelos de frases, luego repites en voz alta, entonces ¿Te agrada que te corrijan
enseguida?
A// Es mejor escuchar la corrección ahí mismo. Así ya yo sé que no debo hacer.
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APPENDIX B
TRANSCRIPTS OF CONVENTIONS

Simple conventions

T: Teacher

VIS: Visually impaired student

[]: Mispronounced word

XXX: Unintelligible word

( ) Short Pause

(…) Long Pause

(( )) Researcher comment

abcde: soft talking

Interaction: Teacher-student talk
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APPENDIX C
TRANSCRIPTS OF OBSERVATIONS

The following Appendix contains the transcriptions of the observations. They were
organized by date.

August 22nd 2014 Observation. Scaffolding and Learning strategies
August 22nd 2014 Observation. Classroom discourse
September 16th 2014 Observation. Scaffolding and Learning strategies
September 16th 2014 Observation. Classroom discourse
October 14th 2014 Observation. Scaffolding and Learning strategies
October 14th 2014 Observation. Classroom discourse
November 5th 2014 Observation. Scaffolding and Learning strategies
November 5th 2014 Observation. Classroom discourse
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Transcription. August 22nd 2014. English class, (B1). Unad University. Barranquilla.
Scaffolding and learning strategies
Time: 3:00
Topic: Forum presentation. Introducing yourself
Tutor: Karen Villalba

Turn

Participant Participation

Scaffolding

Learning strategies

Ok Carlos, vamos a
Giving
comenzar con la parte de
Instructions
1 T

la presentación del foro.

eeeeehhh
2 VIS
Aquí aparece en la
Using L1
3 T

plataforma…

4 VIS

ajá ( ) si
Que debes presentarte en
Giving
el foro general.
Instructions.
¿Recuerdas cómo hacer la
Describing screen.

5 T

presentación?
Bueno…creo que, creo

6 VIS

que recuerdo…usted me

Metacognitive. Taking

dice si estoy mal o bien,

risks

pero voy a intentarlo.
Claro que te digo,

7 T

Meeting special

bueno…yo te ayudo.
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needs

Eeeh good afternoon…
8 VIS

9 T

¿Quieres usar good

Positive feedback

afternoon?

indirect

Si. Creo que significa

Social Strategies. Asking

10 VIS

buenas tardes, ¿verdad?

for confirmation

11 T

ajá

12 VIS

13 T

Using L1

si mal no estoy

Face saving

ajá

Using L1

quiero utilizar ¨my name
is Carlos Vergara¨
14 VIS
Ok, bueno entonces
vamos a comenzar a…a
Politeness Using
escribir… lo que estás
L1
sugiriendo a ver cómo nos
15 T

queda ¿listo?
((En voz baja))...listo.

16 VIS

¿Puedo escribir?
Si ahí ya está listo para
Describing screen

17 T

que escribas.
((Carlos starts typing
while the Teacher is
recording in a video
camera what he is writing

18 VIS

and
appears on the screen))

19 T
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Social Strategies. Asking
I am from Barranquilla?
20 VIS

for confirmation
Ok. Entonces
¿necesitarías alguna

21 T

Prompting. L1

puntuación allí?
Coma, puede ser
Social Strategies. Asking
¿verdad? ((He types the
for confirmation

22 VIS

comma))…I am from?

23 T

Si.

24 VIS

((He continues typing)) (

Social Strategies. Asking

) ¿sí?

for confirmation

Si, vas bien ( ) ((He

Positive

25 T

continues typing))

evaluation

26 VIS

¿Si?
Ujum ( ) ok, ¿Qué más
Encouraging
recuerdas para la
further production

27 T

presentación?
Hmm, ((smiles)) ñerda,
vamos a ver… Hmm ( )
hmm ( ) no recuerdo, no

Metacognitive. Thinking

recuerdo así más nada de (

aloud

) o sea quiero decir
28 VIS

ocupación.

29 T

Ajá.

Using L1

Mi ocupación ( ) eeemm (
) mi ocupación ( )bueno
yo tengo dos ocupaciones:

Metacognitive. Thinking

estudiante de psicología

aloud

de la UNAD y empleado
30 VIS

de Mac Donald.
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Ok ( ) ¿Recuerdas cómo
se dicen alguna de esas
L2. Encouragig
professions in English?
further production
Do you remember the
31 T

32 VIS

professions name?
Hmm ( )crew. En el caso

Memory. Making

de Mac Donald es crew.

associations

Ajá the crew. You are
Expansion
33 T

part of the crew.
Hmm…eeeh,
Risk taking

34 VIS

[psicholoyai] student.

35 T

Psychology student.

Recast

Psychology student. Ok,
perfect. ((He continues
36 VIS

writing the text))
Ok, ok vamos a corregir lo
que escribiste aquí. Dice:
My name. ¿Cómo lo
Eliciting
deletreas? ¿Cómo lo
correction,
piensas tú? Os sea, como
Prompting. L1
lo consideras que debo
escribirlo? ¨My name¨.

37 T

¿Cómo es la escritura?

38 VIS

VIS: eeerrmm ( )¨em¨

39 T

T: Ajá.

40 VIS

VIS: ¨ei¨

Memory. Recalling
Using L1
Memory. Recalling

T: ¨ei¨ ¿Y qué vocal es la

Eliciting

41 T

¨ei¨?

correction

42 VIS

VIS: espérate. La ¨a¨

43 T

T: Ajá es la ¨a¨, o sea que

Eliciting

diría ¨ma¨

correction
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Un momento ( ) espérate,

44 VIS

no, no. No es ( ) es que

Metacognitive.

no recuerdo. No es ( )¨mi

Attempting to answer

name¨
T: Ajá y ¿Cómo escribo
Prompting. L1

45 T

¨mi¨?
VIS: ñerda, espérate ( ) es

46 VIS

con ¨ i ¨

47 T

T: Ajá…ajá.

48 VIS

VIS: es con ¨ i¨, i griega.

Using L1

T: ¨ i¨griega, muy bien.
Listo, entonces yo te

Giving info

ayudo. Te voy a colocar el screen, Meeting
cursor para que puedas
49 T

special needs

borrar.
Meeting special
VIS: Espérate ahí.

50 VIS

51 T

needs
T: Ahora sí, busca la ¨i ¨

Meeting special

griega por favor.

needs
Meeting special

VIS: aaahh.
52 VIS

needs
Meeting special
T: Busca la ¨ i¨griega.

53 T

needs
VIS: ya, ya espérate ahí.
Ya la busco. Espérate ahí, Meeting special
deja y me ubico. ¡Ya!

54 VIS

Aquí está.
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needs

T: ¡Excelente! Eso. Listo,

Meeting special

ya ahí aparece. Ahora

needs, Eliciting

enseguida corregimos.

correction

¨Good afternoon, my

indirectly.

name is Carlos Vergara¨.

Politeness

Luego dijiste, ¨I am from
Barranquilla¨. Hay un
error en ¨I am¨aparece la ¨i
¨ minúscula y siempre
cuando vayas a escribir el
pronombre debes
55 T

colocarlo en…

56 VIS

VIS: Mayúscula.
Provide translation
T: Capital letter.

57 T

and recast
VIS: Así se dice en inglés

58 VIS

¨mayúscula¨

59 T

T: yes. Capital letter.

60 VIS

VIS: Capital letter.

Using L2
Cognitive . Repetition

T: capital letter, very
Meeting special
good. Ok, yo te ayudo a
needs. Politeness
61 T

ubicar otra vez el cursor.

62 VIS

VIS: Listo.
T: Para borrarte esa. Ya

63 T

ahí si puedes colocar…

Meeting special

¿Puedes ubicar capital

needs. Politeness

letter?
VIS: Si claro, por
supuesto. Pooorrr

64 VIS

supuueessto. Esperate ahí.

65 T

T: Ahí está. Ujum.

Using L1
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66 VIS

VIS: Ujum.
T: dale espacio. (Él le da
Meeting special
espacio). Listo, muy bien.
needs. Politeness

67 T

Ya corregimos.
VIS: este bueno, en el
comienzo de ¨I am

68 VIS

from…¨
T: en el comienzo de ¨I
am from¨ necesitas capital Discussing

69 T

letter. Ok

70 VIS

VIS: capital letter.

Repetition

T: Ok. Ya está listo. ¿Qué

71 T

otra cosa necesita capital

Encouraging self-

letter en esa frase, ¨I am

correction

from Barranquilla¨?
Cognitive strategies.
VIS: Barranquilla

72 VIS

Analyzing and reasoning
Positive
evaluation.
T: exactly! Ya lo tienes.
Politeness, Using

73 T

L2
T: ese ya está listo. Ya ese
lo colocaste ahorita. Fue el

74 VIS

que corregimos ahorita.

75 T

Ahora falta Barranquilla.

76 VIS

Ok.
T: Ya colocaste, ahora si

77 T

aparece en capital letter.
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T: entonces voy a volver a
leer toda la frase, todo lo
que colocaste, y me dices
Read aloud,
donde crees que hace falta
Meeting special
capital letter. ¨Good
needs
afternoon, my name is
Carlos Vergara. I am from
78 VIS

Barranquilla ¨
Ujumm, excellent, very
good. Ok, yo te ayudo
para devolvernos a good

Positive

afternoon…((the Teacher

evaluation

deletes the ¨g¨ at the

Describing Screen

beginning)) Ahora, si ya
79 T

puedes buscarl
T: Ok ahora si ya nos
quedó bien. ¨Good
Positive
afternoon, my name is
evaluation
Carlos Vergara. I am from

80 VIS

Barranquilla ¨ Perfect
T: Ok, entonces aquí
vamos con lo de ( )
corregir lo que dijiste
sobre la profession: ¨I am

Encouraging

a [psychologist] student

further production

and ( ) ¨ ¿Dónde habías
escuchado ese ¨and¨
81 T

82 VIS

antes?
VIS: (he smiles) Bueno,

Memory. Making

ese ¨and¨ lo pronuncias

associations, Social

como Tom y Jerry. (laugh)

strategies. Empathizing
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with others

T: Ahh, Tom and Jerry.
((The teacher makes
Teacher modelling
emphasis in the
83 T

pronunciation of ¨and¨))
VIS: Tom and Jerry. (He
makes an effort in order to

84 VIS

Imitation

sound more native)
T: ¿Y en Barranquilla
habías escuchado ese
¨and¨en alguna parte, o

Promoting

habías ido a un sitio que

metacognition

tiene esa conjunción
85 T

¨and¨?

86 VIS

VIS: Hmmm…
T: Porque la escribiste
Positive
muy bien. La escribiste tal
evaluation

87 T

cual ¨and¨
VIS: Bueno la referencia
que yo tengo de cómo se

Resorting to visual

escribe es porque antes yo

residue

88 VIS

tenía un residuo visual.

89 T

T: Ajá.
VIS: Antes yo tenía un

90 VIS

residuo visual y recuerdo

Resorting to visual

haberla visto en algún

residue

momento en la televisión.
T: ¿Y a partir de qué edad
Using L 1

91 T

dejaste de tener ese
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residuo visual?

VIS: hmm… a partir de
los 17 años.Ya mi vista
92 VIS

empezó a…
T: sentias que veias

Meeting special

93 T

menos.

needs

94 VIS

VIS: sí.

95 T

T: Ah ok. ¿Y ahora cómo

Meeting special

te sientes?

needs. Politeness

VIS: Con ganas de seguir
adelante a pesar de las
96 VIS

dificultades.
T: Y con respecto al
residuo visual, ¿Tienes
aun un trisito de residuo,
hay algo que te permita

97 T

referenciarte, todavia?
VIS: Bueno mi vista
alcanza a captar bultos, a
captar residuos de luz, o
sea yo veo una luz, sé que
hay un escrito, veo líneas,
pero no alcanzo a seguir el
ritmo de lectura. O sea si
yo tengo un escrito no
puedo seguir la
continuidad de los
caracteres para poder leer

98 VIS

una palabra.
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Using L 1

T: Ok, ok, very good. Ok
entonces ya identificas la
conjunción ¨and¨. ¨I am a

Teacher modelling

psychologist (error)
99 T
100 VIS

student and¨…
VIS: And…

Repetition

T: What about Mac
Encouraging
Donald work. Ajá…what
further production
101 T

do you say about it?
VIS: What do you say
Cognitive. Translating

102 VIS

about it? ¿Cómo se dice?

103 T

T: Ajá.

104 VIS

VIS: And crew

Using L 1

T: And crew, ajá. Like a
Expansion
105 T

crew member?
VIS: Se escribe… (he

106 VIS

starts typing)

107 T

T: ujum. And crew.

108 VIS

VIS: ujum.

Using L2

Positive
T: Ok, very good.
109 T

evaluation
VIS: Bueno yo sé que la
palabra se escribe así
por… Porque una vez tuve
la oportunidad de

Metacognitive.

preguntarle a uno de los

Evaluating and

chicos que yo tengo como

Monitoring your

compañero dentro de la

learning

empresa y le pregunté
cómo se escribía. Y él
110 VIS

tenía un libro que… que
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es para el seguimiento del
crew y tenía la palabra
escrita en la portada del
libro y él me dijo, no, se
escribe de esta forma.

T: Ok, y ¿Todos los que
Encouraging
están en Mac Donald son
further production
111 T

parte del crew?
Cognitive strategies.
VIS: No

112 VIS

Analyzing and reasoning
T: Oh, ehh, ajá. ¿Cómo te
distingues de las demás

113 T

professions?

114 VIS

VIS: manager.

115 T

T: there is a manager, ok.

Prompting. L1

Memory
Expansion

VIS: manager…ehh…
¨technic crew¨, crew
116 VIS

Risk taking

técnico.
T: Ok. Are you part of the
Recast

117 T

tech crew?
VIS: Es el que es el
encargado del

118 VIS

mantenimiento.

119 T

T: Ujum.

Using L1

VIS: de toda la
maquinaria, del
seguimiento, a que todas
120 VIS

las cosas funcionen
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bien…eemm [¨magine¨ ]

Eliciting
T: what is magine?
121 T

correction
VIS: Tiene que estar
pendiente de toda la

122 VIS

maquinaria.
T: de ¨machines¨…ah the
machines!, ok,
ok…entonces ¿Cómo
Encouraging
colocaríamos eso de que
further production
eres parte del crew of
Macdonald? ¿Qué falta en

123 T

esta frase?

124 VIS

VIS: Profe…

125 T

T: Si.

126 VIS

127 T

VIS: No se puede decir

Social Strategies. Asking

¿Roster?

for confirmation

T: What it means roster?

Encouraging

¿Qué significa esa parte?

further production

VIS: Bueno, es que lo
estoy asociando a otro
128 VIS

contexto.

129 T

T: Ajá.

Association

Using L1

VIS: Yo por ejemplo en el
Metacognitive.
baseball, yo escucho
Evaluating and
baseball de vez en cuando
Monitoring your
y los comentaristas dicen:
learning
130 VIS

el roster de lanzadores…el

134

roster de los pitchers.

131 T

T: y que significa eso de

Take down

los rosters en…

scaffold

VIS: Bueno la palabra
roster significa como el
Compensation strategies.
grupo de los crew…me
Guessing intelligently
imagino, no sé, aquí
132 VIS

haciendo la asociación.
T: como algo que está en

Marking critical

133 T

plural, que está en grupo.

features

134 VIS

VIS: Si.

135 T

T: ok.
VIS: Por ejemplo allá
están los entrenadores,
que son los encargados de

136 VIS

entrenar a los crew.

137 T

T: ujum.
VIS: creo que se dicen
Getting recognition

138 VIS

training, verdad, training.

139 T

T: training.

Using L2

VIS: training… están los
Wrapping up. Retaking
managers y los technic
previous ideas
140 VIS

crew.
Positive
T: Ok, very good.

141 T

evaluation
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Transcription. August 22nd 2014. English class, (B1). Unad University. Barranquilla.
Classroom Discourse
Time: 3:00
Topic: Forum presentation. Introducing yourself
Tutor: Karen Villalba
Analysis of classroom discourse
Sub-categories of free

Sub-categories of

exchange

bound exchanges

Turn Participant Participation

Ok Carlos, vamos
a comenzar con la
parte de la

Teacher inform (Inform)

presentación del
1 T

foro.

2 VIS

eeeeehhh
Aquí aparece en
Teacher inform (Inform)

3 T

la plataforma…

4 VIS

ajá ( ) si
Que debes
presentarte en el
foro general.
Teacher elicit (Elicit)
¿Recuerdas como
hacer la

5 T

presentación?
Bueno…creo
que, creo que
VIS informs (P-Inform)
recuerdo…usted

6 VIS

me dice si estoy
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mal o bien, pero
voy a intentarlo.

Claro que te digo,
bueno…yo te
7 T

Teacher inform (Inform)

ayudo.
Eeeh good
VIS informs (P-Inform)

8 VIS

afternoon…
¿Quieres usar
Teacher elicit (Elicit)

9 T

good afternoon?
Si. Creo que
significa buenas

10 VIS

tardes, ¿verdad?

11 T

ajá

12 VIS

si mal no estoy

13 T

ajá

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

VIS informs (P-Inform)

quiero utilizar
¨my name is
14 VIS

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Carlos Vergara¨
Ok, bueno
entonces vamos a
comenzar a…a
escribir… lo que

Teacher inform (Inform)

estás sugiriendo a
ver como nos
15 T

queda ¿listo?
((En voz
baja))...listo.

16 VIS

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

¿Puedo escribir?
Si ahí ya esta listo
Teacher inform (Inform)

17 T

para que escribas.
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((Carlos starts
typing while the
Teacher is
recording in a
video camera
what he is writing
18 VIS

))
((The teacher
analyzes what
appears on the

19 T

screen))
I am from
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

20 VIS

Barranquilla?
Ok. Entonces
¿necesitarías
T echer Checks
alguna puntuación

21 T

allí?

Reinforce

Coma, puede ser
¿verdad? ((He
types the

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

comma))…I am
22 VIS

from?

23 T

Si.

Teacher inform (Inform)

((He continues
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
24 VIS

typing)) ( ) ¿si?
Si, vas bien ( )
((He continues

25 T

typing))

26 VIS

¿Si?

Teacher inform (Inform)

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

Ujum ( )ok, ¿Qué
Teacher elicit (Elicit)
27 T

mas recuerdas
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para la
presentación?
Hmm, ((smiles))
ñerda, vamos a
ver… Hmm ( )
hmm ( ) no
recuerdo, no

VIS informs (P-Inform)

recuerdo así mas
nada de ( ) o sea
quiero decir
28 VIS

ocupación.

29 T

Ajá.
Mi ocupación ( )
eeemm ( )mi
ocupación (
)bueno yo tengo
dos ocupaciones:
VIS informs (P-Inform)
estudiante de
psicología de la
UNAD y
empleado de Mac

30 VIS

Donald.
Ok ( ) ¿Recuerdas
como se dicen
alguna de esas
professions in
T echer Checks/Elicits
English? Do you
remember the
professions

31 T

name?
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Hmm ( )crew. En
el caso de Mac
32 VIS

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Donald es crew.
Ajá the crew.
You are part of

33 T

T echer Checks/Elicits

the crew.
Hmm…eeeh,
[psicholoyai]

34 VIS

VIS informs (P-Inform)

student.
Psychology

35 T

Re-initiation

student.

(ii)/Repeat

Psychology
student. Ok,
perfect. ((He

VIS informs (P-Inform)

continues writing
36 VIS

the text))
Ok, ok vamos a
corregir lo que
escribiste aquí.
Dice: My name.
¿Cómo lo
deletreas? ¿Cómo
lo piensas tú? Os

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

sea, como lo
consideras que
debo escribirlo?
¨My name¨.
¿Cómo es la
37 T

escritura?
VIS: eeerrmm (

38 VIS

)¨em¨
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39 T

T: Ajá.

40 VIS

VIS: ¨ei¨

VIS informs (P-Inform)

T: ¨ei¨ ¿Y que
41 T

vocal es la ¨ei¨?

Re-initiation (ii)

VIS: espérate. La
VIS informs (P-Inform)
42 VIS

¨a¨
T: Ajá es la ¨a¨, o

43 T

sea que diría ¨ma¨

Re-initiation (ii)

Un momento ( )
espérate, no, no.
No es ( ) es que

VIS informs (P-Inform)

no recuerdo. No
44 VIS

es ( )¨mi name¨
T: Ajá y ¿Cómo
T echer Checks/Elicits

45 T

escribo ¨mi¨?
VIS: ñerda,
espérate ( ) es con

46 VIS

¨i¨

47 T

T: Ajá…ajá.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

VIS: es con ¨ i¨, i
VIS informs (P-Inform)
48 VIS

griega.
T: ¨ i¨griega, muy
bien. Listo,
entonces yo te
ayudo. Te voy a
colocar el cursor
para que puedas

49 T

borrar.

50 VIS

VIS: Espérate ahí.

51 T

T: Ahora si, busca

Listing

Teacher direct (Direct)
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la ¨i ¨ griega por
favor.
52 VIS

VIS: aaahh.
T: Busca la ¨
T echer Checks/Elicits

53 T

i¨griega.
VIS: ya, ya
espérate ahí. Ya la
busco. Espérate
VIS informs (P-Inform)
ahí, deja y me
ubico. ¡Ya! Aquí

54 VIS

está.
T: ¡Excelente!
Eso. Listo, ya ahí
aparece. Ahora
enseguida
corregimos.
¨Good afternoon,
my name is
Carlos Vergara¨.
Luego dijiste, ¨I
T echer Checks/Elicits
am from
Barranquilla¨.
Hay un error en ¨I
am¨aparece la ¨i ¨
minúscula y
siempre cuando
vayas a escribir el
pronombre debes

55 T

colocarlo en…

56 VIS

VIS: Mayúscula.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

57 T

T: Capital letter.

Teacher inform (Inform)
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VIS: Así se dice
en inglés
58 VIS

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

¨mayúscula¨
T: yes. Capital
Teacher inform (Inform)

59 T

letter.
VIS: Capital
VIS informs (P-Inform)

60 VIS

letter.

Repeat

T: capital letter,
very good. Ok, yo
te ayudo a ubicar
61 T

otra vez el cursor.

62 VIS

VIS: Listo.

Listing
VIS informs (P-Inform)

T: Para borrarte
esa. Ya ahí si
puedes colocar…

T echer Checks/Elicits

¿Puedes ubicar
63 T

capital letter?
VIS: Si claro, por
supuesto. Pooorrr
VIS informs (P-Inform)
supuueessto.

64 VIS

Esperate ahí.
T: Ahí está.

65 T

Ujum.

66 VIS

VIS: Ujum.
T: dale espacio.
(Él le da espacio).
Teacher inform (Inform)
Listo, muy bien.

67 T

Ya corregimos.
VIS: este bueno,
en el comienzo de

68 VIS

¨I am from…¨
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T: en el comienzo
de ¨I am from¨
Teacher inform (Inform)
necesitas capital
69 T

letter. Ok

70 VIS

VIS: capital letter.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

T: Ok. Ya está
listo. ¿Qué otra
cosa necesita
capital letter en

T echer Checks/Elicits

esa frase, ¨I am
from
71 T

Barranquilla¨?

72 VIS

VIS: Barranquilla

VIS informs (P-Inform)

T: exactly! Ya lo
tienes ese ya está
listo. Ya ese lo
colocaste ahorita.
Fue el que
corregimos
73 T

ahorita.

74 VIS

Ok

Listing
VIS informs (P-Inform)

Ahora falta
Teacher inform (Inform)
75 T

Barranquilla.

76 VIS

Ok.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

T: Ya colocaste,
ahora si aparece
en capital letter.

Teacher inform (Inform)/T

Entonces voy a

echer Checks/Elicits

volver a leer toda
77 T

la frase, todo lo
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que colocaste, y
me dices donde
crees que hace
falta capital letter.
¨Good afternoon,
my name is
Carlos Vergara. I
am from
Barranquilla ¨
78 VIS

Good afternoon...

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Ujumm,
excellent, very
good. Ok, yo te
ayudo para
devolvernos a
good
Teacher inform (Inform)
afternoon…((the
Teacher deletes
the ¨g¨ at the
beginning))
Ahora, si ya
79 T

puedes buscarla
T: Ok ahora si ya
nos quedó bien.
¨Good afternoon,
my name is
VIS informs (P-Inform)
Carlos Vergara. I
am from
Barranquilla ¨

80 VIS

Perfect
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T: Ok, entonces
aquí vamos con lo
de ( ) corregir lo
que dijiste sobre
la profession: ¨I
am a

T echer Checks/Elicits

[psychologist]
student and ( )¨¿
Dónde habías
escuchado ese
81 T

¨and¨ antes?
VIS: (he smiles)
Bueno, ese ¨and¨
lo pronuncias

VIS informs (P-Inform)

como Tom y
82 VIS

Jerry. (laugh)
T: Ahh, Tom and
Jerry. ((The
teacher makes
emphasis in the
pronunciation of

83 T

¨and¨))

Repeat

VIS: Tom and
Jerry. (He makes
an effort in order
to sound more
84 VIS

native)

Reinforce

T: ¿Y en
Barranquilla
habías escuchado
85 T

T echer Checks/Elicits.
Teacher directs

ese ¨and¨en
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alguna parte, o
habías ido a un
sitio que tiene esa
conjunción ¨and¨?
86 VIS

VIS: Hmmm…
T: Porque la
escribiste muy
Teacher inform (Inform)
bien. La escribiste

87 T

tal cual ¨and¨
VIS: Bueno la
referencia que yo
tengo de como se
VIS informs (P-Inform)
escribe es porque
antes yo tenia un

88 VIS

residuo visual.

89 T

T: Ajá.
VIS: Antes yo
tenía un residuo
visual y recuerdo
VIS informs (P-Inform)
haberla visto en
algún momento

90 VIS

en la televisión.
T: ¿Y a partir de
que edad dejaste
Teacher elicit (Elicit)
de tener ese

91 T

residuo visual?
VIS: hmm… a
partir de los 17
VIS informs (P-Inform)
años.Ya mi vista

92 VIS

empezó a…

93 T

T: sentias que

Reinforce
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veias menos.
94 VIS

VIS: si.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

T: Ah ok. ¿Y
ahora como te
95 T

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

sientes?
VIS: Con ganas
de seguir adelante
VIS informs (P-Inform)
a pesar de las

96 VIS

dificultades.
T: Y con respecto
al residuo visual,
¿Tienes aun un
trisito de residuo,
T echer Checks/Elicits
hay algo que te
permita
referenciarte,

97 T

todavia?
VIS: Bueno mi
vista alcanza a
captar bultos, a
captar residuos de
luz, o sea yo veo
una luz, sé que
hay un escrito,
VIS informs (P-Inform)
veo líneas, pero
no alcanzo a
seguir el ritmo de
lectura. O sea si
yo tengo un
escrito no puedo

98 VIS

seguir la
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continuidad de los
caracteres para
poder leer una
palabra.

T: Ok, ok ,very
good. Ok
entonces ya
identificas la
conjunción ¨and¨.
¨I am a
psychologist
(error) student
99 T
100 VIS

and¨…
VIS: And…

Repeat

T: What about
Mac Donald
work. Ajá…what

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

do you say about
101 T

it?
VIS: What do you
say about it?

102 VIS

¿Cómo se dice?

103 T

T: Ajá.

104 VIS

VIS: And crew

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

VIS informs (P-Inform)

T: And crew, ajá.
Like a crew
105 T

member?

106 VIS

VIS: Se escribe…

T echer Checks/Elicits

VIS informs (P-Inform)
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(he starts typing)
T: ujum. And
Teacher direct (Direct)
107 T

crew.

108 VIS

VIS: ujum.

109 T

T: Ok, very good.
VIS: Bueno yo sé
que la palabra se
escribe así por…
Porque una vez
tuve la
oportunidad de
preguntarle a uno
de los chicos que
yo tengo como
compañero dentro
de la empresa y le
VIS informs (P-Inform)
pregunté cómo se
escribía. Y él
tenía un libro
que… que es para
el seguimiento del
crew y tenía la
palabra escrita en
la portada del
libro y él me dijo,
no, se escribe de

110 VIS

esta forma.
T: Ok, y ¿Todos
los que están en
Teacher elicit (Elicit)
Mac Donald son

111 T

parte del crew?
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112 VIS

VIS: No
T: Oh, ehh, ajá.
¿Cómo te
distingues de las

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

demás
113 T

professions?

114 VIS

VIS: manager.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

T: there is a
115 T

manager, ok.
VIS:
manager…ehh…
¨technic crew¨,

116 VIS

crew técnico.

Repeat

T: Ok. Are you
part of the tech
117 T

T echer Checks/Elicits

crew?
VIS: Es el que es
el encargado del

118 VIS

mantenimiento.

119 T

T: Ujum.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

VIS: de toda la
maquinaria, del
seguimiento, a
que todas las

VIS informs (P-Inform)

cosas funcionen
bien…eemm
120 VIS

[¨magine¨ ]
T: what is
Teacher elicit (Elicit)

121 T

magine?
VIS: Tiene que
VIS informs (P-Inform)

122 VIS

estar pendiente de
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toda la
maquinaria.
T: de
¨machines¨…ah
the machines!, ok,
ok…entonces
¿Cómo
colocaríamos eso
de que eres parte
del crew of
Macdonald? ¿Qué
falta en esta
123 T

frase?

124 VIS

VIS: Profe…

125 T

T: Si.

Reinforce
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

VIS: No se puede
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
126 VIS

decir ¿Roster?
T: What it means
roster? ¿Que
Teacher elicit (Elicit)
significa esa

127 T

parte?
VIS: Bueno, es
que lo estoy
VIS informs (P-Inform)
asociando a otro

128 VIS

contexto.

129 T

T: Ajá.
VIS: Yo por
ejemplo en el
baseball, yo

VIS informs (P-Inform)

escucho baseball
130 VIS

de vez en cuando
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y los
comentaristas
dicen: el roster de
lanzadores…el
roster de los
pitchers.
T: y que significa
eso de los rosters
131 T

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

en…
VIS: Bueno la
palabra roster
significa como el
grupo de los
VIS informs (P-Inform)
crew…me
imagino, no sé,
aquí haciendo la

132 VIS

asociación.
T: como algo que
está en plural, que

133 T

está en grupo.

134 VIS

VIS: Si.

135 T

T: ok.

Teacher inform (Inform)

VIS: Por ejemplo
allá están los
entrenadores, que
son los

VIS informs (P-Inform)

encargados de
entrenar a los
136 VIS

crew.

137 T

T: ujum.

138 VIS

VIS: creo que se

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
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dicen training,
verdad, training.
139 T

T: training.

Repeat

VIS: training…
están los
VIS informs (P-Inform)
managers y los
140 VIS

technic crew.

141 T

T: Ok, very good.

Listing
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Tutorial session. September 16th 2014. English class, (B1). Unad University. Barranquilla.
Scaffolding and learning strategies.
Topic: Time clauses, course description, First Conditional
Time: 5:00 pm.
Tutor: Karen Villalba
Particip
Turn

ant

Participation

Scaffolding

Learning strategies

T: Bueno vamos a ingresar a
Describing
la plataforma. Cvergaraj es
screen
1 T

el usuario
VIS: uhum, perfecto.

Social strategies. Approving

2 VIS
T: Ya está en capital

3 T

letter.Dictamela para

Recruiting tutees

ver…((La tutora está

attention.

ingresando la clave y el

Recalling

usuario a la plataforma))

VIS: Ehh 8SC3NU4273
4 VIS
T: vamos a ver si fue
que…como ese 2 y 3 están
pegados se invirtieron. Si,
Marking critical
ahora si entró. De pronto
features. Connect
hubo una falla en los
to background
números. Vamos a ingresar
knowledge.
a inglés 4 y revisar la
Politeness
agenda para ver si no se nos
ha escapado nada. Igual ya
5 T

hablé con tu tutor, es muy
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amable es de Barranquilla,
lo cual no me lo esperaba.

Social strategies. Using laugh
VIS: jejeje
6 VIS

to keep a friendly dialogue
T: aquí ya te contesto, dice
que claro Carlos, que si el
formato es wma, que fue el

Politeness,

que grabamos…dice que

meeting special

¨voy agregar a la profesora

needs

Karen¨

( ) vamos a ver la Using L1

agenda ( ) ¿Recuerdas dónde
7 T

está la agenda?
VIS: En mis documentos
Attempting an answer

8 VIS

creo.
T: y en la plataforma
Eliciting
¿Dónde la puedo ubicar?
correction.
¿En cuál entorno? Tu sabes
Asking for
que hay uno colaborativo,
completion

9 T

uno de evaluación…
VIS: Para ser sincero no me

10 VIS

acuerdo.
T: Recuerda que tenemos un
Describing
entorno inicial, donde están
screen and
las noticias, la agenda, el
Connect to
foro general…luego viene
background
un entorno de
knowledge

11 T

conocimiento…
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VIS: ¿Cómo se llama un
Asking for review
12 VIS

13 T

entorno y el otro?
T: El primero es el entorno

Offering

inicial.

explanations

VIS: El entorno inicial

Cognitive. Repetition

14 VIS
Offering
T: Allí tienes las noticias, el
explanations.
foro, la presentación del
Verifying and
curso, el syllabus y la
clarifying student
agenda, ¿Ok?
15 T

understandings
VIS: Ujum. ¿No tiene un
nombre en inglés? Como

16 VIS

Asking for additional input

estamos en inglés.
T: si, tiene doble rótulo.
Initial information

Offering

environment y debajo,

explanations

17 T

información inicial.

18 VIS

VIS: ¿y el segundo?

Asking for additional input

T: el segundo se llama

19 T

knowledge environment.

Offering

Que es el entorno de

explanations

conocimiento.
Social strategies. Asking for
VIS: Knowledge?

20 VIS

confirmation
Marking critical
T: environment.

21 T

features
VIS: ¿Qué significa
Asking for additional info

22 VIS

knowledge?

23 T

T: conocimiento.

L1 and L2
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Knowledege environment.
24 VIS

VIS: hmm
T: Luego viene el
collaborative environment
Politeness
que es el que ya conoces la

25 T

palabra.
VIS: Colaborativo. Trabajo
Taking risks

26 VIS

colaborativo.
T: Luego viene el practical y Offering

27 T

el evaluation and monitoring explanations
VIS: el de práctica, y el de
Compensation. Translating

28 VIS

evaluación y monitoreo.
T: y el ultimo es
management. Como para
que tú conozcas allí las

Offering

normas y la parte legal del

explanations

curso. Eso es como un
29 T

protocolo.

30 VIS

VIS: Ujum.
T: Entonces toca revisar la
Confirming

31 T

agenda. ¿En cual entorno?

32 VIS

Información inicial.

Using L1
Encouraging

T: In english how do you
further
say that?
33 T
34 VIS

production
VIS: Ah ok.
T: o sea que no se usa solo

35 T

take down

en este caso sino también … scaffolding
(He interrupts) VIS: es
Making associations

36 VIS

como cuando usamos
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entorno para diversas cosas,
el social…el entorno…
T: Si. No está estrictamente
Positive feedback
37 T

limitado a un solo contexto.

38 VIS

VIS: Ok.Environment

Repetition
Asking for

T: Ok today is september
further
16th ( ) tenemos que en unit
production,
1, la de time clauses,
Mixing L1 and
¿Recuerdas?
39 T

L2
VIS:La unidad 1 ( ) ah si

40 VIS

estabamos con los

Wrapping up. Retaking

conectores when, eeehh

previous ideas memory

until
Positive
T: Así es.Right

41 T

evaluation
VIS: Y habia otro ( )siempre
Guessing

42 VIS

era ( )
Marking critical
T: When, until (…)
features

43 T
VIS: ehhh, esperate ahi. Ese
dia dimos 3 (…) el otro era
44 VIS

Getting recognition

(…)
Encouraging
T:I will give you a clue

further

45 T
46 VIS

production
VIS: ¿Cómo?
Simplified
T: I will give you the
Language.
beginning ¨Af¨

47 T

Prompting
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48 VIS

VIS: After.

Taking risks.

T: Good. Esos eran los time
Positive feedback
49 T

clauses.

50 VIS

VIS: After era ¨siempre¨

Taking risks. Guessing
Marking critical

T: No, no era ¨siempre¨…
51 T

52 VIS

features
VIS: A ver, ¨after¨, ¨after¨.

Delaying speech to gain time.

¿When era cuando verdad?

Asking for confirmation
Positive

T: That´s right
53 T
54 VIS

evaluation
VIS: jajaja, Until era hasta.
Positive
T: Correct

55 T
56 VIS

evaluation
VIS:After era antes

Taking risks. Thinking aloud
Encouraging

T: El contrario
57 T
58 VIS

self-correction
VIS: Después, ((smiles.))

Thinking aloud

T: Ok, entonces dice que
tienes una evaluación sobre
Setting the pace.
esta lección. Se cierra on
(Describing the
October 5th. Ok, pero ese no
agenda.)
es solamente el tema verdad
Recruiting tutees
( ) aparte de las time clauses
attention
había otro tema que son los
59 T

conditionals.

60 VIS

VIS: Condicionales

Getting recognition
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T: Vamos bien de tiempo,
Offering
todavía no se nos va a cerrar
explanations.
nada por q esto se cierra on
politeness,
october the 5th ok. Entonces
Giving
vámonos a la lección que
instructions/
tenemos… ¿Dónde puedo
meeting special
encontrar esa lección? Este
needs/ recruiting
tema está en el knowledge
tutee´s attention
61 T

Environment.
VIS: Knowledge
Cognitive. Repetition

62 VIS

Environment.
T: En knowledge

63 T

Environment es donde

Offering

vamos a encontrar la

explanations.

lección. Ok vamos an

Giving

ingresar a unit 1 (She clicks

instructions/meti

there)…in unit 1 we have

ng special needs

got…ok.
Affective. Lowering your
VIS: ((*Sight))

64 VIS

anxiety
T: Conditional 1. There are
Offering
many types of conditionals.
explanations L2

65 T

Conditional 0, 1, 3 etc.

66 VIS

VIS: Zero

Repetition

T: In this case they are
going to talk about

Offering

conditional 1, first

explanation,

conditional ( ) este es el

Setting the pace

67 T

tema.

68 VIS

VIS: Primera condición

69 T

T: Condicional tipo 1.

Translating
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Showing evidence of
VIS: hmmm

understanding or analysis

70 VIS

(backchanneling)
T: Entonces vamos a ver
este first conditional. Hay un
video…estoy aqui
Describing
explorando la parte donde
screen, Mixing
están los enclaces que nos
L1 and L2,
colocaron, vamos a ver. Si
Reducing
no buscamos un video en
frustration
youtube adicional para
escuchar pronunciation. Ok

71 T

aquí parece que hay algo
Social strategies. Asking for
VIS: ¿Un audio?

72 VIS

confirmation
T: Si. En este first
conditional hay una parte
Recalling
que va llevar la partícula

73 T

¨if¨… ¿Te acuerdas?
Showing evidence of
VIS: Ajá. If era ¨si¨. Yo
understanding or analysis
hago esto ¨si¨.

74 VIS

(backchanneling)
Positive
T: Ajá, pore so se llama
feedback, Asking
conditional por que tu estas
for further
poniendo…

75 T

production
VIS: (He interrupts) una
Getting recognition

76 VIS

condición.
T: Hay una parte que va a
Offering
llevar el ïf¨y otra parte que
explanations

77 T

va a llevar el ¨will¨
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78 VIS

VIS: Will

Cognitive. Repetition

T: ¿A que se refería
Eliciting info
79 T

¨will¨recuerdas?

80 VIS

VIS: Futuro
T: Exacto. Will es el
auxiliary que nos indica
future.Entonces vamos a
escuchar una frase y la
Positive
repetiremos varias veces
feedback.
para identificar la parte que
Offering
contiene el if y la que
explanations
contiene el will. Recuerda
que will puede sonar en
contraction. Tambien puede

81 T

82 VIS

sonar ¨I´ll¨
VIS: ¨I´ll¨

Cognitive. Repetition

T: Si vas a usar You como
Offering
sujeto, la contraction será
explanations
83 T

you´ll.

VIS: You´ll

Cognitive. Repetition

84 VIS
Offering
T: She´ll, He´ll, todos usan

explanations,

contraction, con double ¨l¨.

Recruiting tutees

Vamos a escuchar ( ) hmm

attention,

pero Jaws está activado

Describing

85 T

screen
VIS: Dale click en Jaws,
Following the conversation.

86 VIS

luego salir, para que se
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desactive.
T: Ok let me see, salir,
ok.Parece que ya se
desactivó un rato.
((Comienza el audio sobre el
Describing
conditional))…parece que
screen
ya está listo el audio: ¨If it
rains today, I¨ll stay at
home¨ ((It is repeated 3
87 T

times))
Metacognitive. Centering
your learning. Paying
VIS: Dijo algo de today.
attention, Getting

88 VIS

89 T

recognition/risk taking
T: Ok que pudiste captar,

Positive

¨today¨, ajá.

feedback.
Social strategies. Asking

VIS: Recapitulala.

questions and asking for

90 VIS

repetition
Controlling
T: Of course! (The sentence
frustration.polite
is repeated once more)

91 T

ness
Metacognitive. Centering
your learning. Paying
VIS: Dijo algo como de rain
attention. Getting

92 VIS

93 T

94 VIS

recognition/risk taking
T:¨If it¨, ¨If it¨, If it rains

Marking critical

today, If it rains today

features

VIS: LLueve…si llueve en

Compensation strategies.

este día.

Guessing intelligently.
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Translation. Using L1

T: Ajaaaa! Vamos a ver,
escuchemos otra vez, listen.
Politeness
(The sentence is repeated
95 T

once more)

96 VIS

VIS: If it…

97 T

Repetition.

T: again. ! (The sentence is

Setting the pace,

repeated once more)

politeness
Social strategies.face saving;

VIS: again ( )if it ( )si que (
repetition; metacognition:
)es que oigo otra palabra
evaluating and monitoring his
pero muy pegada ahi.
98 VIS

99 T

learning
T: Ok. ! (The sentence is

Positive

repeated once more)

evaluation
Social strategies. Asking

VIS: Ifen… ¿Que dijo?
100 VIS

questions
Controlling
T:If it rains today (The tutor frustration.
says the sentence slowly)

101 T
102 VIS

Simplifying
language

VIS: If it ( )
Encouraging
T: If it rains ( )

further

103 T

production
Repetition. Social strategies.
VIS: If it ( ) rain, rain?

104 VIS

Asking for confirmation
Teacher
T:If it rains today

105 T

106 VIS

modelling
VIS: Rain, rain (…) ¿no es

Repetition. Social strategies.

como lluvia?

Asking for confirmation.
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Delaying speech in order to
gain time
107 T

T: Ajá.

108 VIS

VIS: Si hoy está lloviendo.

Translation.

T: Ajá but it is present.
Marking critical
Present simple. Si llueve
features
109 T

hoy ( )if it rains today.

110 VIS

VIS: rains today.

Using L2. Repetition

T: Entonces ¿Qué va a
pasar? Escuchemos la
Setting the pace.
segunda parte. (The
Prompting. L1
sentence is repeated once
111 T

more)
VIS: ah? ¿Cómo? (The
sentence is repeated once

112 VIS

Social strategies.Face saving

more)…joda no entiendo.
T:¿Puedes captar alguna de

113 T

las palabras, algún fonema?

Verifying and

Que hayas oído antes. (The

clarifying student

sentence is repeated once

understandings

more)
Social strategies. Asking
VIS: ¿Qué dijo?

114 VIS

questions
Recruiting tutees
T: ¿Escuchaste ruido?

115 T
116 VIS

attention
VIS: Nooo
T: Ok, trata de ubicarlo, el
will está ahí pero está en

politeness

117 T

contraction.

118 VIS

VIS: El ¨will¨ (The sentence
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Attempting to answer

is repeated once
more)…creo que es la
segunda palabra.
T: Ajá. If it rains today ¨I´ll¨ Teacher
119 T

(She puts emphasis)

modelling.

Allí está will, en ¨I´ll¨. I´ll

Offering

120 VIS

stay. I´ll stay

explanation

121 T

VIS: I´ll…stay, ¿estado?

122 VIS

(The sentence is repeated

Translating. Asking for

once more) I´ll…casa?

confirmation

Estoy en casa.
Positive
T: Ajá, ok.

123 T

evaluation
VIS: I´ll…esperate. Si
Translating.

124 VIS

llueve en este dia.

125 T

T: I´ll stay at home

Using L2.

VIS: I´ll (…)I´ll (…)I´ll
Repetition. Delaying speech
(…)esperate, I´ll stay ( )
in order to gain time
126 VIS

home
Marking critical
features. Connect
T: at home
to background

127 T

128 VIS

knowledge
VIS: at…a casa.

Translating.

T: I´ll stay at home.
Prompting. L1.
Entonces, que va a ocurrir ?
Offering
According to the first
information
129 T

130 VIS

conditional.
VIS: Si hoy llueve en este

Delaying speech in order to

dia (…)I´ll stay

gain time. Asking for
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(…)espérate(…)at es de ä¨ ¿

confirmation

verdad?

131 T

T: At is a preposition

Expansion
Attempting to answer,

VIS: a casa

Metacognitive. Taking risks.

132 VIS

Thinking aloud
T: En casa. Se refiere al
Clarifying
lugar. At home, at work. If it
student
rains today, I´ll stay at
understandings

133 T

home.
Social strategies. Empathizing
VIS: Cuando esté en casa,
with others. Attempting to
jejeje.

134 VIS

answer
Clarifying
student
T: Pero es futuro, recuerda
understandings.
…I´ll stay at home. It´s
Mixing L1 and
future
L2. Offering

135 T

136 VIS

explanation
VIS: Cuando…espérate,

Social strategies. Asking for

¿Ese ¨stay¨ es de estado?

confirmation
Provide

T: De quedarse
137 T

138 VIS

translation
VIS: Cuando haya estado en

Social strategies. Asking for

casa ¿no?

confirmation

T: Think in future. Ya tienes Keeping

139 T

140 VIS

la condition ¨If it rains

direction in terms

today¨

of the goals.

VIS: (Private speech) If it

Social strategies.Face saving.

rains today, hmmm, will,

Monitoring
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will ( ) Esperate, si hoy
llueve, esperate es que no se
como traducer lo otro
T: Aja, don’t worry. Un
intento, no importa.
141 T

Recuerda que es future.

142 VIS

VIS: Si el futuro.

politeness

T: I´ll stay at home. Ok el
problema aqui no es traducir Offering
sino comprender lo que te
143 T

intenta decir la frase

144 VIS

VIS: Cuando este en casa ( )

145 T

T: ¿Qué pasa en la primera

explanations

Translating.

Offering
frase? Hay una condition. If
explanation
146 VIS

147 T

it rains today
VIS: Si hoy llueve ( )si hoy

Social strategies.Face saving.

llueve en este día ( )es que

Attempting to answer

lo otro es lo que no ( )o sea
Monitorin
148 VIS

no lo se, no se como decirlo.
Verifying and
T: Ya tú sabes de qué te
clarifying student
están hablando.

149 T
150 VIS

understandings
VIS: Si yo se.
T: Está, diciendo ( ) ¿cual es
Prompting. L1.

151 VIS

el lugar?

152 T
153 VIS
VIS: La casa

Using L1

154 T
155 VIS
156 T

T: Entonces que pasa si

Prompting. L1.
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llueve. ¿Qué harás si llueve?
157 VIS

VIS: Yo me quedo en casa.

Using L1.
Provide

T: Pero en futuro, future.
158 T
159 VIS

translation
VIS: Me quedaría en casa.

Attempting to answer
Feedback.

T: Me quedaré

Provide

160 T

translation

161 VIS

VIS: Me quedaré

Repetition

162 VIS

T:Pero el punto nuestro no
es traducir al pie de la letra
Offering
todo. La idea es
explanations
comprender, entender, que

163 T

me quiere decir la frase.
Cognitive strategies.
VIS: Contextualizar

164 VIS

Analyzing and reasoning
T:Si exacto. Lo primero es
contextualizar eso está muy
bien. Y lo segundo es
identificar donde está el ïf¨y
Offering
donde está el ¨will¨ de
explanations.
manera que al tenerlos sepas
Giving strategies
que estás haciendo la
construcción del first
conditional. Escuchemos

165 T

166 VIS

ahora la segunda
VIS: Si, pero que quiere

Social strategies. Asking for

decir la otra.

confirmation

T: Si llueve hoy, me quedaré Provide
167 T

en casa.

translation
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Tutorial session. September 16th 2014. English class, (B1). Unad University. Barranquilla.
Classroom Discourse.
Topic: Time clauses, course description, First Conditional
Time: 5:00 pm.
Tutor: Karen Villalba
Analysis of classroom discourse
Tur
n

Participant

Sub-categories of free

Sub-categories of

exchange

bound exchanges

Participation
T: Bueno vamos a
ingresar a la
plataforma. Cvergaraj

1 T

es el usuario

2 VIS

VIS: uhum, perfecto.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

T: Ya está en capital
letter.Dictamela para
ver…((La tutora está
Teacher elicit (Elicit)
ingresando la clave y
el usuario a la
3 T

plataforma))
VIS: Ehh
VIS informs (P-Inform)

4 VIS

8SC3NU4273
T: vamos a ver si fue
que…como ese 2 y 3
están pegados se
invirtieron. Si, ahora

Teacher inform (Inform),

si entró. De pronto

Teacher Direct

hubo una falla en los
números. Vamos a
5 T

ingresar a inglés 4 y
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revisar la agenda para
ver si no se nos ha
escapado nada. Igual
ya hablé con tu tutor,
es muy amable es de
Barranquilla, lo cual
no me lo esperaba.
6 VIS

VIS: jejeje
T: aquí ya te
contesto, dice que
claro Carlos, que si el
formato es wma, que
fue el que
grabamos…dice que

Teacher inform (Inform)

¨voy agregar a la
profesora Karen¨

(

) vamos a ver la
agenda ( ) ¿Recuerdas
7 T

dónde está la agenda?
VIS: En mis
VIS informs (P-Inform)

8 VIS

documentos creo.
T: y en la plataforma
¿Dónde la puedo
ubicar? ¿En cuál
entorno? Tu sabes

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

que hay uno
colaborativo, uno de
9 T

evaluación…
VIS:Para ser sincero
VIS informs (P-Inform)

10 VIS

no me acuerdo.
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T: Recuerda que
tenemos un entorno
inicial, donde están
las noticias, la
Teacher inform (Inform)
agenda, el foro
general…luego viene
un entorno de
11 T

conocimiento…
VIS:¿Cómo se llama
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

12 VIS

un entorno y el otro?
T: El primero es el
VIS informs (P-Inform)

13 T

entorno inicial.
VIS: El entorno

14 VIS

inicial

Repeat

T: Allí tienes las
noticias, el foro, la
Teacher inform (Inform),
presentación del
Teacher Direct
curso, el syllabus y la
15 T

agenda, ¿Ok?
VIS: Ujum. ¿No tiene
un nombre en inglés?
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
Como estamos en

16 VIS

inglés.
T: si, tiene doble
rótulo. Initial
information
Teacher inform (Inform)
environment y
debajo, información

17 T

inicial.

18 VIS

VIS: ¿y el segundo?

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
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T: el segundo se
llama knowledge
environment. Que es

Teacher inform (Inform)

el entorno de
19 T

conocimiento.

20 VIS

VIS: Knowledge?

21 T

T: environment.

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
Repeat

VIS: ¿Qué significa
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
22 VIS

knowledge?
T: conocimiento.
Teacher inform (Inform),
Knowledege
Teacher Direct

23 T

environment.

24 VIS

VIS: hmm
T: Luego viene el
collaborative
environment que es el

Teacher inform (Inform)

que ya conoces la
25 T

palabra.
VIS: Colaborativo.
VIS informs (P-Inform)

26 VIS

Trabajo colaborativo.
T: Luego viene el
practical y el
Teacher inform (Inform)
evaluation and

27 T

monitoring
VIS: el de práctica, y
el de evaluación y

28 VIS

monitoreo.

Repeat

T: y el ultimo es

29 T

management. Como

Teacher inform (Inform),

para que tu conozcas

Teacher Direct

allí las normas y la
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parte legal del curso.
Eso es como un
protocolo.
30 VIS

VIS: Ujum.
T: Entonces toca
revisar la agenda. ¿En

31 T

cuál entorno?

32 VIS

Información inicial.

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

VIS informs (P-Inform)

T: In english how do
Teacher elicit (Elicit)
33 T

you say that?

34 VIS

VIS: Ah ok.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

T: o sea que no se usa
solo en este caso sino
35 T

también …

Re-initiation (i)

(He interrupts) VIS:
es como cuando
usamos entorno para

VIS informs (P-Inform)

diversas cosas, el
36 VIS

social…el entorno…
T:Si. No está
estrictamente
Teacher inform (Inform)
limitado a un solo

37 T

contexto.

38 VIS

VIS: Ok.Environment

Repeat

T: Ok today is
september 16th ( )
tenemos que en unit

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

1, la de time
39 T

clauses,¿Recuerdas?
VIS:La unidad 1 ( )
VIS informs (P-Inform)

40 VIS

ah si estabamos con
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los conectores when,
eeehh until
41 T

T: Así es.Right
VIS: Y habia otro (
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

42 VIS

)siempre era ( )

43 T

T: When, until (…)

Teacher inform (Inform)

VIS: ehhh, esperate
ahi. Ese dia dimos 3
44 VIS

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

(…)el otro era (…)
T:I will give you a
Teacher inform (Inform)

45 T

clue

46 VIS

VIS: ¿Cómo?.
T: I will give you the
Teacher elicit (Elicit)

47 T

beginning ¨Af¨

48 VIS

VIS: After.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

T: Good. Esos eran
Teacher inform (Inform)
49 T

los time clauses.

Listing

VIS: After era
VIS informs (P-Inform)
50 VIS

¨siempre¨
T: No, no era
Teacher inform (Inform)

51 T

¨siempre¨…

Reinforce

VIS: A ver, ¨after¨,
¨after¨. ¿When era
52 VIS

cuando verdad?

53 T

T: That´s right

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

VIS: jajaja,Until era
VIS informs (P-Inform)
54 VIS

hasta.

55 T

T: Correct

56 VIS

VIS:After era antes

57 T

T: El contrario

Listing
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
Teacher inform (Inform)
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VIS: Después,
VIS informs (P-Inform)
58 VIS

((smiles.))
T: Ok, entonces dice
que tienes una
evaluación sobre esta
lección. Se cierra on
October 5th. Ok, pero
Teacher inform (Inform) and
ese no es solamente
check
el tema verdad (
)aparte de las time
clauses había otro
tema que son los

59 T

conditionals.

60 VIS

VIS: Condicionales

VIS informs (P-Inform)

T: Vamos bien de
tiempo, todavía no se
nos va a cerrar nada
por q esto se cierra on
october the 5th ok.
Entonces vámonos a
Teacher elicit (Elicit)
la lección que
tenemos… ¿Dónde
puedo encontrar esa
lección? Este tema
está en el knowledge
61 T

Environment.
VIS: Knowledge
VIS informs (P-Inform)

62 VIS

Environment.
T: En knowledge
Teacher inform (Inform),
Environment es
Teacher Direct

63 T

donde vamos a
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encontrar la lección.
Ok vamos a ingresar
a unit 1 (She clicks
there)…in unit 1 we
have got…ok.
64 VIS

VIS: ((*Sight))
T: Conditional 1.
There are many types
of conditionals.

Teacher inform (Inform)

Conditional 0, 1, 3
65 T

etc.

66 VIS

VIS: Zero

Repeat

T: In this case they
are going to talk
about conditional 1,

Teacher inform (Inform)

first conditional (
67 T

)este es el tema.
VIS: Primera
VIS informs (P-Inform)

68 VIS

condición

Repeat
Teacher inform (Inform),

T: Condicional tipo 1.
69 T
70 VIS

Teacher Direct
VIS: hmmm
T: Entonces vamos a
ver este first
conditional. Hay un
video…estoy aqui
explorando la parte

Teacher inform (Inform)

donde están los
enclaces que nos
colocaron, vamos a
71 T

ver. Si no buscamos
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un video en youtube
adicional para
escuchar
pronunciation. Ok
aquí parece que hay
algo
72 VIS

VIS: ¿Un audio?

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

T: Si. En este first
conditional hay una
parte que va llevar la

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

partícula ¨if¨… ¿Te
73 T

acuerdas?
VIS: Ajá. If era ¨si¨.
VIS informs (P-Inform)

74 VIS

Yo hago esto ¨si¨.
T: Ajá, pore so se
llama conditional por
Teacher elicit (Elicit)
que tu estas

75 T

poniendo…
VIS: (He interrupts)
VIS informs (P-Inform)

76 VIS

una condición.
T: Hay una parte que
va a llevar el ïf¨y otra
Teacher inform (Inform)
parte que va a llevar

77 T

el ¨will¨

78 VIS

VIS: Will

Repeat

T: ¿A que se refería
Teacher elicit (Elicit)
79 T

¨will¨recuerdas?

80 VIS

VIS: Futuro

VIS informs (P-Inform)
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T:Exacto. Will es el
auxiliary que nos
indica
future.Entonces
vamos a escuchar una
frase y la repetiremos
varias veces para
Teacher inform (Inform)
identificar la parte
que contiene el if y la
que contiene el will.
Recuerda que will
puede sonar en
contraction. Tambien
81 T

puede sonar ¨I´ll¨

82 VIS

VIS: ¨I´ll¨

Repeat

T: Si vas a usar You
como sujeto, la
Teacher inform (Inform)
contraction será
83 T

you´ll.

VIS: You´ll

VIS informs (P-Inform)

84 VIS
T:She´ll, He´ll, todos
usan contraction, con
double ¨l¨. Vamos a
Teacher inform (Inform)
escuchar ( ) hmm
pero Jaws está
85 T

activado
VIS: Dale click en
Jaws, luego salir, para

86 VIS

VIS informs (P-Inform)

que se desactive.
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T: Ok let me see,
salir, ok.Parece que
ya se desactivó un
rato. ((Comienza el
audio sobre el
conditional))…parece

Teacher inform (Inform)

que ya está listo el
audio: ¨If it rains
today, I¨ll stay at
home¨ ((It is repeated
87 T

3 times))
VIS: Dijo algo de
VIS informs (P-Inform)

88 VIS

today.
T: Ok que pudiste

Teacher inform (Inform) and

captar, ¨today¨, ajá.

check

VIS: Recapitulala.

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

89 T
90 VIS

T: Of course! (The
Teacher inform (Inform) and
sentence is repeated
check
91 T

once more)
VIS: Dijo algo como
VIS informs (P-Inform)

92 VIS

de rain
T:¨If it¨, ¨If it¨, If it
Teacher inform (Inform) and
rains today, If it rains
check

93 T

today
VIS: LLueve…si
VIS informs (P-Inform)

94 VIS

llueve en este día.
T: Ajaaaa! Vamos a
ver, escuchemos otra
Teacher inform (Inform)
vez, listen. (The

95 T

sentence is repeated

Repeat
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once more)

96 VIS

VIS: If it…
T: again. ! (The
sentence is repeated

97 T

Teacher inform (Inform)

once more)
VIS: again ( )if it ( )si
que ( )es que oigo
VIS informs (P-Inform)
otra palabra pero muy

98 VIS

pegada ahi.
T: Ok. ! (The
sentence is repeated

99 T

once more)
VIS: Ifen…¿Que
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

100 VIS

dijo?
T:If it rains today
(The tutor says the

101 T

sentence slowly)

102 VIS

VIS: If it ( )

103 T

T: If it rains ( )

104 VIS

VIS: If it ( )rain, rain?

105 T

T:If it rains today

Reinforce
Repeat
Reinforce
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
Teacher inform (Inform)

VIS: Rain, rain(…)
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
106 VIS

¿no es como lluvia?

107 T

T: Ajá.
VIS: Si hoy está
VIS informs (P-Inform)

108 VIS

lloviendo.
T: Ajá but it is
present. Present
simple. Si llueve hoy

109 T

( )if it rains today.

Reinforce
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110 VIS

VIS: rains today.

Repeat

T: Entonces ¿Qué va
a pasar? Escuchemos
Teacher inform (Inform) and
la segunda parte.
check
(The sentence is
111 T

repeated once more)
VIS: ah? ¿Cómo?
(The sentence is
repeated once

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

more)…joda no
112 VIS

entiendo.
T:¿Puedes captar
alguna de las
palabras, algún
fonema? Que hayas

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

oído antes. (The
sentence is repeated
113 T

once more)

114 VIS

VIS: ¿Qué dijo?

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

115 T

T: ¿Escuchaste ruido?

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

116 VIS

VIS: Nooo

VIS informs (P-Inform)

T: Ok, trata de
ubicarlo, el will está
ahí pero está en
117 T

contraction.

Reinforce

VIS: El ¨will¨ (The
sentence is repeated
once more)…creo

VIS informs (P-Inform)

que es la segunda
118 VIS

palabra.

119 T

T: Ajá. If it rains

Reinforce
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today ¨I´ll¨ (She puts
emphasis)
Allí está will, en
¨I´ll¨. I´ll stay. I´ll
120

stay
VIS: I´ll…stay,

121

¿estado? (The

VIS informs (P-Inform)

sentence is repeated
once more)
I´ll…casa? Estoy en
122 VIS
123 T

casa.
T: Ajá, ok.

Listing

VIS: I´ll…esperate.
VIS informs (P-Inform)
124 VIS

Si llueve en este dia.
Teacher inform (Inform) and
T: I´ll stay at home

125 T

check
VIS: I´ll (…)I´ll
(…)I´ll (…)esperate,

126 VIS

I´ll stay ( ) home

127 T

T: at home

128 VIS

VIS: at…a casa.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Reinforce

T: I´ll stay at home.
Entonces, que va a
ocurrir ? According

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

to the first
129 T

conditional.
VIS: Si hoy llueve en
este dia (…)I´ll stay
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
(…)espérate(…)at es

130 VIS

de ä¨ ¿ verdad?

131 T

T: At is a preposition

Teacher inform (Inform)
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132 VIS

VIS: a casa

VIS informs (P-Inform)

T: En casa. Se refiere
al lugar. At home, at
work. If it rains

Teacher inform (Inform)

today, I´ll stay at
133 T

home.
VIS: Cuando esté en
VIS informs (P-Inform)

134 VIS

casa, jejeje.
T: Pero es futuro,
recuerda …I´ll stay at

135 T

home. It´s future

Reinforce

VIS:
Cuando…espérate,
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
¿Ese ¨stay¨ es de
136 VIS

estado?

137 T

T: De quedarse

Teacher inform (Inform)

VIS: Cuando haya
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
138 VIS

estado en casa ¿no?
T: Think in future. Ya
Teacher inform (Inform) and
tienes la condition ¨If
check

139 T

it rains today¨

Reinforce

VIS: (Private speech)
If it rains today,
hmmm, will, will ( )
Esperate, si hoy

VIS informs (P-Inform)

llueve, esperate es
que no se como
140 VIS

traducer lo otro
T: Aja, don’t worry.
Un intento, no

141 T

importa. Recuerda

Reinforce
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que es future.

142 VIS

VIS: Si el futuro.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

T: I´ll stay at home.
Ok el problema aqui
no es traducir sino
comprender lo que te
143 T

intenta decir la frase

Reinforce

VIS: Cuando este en
VIS informs (P-Inform)
144 VIS

casa ( )
T: ¿Qué pasa en la
primera frase? Hay
Teacher elicit (Elicit)
una condition. If it

145 T

rains today
VIS: Si hoy llueve (
)si hoy llueve en este
día ( )es que lo otro
VIS informs (P-Inform)
es lo que no ( )o sea
no lo se, no se como

146 VIS

decirlo.
T: Ya tú sabes de qué

147 T

te están hablando.

148 VIS

VIS: Si yo se.

Reinforce
VIS informs (P-Inform)

T: Está, diciendo ( )
Teacher elicit (Elicit)
149 T

¿cual es el lugar?

VIS: La casa

VIS informs (P-Inform)

150 VIS

151 T

T: Entonces que pasa

Teacher inform (Inform) and

si llueve. ¿Qué harás

check
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si llueve?
VIS: Yo me quedo en
VIS informs (P-Inform)
157 VIS

casa.
T: Pero en futuro,

158 T

future.

Reinforce

VIS: Me quedaría en
VIS informs (P-Inform)
159 VIS

casa.

160 T

T: Me quedaré

161 VIS

VIS: Me quedaré

Teacher inform (Inform)
Repeat

T:Pero el punto
nuestro no es traducir
al pie de la letra todo.
La idea es

Teacher inform (Inform)

comprender,
entender, que me
162 T

quiere decir la frase.

163 VIS

VIS: Contextualizar

VIS informs (P-Inform)

T:Si exacto. Lo
primero es
contextualizar eso
está muy bien. Y lo
segundo es identificar
donde está el ïf¨y
donde está el ¨will¨

Teacher inform (Inform)

de manera que al
tenerlos sepas que
estás haciendo la
construcción del first
conditional.
165 T

Escuchemos ahora la
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segunda

VIS: Si, pero que
Teacher elicit (Elicit)
166 VIS

quiere decir la otra.
T: Si llueve hoy, me
Teacher inform (Inform)

167 T

quedaré en casa.
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Tutorial session. October 14th 2014. English class, (B1). Unad University.Barranquilla.
Scaffolding and learning strategies.
Topic: Used to
Time: 5:00 pm.
Tutor: Karen Villalba

Turn

Participant Participation

Scaffolding

Learning strategies

Ok. Vas a elegir el
T

“used to”… aha

Encouraging further

¿Cómo se escribe?

1

production

ehhh se escribe (el
estudiante deletrea: Y
VIS

Attempting to answer
o u s ) Yous no?
¿Cómo es?

2
((La profesora
deletrea la palabra en
Connect to
Inglé)): U S E D. ((El
T

background
estudiante repite cada
knowledge
letra después de la

3

profesora.))

VIS

Ahh ok

4
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T

Used

VIS

Used que es USE

5
Social strategies. Asking
6

questions

7 T

Aja, como Use

8 VIS

Ahh ok
When you say for
example I used to…I

T

Providing examples
used to play with
Barbies

9

VIS

Jajajaja (risas) te

Social strategies.

gustaba jugar con las

Empathizing with

Barbies

others.

10

Aha. I used to, I used
T
to play with Barbies

Positive evaluation,

11

Modelling
¿Qué si a mí me gusta

Social strategies. Asking

VIS
14

jugar con Barbies?

for confirmation.

no, no, no it is not a

Verifying and

question it is about

clarifying student

T
15
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me

16 VIS

understandings

Acerca de ti

Translating.

I used to, yeah, I used Keeping direction in
T
17

to play with Barbies

18 VIS

I used to.

terms of the goals.
Repetition

¿Á que equivale ese
Encouraging further
“used to”? I used to

T

production
19

play with Barbies.

VIS

Delaying speech in order

I used to. Mmmm

20

to gain time
Cuando tú dices: A mí
me gustaba jugar con
Barbies pero el me
gusta es Like,
entonces ¿por qué no

Offering

estoy usando I liked

explanations

T

playing with barbies?,
no, estoy usando I
used to play with
21

barbies.
Metacognitive. Taking
VIS

¡Pasado!

22

risks. Thinking aloud

T

Ok. That is past

23

Positive evaluation

24 VIS

Pasado.

Translating.

Entonces, se refiere a

Take down

lo que…?

scaffolding

T
25
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hay cosas que hice en
VIS
el pasado

Using L1
Take down

T

A lo que so…. Solias
scaffolding

26

Cognitive strategies.
VIS

Solias hacer

27

Analyzing and reasoning
I used to I used to

Providing examples,

play with Barbies, I
T

modelling

used to go to
Rodadero on

28

vacations.

VIS

Ahh ok.

T

I used to

29
Marking critical
30

31

features
VIS

Ibas al rodadero.

Translating.
Providing examples,

T

modelling

Yeah. I used to paint.

32
33 VIS

ahhh dibujabas.
Yes. I used to paint a

T

Translating
Providing examples,

lot and I used to

modelling

watch…

34

¿Y ya no lo haces?
Por cierto, ¿ya no

Social strategies. Asking

VIS
dibujas? ¿No te gusta
35

36

questions. Using L1

ya? ¿No lo haces?
T

no, not anymore

Simplified languge
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Cognitive strategies.
VIS

no hay tiempo

37

Analyzing and reasoning
No time. I used to …
and also …What can I
T

Expansion
say? I used to play

38

volleyball
Ahhh jugabas
VIS

39

Translating
volleyball
Yeah in High school

T

Expansion

40

Yeah

41 VIS

En el colegio

Translating

Good. What do you
T
42

Modelling
used to do?

VIS

ahh ¿mi persona ?

Translating

43
44 T

Yeah.
I used to … I used to
(vocal o alargada) …

VIS

play soccer (r

Attempting to answer

alargada) in the
45

afternoon (risas).
Ahhh ok ok that’s
T

46

great. Alone? Or with
your friends?

Positive evaluation
Wrapping up. Retaking

VIS

Alone…

47

previous ideas
Or with your Friends?
T

Who do you used to
play?

48 VIS

with your friends?

Social strategies. Asking

193

for confirmation.
alone or with your

Encouraging further

T
friends?

49

production

( suspiro) (breath)
esperate ahi. Ahhh

Affective. Lowering

VIS
que si solo o con mis
50

your anxiety

amigos?
T

Yeah
este with este with…
ñerda es que no sé.

Social strategies. Asking

VIS
Ñerda. ¿Cómo seria

questions

“mis”?

51
T

It’s ok, It is ok “With”
Es que no me acuerdo
como seria: Mis

VIS
Amigos ósea amigos
52

si

Using L1

Yeah Plural with my

Offering

Friends

explanations

T

53 VIS

with my friends
Did you use to play

T

with Andres? Your
friend
ahh ok. ¿Cómo era?
Always… como era el
termino? Espérate,

VIS
algunas veces no
recuerdo como se
54

decía algunas veces.

Using L1

Shhhhhh ( la palabra

take down

Sometimes

scaffolding

T
55

194

incompleta solo la
primera letra con que
comienza la palabra)
Compensation
VIS

Sometimes

strategies. Guessing
intelligently

T

Sometimes

56 VIS

Sometimes

Repetition

Ok That´s good…
Perfect, that’s an
example, That’s a
T

very good. What
about Tv programs?
For example…

57

example.

58 VIS

Ahhh ok

Offering
explanations

In my case I used to
T
59

watch Sailor moon

Providing example
Social strategies.

¿Te gustaba Sailor
VIS

Empathizing with
Moon?

60

others.
Yeah. I used to watch
it all the time Sailor

Connect to

moon. What about

background

you?

knowledge

T

61

ehhh my .. espérate,
VIS
62

espera used to…
¿Cómo era?

T

Used to

L2

I used to ehhh erda

Social strategies. Asking

¿Cómo seria “ver”?

questions

VIS
63

195

¿No es see? ¿Cómo
es ver?
64 T
VIS
65 T

Watch

Provide Translation

Watch
Watch T.V

Expansion
Cognitive strategies.

I used to watch tv
VIS

Creating structure for
senseya (Saint-seiya)

66

input and output
Ahhh ok. Interesting,
so you used to watch
T

…in Spanish is
Caballeros del

67

zodiaco.

68 VIS

Aja.

69 T

Saint Seiya

70 VIS

Si

Using L1

Ok. That’s wonderful.
Perfect. Ok. In my
case for example I
T

used to…Ohh For
example on vacations
where did you use to

71

go?

72 VIS

in vacations

positive evaluation

Yeah, I used to go to
T
Rodadero.

73

Providing example

I used to…. In
vacations … I used to
VIS

Attempting to answer.
… my vacations o
Using L1

74

¿Cómo seria? ¡Erda!.

75 T

On vacations I used

196

to…
Social strategies. Asking
VIS

¿Es al reves?

76

for confirmation
Yeah you can start
like that or you can
put it at the end. I
used to go to
Rodadero on
T
vacations or you can
say the opposite: On
vacations… I used to
go to rodadero.

77

Offering

Right?

explanations

Ahh Ok. I used to… I
VIS
78

used to go…
Cartagena.

Using L2

¡aja!… I used to go to
(cambia la voz al
T

pronunciar “To
Cartagena”)
Cartagena
Espérate. I used to go

VIS
79

to Cartagena in my
vacations
Recast (repeat the

Attempting to answer

error back to the
T

on my vacations…ok
learner in a

80

corrected form)

81 VIS

on my vacations
Ok That´s great. So

Repetition
Positive feedback.

T
82

it’s easy. Did you

Controling
197

see? It’s very easy to

frustration

talk about the past
using “Used to” ok.
The idea is to use
connectors ok,
transitions…
83 VIS

ahhh los conectores

Translating.

…to create the
transitions between
the paragraphs or the
ideas that you are
T

going to tell to your
tutor or to the person
you are talking to, for
example you can say: Offering
When I was a child… explanations

84

Ahh when I was …

Cognitive strategies.

VIS
85

cuando yo when I…

86 T

When I was a Child…

Analyzing and reasoning

When I [was]:
VIS
87

Mispronounced word

Using L2

88 T

a child

89 VIS

Cuando yo era niño…

Translating.

When I was a child I
T
90

used to play soccer in
the afternoon right?

VIS

Si. Soccer?

91
Soccer in the
T
92

afternoon

93 VIS

in the afternoon

Providing example Repetition

198

I used to play with my
T
94

friend Andres.

95 VIS

¿Cómo dice?

Asking for confirmation

I used to play with my Keeping direction in
T
96

friend Andres

terms of the goals.

97 VIS

Con mi amigo Andres

Translating

Exactly. It’s an
T
98

example

99 VIS

¡Aja!

100 T

At night

101 VIS

en la noche

102 T

I used to watch Tv

positive evaluation
Using L1

Translating

en la noche solia ver
VIS
103

televisión

Translating

I used to watch for
example, entonces si
ves la transicion que
T
hago allí. I used to

104

watch for example

Offering

Saint Seya.

explanations

Saint Seya, samurái
VIS
105

Memory
X.
samurai x,

T
106

transformers

107 VIS

Transformers

Using L2

no, at that time, en
T

esa época se llamaba

108

XXX

109 VIS

Guerra de Bestias

110 T

Captain Planet

Using L2

199

Si por ahí me la veía,
y me gustaba porque
el protagonista no era
VIS

como siempre el

Discussing. Using L1

mono sino que ponían
creo que era el de
111

Africa.

112 T

Ahh Ok
XXX: Unintelligible

VIS

word…El de Africa,

113

creo que era el tigre.

114 T

Ohh Ok yes. Tierra

Discussing

Si, él era el líder del
VIS
115

capitán planeta.

116 T

Exactly, well…

117 VIS

Capitan Planet

Language mixing

Then you can say: On
Reducing degrees of
vacations I used to go
freedom in the task
T

to Cartagena. I used
in order to make it
to visit my family, for
manageable

118

example.

119 VIS

I used to [visit]

120 T

Yeah
Ahhh Ok Family in

VIS
121

Attempting to answer
the Cartagena
Exactly I used to visit
my family in
Cartagena… I used to

Recast (repeat the

go… what else? I

error back to the

T

don´t know. On
122

learner in a

vacations I used to

corrected form)

200

go…
Y si quiero decir por
ejemplo en vez de
VIS

123

Social strategies. Asking

decir Cartagena solo.

for confirmation.

¿Puedo decir In the

Language mixing

Cartagena City?
Ehhh In Cartagena
City not “In the” no
you can say In
Cartagena. Yes I used
to visit or you can say
I used to visit
T

Cartagena city y le
quitas el “In”. It’s not
necessary there. Ok.
Bueno vamos a
recapitular hasta allí.
Let’s go back. When

Offering

I was a child…

124

explanations

When I… espérate…
When I was a child…

VIS

esperate…When I

Cognitive strategies.

was a child… erda

Creating structure for

…ahhh… es que se

input and output

me olvida la palabra.
125

¿Cómo es?
Marking critical
T

I used to

126

features
Espérate… When I
Wrapping up. Retaking
VIS

was a child I used to
previous ideas

127

play soccer in the

201

afternoon.

T

Good

128

Positive evaluation
In the afternoon. I
used to … I used to
…I used to … (pause)

Wrapping up. Retaking

VIS
I used to with … I

previous ideas

used to play with mi
129

Andrés
Marking critical
T

With my friend

130

features
Ahhh Si with my
VIS

131

friends Andrés

T
132

Entonces si vas a

Verifying and

decir with my friend

clarifying student

in singular

understandings
Metacognitive.

With my friend

Evaluating and

VIS
Andrés

Monitoring your

133

learning
With my friend
T

134

Andrés. Ok.

135 T

At night
At night.En la noche,
VIS

136

T
137

At night ehh I used to

Metacognitive. Taking

watch Tv

risks. Thinking aloud

Great
Positive evaluation

202

VIS
138

I used to watch Tv ( )

Social strategies.

programs. No sé

Empathizing with

cómo se dice (risas)

others.

I used to watch Tv. ( )
T
139

I used to watch Saint

Recalling

Seya.
I used to watch Saint
Wrapping up. Retaking
VIS

Seya, Samuray
previous ideas

140

warriors,
Exactly. Power
T

141

Take down scaffold
Rangers
(Risas) No se
Social strategies.
entiende lo que dice

VIS

Empathizing with
aqui. XXX:
others.

142

Unintelligible word

143 T

Yeah

144 VIS

Ulises 31 [Thirty-one]

Using L2

Ok. Aunque ese no
T
145

me lo vi yo.
Yo si me lo vi. Ese si
me lo vi por

VIS

telecaribe, sabe que

Social strategies.

por Telecaribe si

Empathizing with

pasaban un poco de

others.

series viejas: centella,
146

masinger (risas)

147 T

ok. On vacations…

Eliciting

On vacations … En
vacaciones… On
VIS
vacations I used to
148

visit… ehhh… visit

Using L2

203

(student repeats the
word visit) my family
in Cartagena City.
Exellent! Very Good!
That’s Fantastic!
Great! Entonces eso
es una parte ¿verdad?.
Como es muy
probable que te sigan
T

Encouraging further
preguntando, te van
production
hacer más preguntas.
Por ejemplo te pueden
decir: What did you
use to do in the

149

school?

150 VIS

What?
What did you use to

T

do in the School? So
you can Say…

151

¿Qué solía hacer en la
VIS
152

Translating. Using L1
escuela?
Yes, you can say in

T

Take down scaffold
the school I used to…

153

In the school I used to
… ehh… In the
school I used to…
VIS

learn, I used to

Attempting to answer

[write] ¿Cómo se
diria [write]? ¿Cómo
154

es escribir?

204

Recast (repeat the
Ok. In the school I
error back to the
T

used to learn how to
learner in a
write.

155

corrected form)
How to… ¿Qué era lo
Social strategies. Asking
VIS

que era “How”?
questions

156

Recapitulame
Cuando tu dices: How
T

Recalling

157

are you?

158 VIS

¿Cómo estas?

159 T

¿Qué seria how?

160 VIS

¿Qué seria How?

Using L2

¿A qué equivale
T
161

“How” en How are

Discussing

you?
Saludo, ¿no? ¿A qué
VIS

162

equivale How?
Cuando tú dices: Hi,
Connect to
how are you? Ese
T

background
“how” ¿a qué
knowledge

163

equivale?
No sé. La verdad te
Social strategies.Face
VIS

soy honesto no sé.
saving

164

(Risas)
Encouraging selfT

Me lo acabas de decir

165

correction

166 VIS

A saludo
No, antes, ¿Qué

T
167

dijiste? How are you?

168 VIS

Ñerda ¿Qué te dije?

169 T

Si yo te digo How are
205

you? ¿Qué te estoy
preguntando?
170 VIS

¿Cómo estas?

171 T

Ahhh

172 VIS

Como

Translating

Aha. Now you are

Confirming

talking. So when you
T
say I used to learn
173

how to write, read…

174 VIS

como leer

Translating

Aha. How to write,
read… Ok. That’s a
good example. For
T

Providing examples
example in my case in
the school I used to
eat. I used to eat…

175

¿Cómo? Recapitula

Social strategies. Asking

VIS
176

eso.

questions

In the school I used to
T
177

eat
In the school I used to
eat … recret
Compensation
(hacienda alusión a la
S

strategies. Overcoming
palabra Recreo en
limitations in speaking
Español).

178

No sé cómo se diría.
Recast (repeat the
In the break. Yeah I
error back to the
T

used to break in the
learner in a
break

179
180 VIS

corrected form)
In the break class

Affective. Lowering
206

(Risas)

your anxiety

In the break. Only in
the break. In the
T

School I used to eat

Providing examples

Mango outside the
181

school
En mi caso... I used to
Social strategies. Asking
VIS

eat in the break… in
for confirmation

182

the break?

T

Aha

183

Positive evaluation
Wrapping up. Retaking
VIS

I used to eat Pizza

184

previous ideas
Ahh ok, that’s a good
T

185

option

Positive evaluation

Hot dog ehhh ñerda
Social strategies. Asking
VIS

¿Cómo le llaman a la
questions

186

gaseosa en Inglés?

187 T

Soda

188 VIS

Soda

Repetition

You used to drink
T
189

Teacher modelling
Soda
You used to drink

VIS
190

Soda
That’s great. Ok.
That’s a good idea.

191
T

Another thing you
192

Encouraging further

want to say?

production
Social strategies. Asking

VIS

¿Cómo?

193

questions

207

For example…about
T

your feelings, you can

194

say…

195 VIS

Ahhh ¿Canciones?

Attempting to answer
Encouraging self-

T

Feelings

196

correction

197 VIS

Feelings?

198 T

Yeah

199 VIS

Sentimientos

Repetition

Translating

Yeah. I used to be
happy when I was a
child, I used to be
T

happy or something I

Providing examples

don’t know. What do
you want to say about
200

your childhood?
I used to feeling…
ñerda… Suelen.
VIS

¿Cómo se decía

Attempting to answer

suelen? Osea algo que
201

se da.
Di la frase completa
T

202

en Español
En español: Mis
Social strategies.
sentimientos suelen
VIS

Empathizing with
ser cariñosos,
others.
amorosos…

203

Pero, uh, when you

Marking critical

T
204

were a child?

205 VIS

Ahh Ok. Si

features

208

I mean Feelings es en
general ¿Cómo era el
estado de tu
T
childhood? De tu
niñez en el sentido de
206

que…

207 VIS

Si, siempre he sido
I used to be happy… I

T
used to be ehh…

208

Ehh Bueno si, happy,
VIS

Attempting to answer
sweetie…

209

Recast (repeat the
Sweet, I used to be

error back to the

T
sweet

learner in a

210

corrected form)
Sweet…Erda ¿Cómo

Social strategies. Asking

VIS
211

se diría Amoroso?

questions

Lovely, I used to be
T

Providing examples

212

relax

213 VIS

Relajado
Or were you stressed?

T

Did you use to be

214

stressed?

215 VIS

Ahh No

Providing examples

Never right?
Because some people
are stressed when
T

they are child. Sorry,
when they are
children, when they

216

are younger. That’s

209

what I meant. Ok.
That’s all right.

So, when I was a
child…
Esperate.
When I was a child I
VIS

used to… when I was

Delaying speech in order

a child I used to in
217

to gain time

the highschool.

T

Good

218

Positive evaluation
I used to learn how to
[writing],
write….ehh… I used
to … I used to

Wrapping up. Retaking

VIS
highschool in the

previous ideas

break…I used to eat
pizza and … I used to
219

drink Soda.
Great. That’s
T

220

Fantastic

Positive evaluation

221 VIS

I used to eat ice cream

Memory

Oh Yes. Ice cream.
XXX Ice cream?
T
XXX: Unintelligible
222

word

223 VIS

No, Chocolate

Memory

Chocolate ice cream.
T
224

That’s one of my

politeness

favorites.

210

225 VIS

Uno de tus favoritos

226 T

Yes Of course.

Translating

XXX: Unintelligible
VIS
227

word
Oh Yeah. Sometimes
I have to. Did you use
Encouraging further
T

to play with your
production
family? I mean with

228

your cousins.
Ahh mi familia, mis
VIS

Translating. Using L1
primos…

229

Yeah. Did you use to
play with your

Encouraging further

T
Cousins when you
230

were a child?

231 VIS

With ¿Qué?

production

with your Cousins… I
T
232

mean cousins.

233 VIS

Con tus primos
Did you use to play

T
234

with your cousins.
Ahhh Ok. I used to
play with… esperate(

Delaying speech in order

VIS
) with miii(…)
235

cousins

236 T

Ok.

to gain time

Social strategies. Asking
VIS

¿Si esta bien?

237

for confirmation
Yes. With my
T

238

cousins. Ok.

Expansion

Remember at that

211

time for example
when I was a child
The president used to
be Gaviria,
239 VIS

Ahh Ok.
So I remember that I
used to play with my

T

Expansion
friends in the

240

darkness.

241 VIS

Con mi hermano…

242 T

with my friends…

243 VIS

con mis amigos.

Translating

in the darkness… in
T
244

the darkness
Social strategies. Asking
VIS

¿Dark no es oscuro?

245

for confirmation
Aha, because the
president was Gaviria
and that time Gaviria
used to be the
president and
T

remember that there

Recalling

was a problem with
the Electricity. Do
you remember that?
There was a problem
246

with the electricity

247 VIS

La Electricidad

Translating

Yeah. There was a
Encouraging further
T

problem with that. Do
production

248

you remember?

212

¿Si tenía algún
VIS
249

problema con la
electricidad?
Yeah. When you were

T

a child. Do you

250

remember that?

251 VIS

Ehh…I am not

Attempting to answer

It was in nineteen
ninety-one o tal vez
tú eras muy pequeño
T

de pronto no te

Using L2

acuerdas, eso fue en
el noventa y uno o
252

noventa y dos.
¿Eso fue un apagón?
VIS

253

¿Qué?

254 T

Yes.

Using L1

No, no me acuerdo de
eso, la verdad te soy

Social strategies.Face

VIS
honesto no me
255

saving

acuerdo de eso
De pronto estabas
T

256

más pequeño.

257 VIS

¿Tú si lo recuerdas?

258 T

Yes. Of course.

Using L1

¿y eso cuanto duro
VIS
259

qué?

Using L1

Years, maybe like 2
T

years or something.

260

Maybe 2 years

261 VIS

2 años

Translating

213

262 T

Yes I guess
pero, ¿Qué se iba la

VIS
263

luz todos los días?

Using L1

Si quitaban la luz
como, creo que unas
horas antes, yo estaba
pequeña yo estaba
como en primero de
primaria apenas y me
acuerdo que como
quitaban la luz una
T
hora antes, No
recuerdo muy bien
cuál era la razón pero
si recuerdo que En la
noche era oscuro Y
aun así jugábamos en
la oscuridad,
264

jugábamos un rato.
¿Se iba la luz por una
VIS

265

hora?

Using L1

A veces más de una
T
266

hora
No lo recuerdo,
aunque si tengo
recuerdos de mi
Social strategies.
infancia con mis
VIS

Empathizing with
amigos. A mí me
others.
gustaba mucho con
mis amigos nosotros

267

teníamos unos

214

triciclos que eran biwi
eran marca biwi y me
acuerdo que nosotros
cogíamos desde la
parte donde empezaba
la cuadra la casa iba
en bajada ¿ya? La
casa de la esquina este
el andén va en
bajadita y nosotros
desde allá arriba nos
mandábamos y eso
seguía hasta mi casa,
seguía hasta mi casa
nos tirábamos duro.
¿Eran como carreras
T
268

asi?
No, íbamos uno
detrás de otro, uno
detrás de otro,
primero se tiraba uno
VIS

después el otro en ese
orden de ideas y la
verdad lo recuerdo
emocionante eso, me

269

gustaba.
viste entonces eso es
otro de tus feelings
Marking critical
T

puedes decir: When I
features
was a child I used to

270

be excited.

215

271 VIS

Excitante
Recast (repeat the
error back to the

T

Emocionado
learner in a

272

corrected form)

273 VIS

Aja
Excited, sweet,
lovely, happy. You
Marking critical

T

can say those things
features
you used to do about

274

your childhood
Exicted when… we
Social strategies. Asking
VIS

erda no sé cémo se
questions

275

dice triciclo, with mi.

276 T

with My Friends aha
with my Friends… Es

VIS

que quiero decir con

277

mi triciclo

278 T

Ok. You can check it.

Politeness

No sé cómo se dice

Social strategies.Face

VIS
279

eso en Inglés Triciclo

saving

Te voy a poner un
diccionary aquí en
T

línea entonces vas a

Politeness

escribir triciclo a ver
280

que nos sale.

281 VIS

¿Ya puedo escribir?
Yes.

T
282

Politeness

Sonido del teclado,
the student is typing.

216

Keyboard´s Sound.
Social strategies. Asking
VIS

¿Enter?

283

for confirmation
Yes please… Oh
T

Teacher modelling
Tricycle

284 VIS

T

Tricycle

Repetition

Yes Tricycle

285

Positive evaluation
¿Hay te sale qué? en
el diccionario te sale
Social strategies. Asking
VIS

qué? La
questions
pronunciación y como
se escribe
Sale como se escribe
ahora vamos a buscar

T

Describing screen
otro donde nos va a

286

salir la pronunciación.
Como se escribe

287

Tricycle? ((El
VIS

estudiante lee la
palabra como se

288

Social strategies. Asking

escribe.))

questions

Aja con “Y” pero
T
289

Verifying and

ahora vamos a

clarifying student

escucharlo

understandings

Tricycle... ¿Allí
VIS
290

también hay para

Social strategies. Asking

escuchar?

questions

Si vamos a ponerlo
politeness, meeting
T

para escuchar. Escribe
special needs

291

tricycle. Ok. Nada
217

más te falto pusiste
una S y es una C
292 VIS

Aja Ok.
Tricycle good.
Pronunciación de la

T
palabra Tricycle en el
293

diccionario virtual.
((El estudiante repite
VIS

294

Repetition
la palabra ))Tricycle
Ahh. Vamos a
escuchar la otra
opción. ((Voz

T

Femenina del
diccionario virtual
pronunciando la

295

palabra Tricycle))

296 VIS

Tricycle

Describing screen
Repetition

This is Victoriana she
is from the United
States. She
pronounces it. ((Voz
Femenina del
diccionario virtual
pronunciando la
T
palabra Tricycle. Voz
Femenina del
diccionario virtual
pronunciando la
palabra Tricycle.))

297

Tricycle. Ok. Great.

Offering

Entonces ya sabes se

explanations
218

escribe Tricycle con i
griega.
Social strategies. Asking
VIS

Lo escribo otra vez?

298

for confirmation

299 T

Ok.
((El estudiante escribe

VIS
300

en el teclado.)) Ok

301

Verifying and
Exactly.
T

clarifying student
Pronunciation?

302

understandings

303 VIS

T

Tricycle

Great

304

Positive evaluation
Entonces hay que
Compensation
poner el “Quick”
strategies. Overcoming
VIS

como deslizarme o
limitations in speaking
deslizar o… Me sale:
and writing

305

In my tricycle
When I was a child I
used to… Nos falta

Marking critical

deslizar como seria

features

T

306

eso?

307 VIS

Quicksil

308 T

Quicksin?

Attempting to answer

No sé creo que es
VIS
309

Quicksin ¿no?
Ok. vamos averiguar

Meeting special

en el diccionary

needs. Politeness

T
310

Yo aquí poniéndole

Social strategies.Getting

VIS
311

lógica (risas)

recognition
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Maybe. It’s possible.
Coloca “deslizar” a
T

Describing screen
ver que verbo nos

312

sugiere para usar.
Deslizar, es que sabe
por qué estoy
utilizando Quick
S
porque me acorde de
Quicksilver el

313

deslizador plateado

314 T

Ahh Ok. Let’s see.

Memory

Ñerda ¿Por que letra

Social strategies. Asking

VIS
voy?

315

for confirmation

S (deletrea en Inglés
T

Using L2

316

la letra)

317 VIS

Des ahh Ok.

318 T

Aja. Ok.
Social strategies. Asking

VIS

¿ Qué?

319

questions

320 T

Slide

321 VIS

Slide

Teacher modelling
Repetition

Slip Dice: resbalador
por una superficie

Offering

T
Slide, como crees q se
322

escribe esa palabra?

323 VIS

Slide… Sliter

324 T

Ok. ¿Entendemos?

325 VIS

Vamos a ver

explanations

Attempting to answer

Verifying and
Aja. No sería con t
T

clarifying student
sino con d

326

understandings
220

Social strategies.Getting
VIS

¿Estuve cerca?

327

recognition
Yes. Slide. Ahora
T

328

vamos a escucharla

329 VIS

Slide

Positive evaluation
Repetition

We are going to listen
T
330

to Eddy. Eddy is from

Describing screen

United States.
United States. Voz
Masculina del
diccionario virtual
VIS

pronunciando la

Repetition

palabra Slide. El
estudiante repite la
palabra “Slide”

331

Now we are going to
listen to Paul in
Australia. Voz
Meeting special
T

Masculina del
needs
diccionario virtual
pronunciando la

332

palabra Slide.

333 VIS

Slide

Repetition

And we are going to
listen this woman in
George Shire. Voz
Meeting special
T

Femenina del
needs
diccionario virtual
pronunciando la

334

palabra Slide

335 VIS

Slide

Using L2
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Correct. So, when I
T

was a child I used
to…
When I was…
esperate… when I

Social strategies.Getting

VIS
was a child I used to
336

slide in my tricycle.

337 T

Neighbors

recognition

Compensation
VIS

¿Eso es vecinos?

strategies. Guessing

338

intelligently
When I was a child I
T

used to play with my

339

neighbors. Of course.

340 VIS

Nei?

341 T

Neighbors

342 VIS

Neighbors

Teacher modelling

Asking for confirmation
Simplified languge
Repetition

We are going to
listen. We are gonna
T

Giving instructions
check the

343

pronunciation.
Metacognitive.
Palabra que va para el

Evaluating and

VIS
diccionario

Monitoring your

344

learning
Yes. Listen. (Voz
masculina del
T

diccionario virtual
pronunciando la

345

palabra Neighbors)

346 VIS

Neighbors

Marking critical
features
Repetition
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347 T

Yeah
Metacognitive.
Yo escucho

Evaluating and

neighbors.

Monitoring your

VIS

348

learning
Yes. ((Voz femenina
del diccionario virtual
T
pronunciando la

349

palabra Neighbors))
¿Como? Recapitula.
((Voz femenina del
diccionario virtual
pronunciando la
palabra Neighbors.
VIS

Neighbors Voz

Social strategies. Asking

femenina del

for confirmation

diccionario virtual
pronunciando la
palabra Neighbors))
350

¿Qué dice?
Neighbors. (( Voz
femenina del
T

diccionario virtual
pronunciando la

351

palabra Neighbors))

Yo entiendo todas

Social strategies.Face

VIS
menos esa.

saving

352
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Porque XXXX is
from New Zealand,
ella es de nueva
Zelanda entonces por
eso el acento es un

Offering

poco diferente y la

explanations

T

otra persona es de
Irlanda también por
eso el acento es
353

diferente.

354 VIS

Neighbors

Repetition

OK. That’s Great.
T
355

Using L2
Hasta allí questions?
In my house I used
to… ¿Esta bien? In
my house I used to

Wrapping up. Retaking

listen ehhh…listen

previous ideas

VIS

match football in the
356

radio (risas)
Ok. In my house I
used to listen to
T

football matches. In
plural: football

357

matches Ok.

358 VIS

Partidos de futbol
Aja. Football matches

T
359

or soccer matches on

Teacher modelling

the radio
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Tutorial session. October 14th 2014. English class, (B1). Unad University.Barranquilla.
Classroom discourse.
Topic: Used to
Time: 5:00 pm.
Tutor: Karen Villalba

Analysis of classroom discourse

Turn

Participant

Sub-categories of free

Sub-categories of

exchange

bound exchanges

Participation
Ok. Vas a elegir el

T

“used to”… aja
¿Cómo se escribe?

1

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

ehhh se escribe (el
estudiante
VIS

deletrea: Y o u s )
Yous no? ¿Cómo

2

es?

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

((La profesora
deletrea la palabra
en Inglé)): U S E
T

D. ((El estudiante
repite cada letra
después de la

3

profesora.))

VIS
4

Repeat

Ahh ok
VIS informs (P-Inform)
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5 T

Used

6 VIS

Used que es USE

VIS informs (P-Inform)

7 T

Aja, como Use

Teacher inform (Inform)

8

VIS

Ahh ok

Repeat

VIS informs (P-Inform)

When you say for
example I used
T

Check (Check)
to…I used to play

9

with Barbies

Jajajaja (risas) te
VIS

gustaba jugar con
las Barbies

10

VIS informs (P-Inform)
Aha. I used to, I
T

11

used to play with
Barbies

Repeat

¿Qué si a mí me
VIS
14

gusta jugar con
Barbies?

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

no, no, no it is not
T

a question it is

15

about me

Teacher inform (Inform)

16 VIS

Acerca de ti

VIS informs (P-Inform)

I used to, yeah, I
T

used to play with

17

Barbies

18 VIS

I used to.

Teacher inform (Inform)
Repeat

¿Á que equivale
T
19

ese “used to”? I

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

used to play with

Teacher direct
(Direct)
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Barbies.

VIS

I used to. Mmmm

20
Cuando tú dices: A
mí me gustaba
jugar con Barbies
pero el me gusta es
Like, entonces
T

¿por qué no estoy
usando I liked
playing with
barbies?, no, estoy
usando I used to

21

play with barbies.

22 VIS

¡Pasado!

T

Re-initiation (ii)
VIS informs (P-Inform)

Ok. That is past

23

Teacher inform (Inform)

24 VIS

Pasado.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Entonces, se
T

Teacher elicit (Elicit)
refiere a lo que…?
hay cosas que hice

VIS
25

en el pasado

VIS informs (P-Inform)

A lo que so….
T

Teacher inform (Inform)

26

Solias

27 VIS

Solias hacer

VIS informs (P-Inform)

I used to I used to

Teacher inform (Inform)

play with Barbies,
T

28

I used to go to

Teacher direct

Rodadero on

(Direct)
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vacations.
29 VIS

ahh ok.

30 T

I used to

Teacher inform (Inform)

31 VIS

Ibas al rodadero.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Yeah. I used to

Teacher inform (Inform)

T
32

paint.

33 VIS

ahhh dibujabas.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Yes. I used to

Teacher inform (Inform)

T

paint a lot and I
used to watch…

34

¿Y ya no lo haces?
Por cierto, ¿ya no
VIS

dibujas? ¿No te
gusta ya? ¿No lo

35

haces?

36 T

no, not anymore

37 VIS

no hay tiempo

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
Teacher inform (Inform)

No time. I used to
… and also
T

…What can I say?

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

I used to play
38

volleyball
Ahhh jugabas
VIS

39

volleyball

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Yeah in High
T

Teacher inform (Inform)

40

school Yeah

41 VIS

En el colegio

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Good. What do
T

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

42

you used to do?

43 VIS

ahh ¿mi persona ?

44 T

Yeah.

Listing
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
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I used to … I used
to (vocal o
alargada) … play
VIS
soccer (r alargada)
in the afternoon
45

(risas).

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Ahhh ok ok that’s
T

great. Alone? Or

46

with your friends?

47 VIS

Alone…

Teacher elicit (Elicit)
VIS informs (P-Inform)

Or with your
Friends? Who do
T
you used to play
with?

VIS

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

with your friends?

48

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
alone or with your
T
friends?

49

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

( suspiro) (breath)
esperate ahi. Ahhh
VIS
que si solo o con
50

mis amigos?
T

Yeah

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
Teacher inform (Inform)

este with este
with… ñerda es
VIS

que no sé. Ñerda.
¿Cómo seria
“mis”?

51

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

It’s ok, It is ok
T
52

Teacher inform (Inform)
“With”
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Reinforce

Es que no me
acuerdo como
VIS
seria: Mis Amigos
ósea amigos si

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Yeah Plural with
T
my Friends
53 VIS

with my friends

Reinforce
VIS informs (P-Inform)

Did you use to
T

play with Andres?
Your friend

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

ahh ok. ¿Cómo
era? (Always…)
como era el
termino? Espérate,
VIS
algunas veces no
recuerdo como se
decía algunas
54

VIS elicits (P-Elicit) (Private

veces.

speech)

Shhhhhh ( la
palabra Sometimes
incompleta solo la
T
primera letra con
que comienza la
palabra)
55 VIS

Sometimes

T

Sometimes

56 VIS

Sometimes

Teacher elicit (Elicit)
VIS informs (P-Inform)

Repeat

Ok That´s good…
Perfect, that’s an
T
example, That’s a
57

very good. What

Reinforce

Teacher elicit (Elicit)
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about Tv
programs? For
example…
example.
58 VIS

Ahhh ok

VIS informs (P-Inform)

In my case I used
T
59

to watch Sailor

Teacher inform (Inform)

moon
¿Te gustaba Sailor
VIS

60

Moon?

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

Yeah. I used to
watch it all the
T
time Sailor moon.
61

What about you?

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

ehhh my ..
espérate, espera
VIS
used to… ¿Cómo
62
T

era?

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

Used to

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

I used to ehhh
erda ¿Cómo seria
VIS
“ver”? ¿No es see?
63

¿Cómo es ver?

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

64 T

Watch

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

VIS
65 T

Watch
Watch T.V

Repeat

I used to watch tv
VIS
66

senseya (Saintseiya)

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Ahhh ok.

Teacher direct (Direct),

T
67

Interesting, so you

inform
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used to watch …in
Spanish is
Caballeros del
zodiaco.
68 VIS

Aja.

69 T

Saint Seiya

70 VIS

Si

Teacher inform (Inform)
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

Ok. That’s
wonderful. Perfect.
Ok. In my case
for example I used
T
to…Ohh For
example on
vacations where
71

did you use to go?

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

72 VIS

in vacations

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

Yeah, I used to go
T
to Rodadero.

73

Teacher inform (Inform)

I used to…. In
vacations … I used
VIS

to … my vacations
o ¿Cómo seria?

74

¡Erda!.

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

On vacations I
T
75

used to…

76 VIS

¿Es al reves?

Reinforce
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

Yeah you can start
like that or you
T
can put it at the
77

end. I used to go to

Teacher inform (Inform)
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Rodadero on
vacations or you
can say the
opposite: On
vacations… I used
to go to rodadero.
Right?
Ahh Ok. I used
VIS

to… I used to
go… Cartagena.

78

VIS informs (P-Inform)

¡aja!… I used to
go to (cambia la
T

voz al pronunciar
“To Cartagena”)
Cartagena

Re-initiation (ii)

Espérate. I used to
VIS
79

go to Cartagena in
my vacations

VIS informs (P-Inform)

on my
T
80

vacations…ok

81 VIS

on my vacations

Re-initiation (ii)
VIS informs (P-Inform)

Ok That´s great.
So it’s easy. Did
you see? It’s very
easy to talk about
T

the past using
“Used to” ok. The
idea is to use
connectors ok,

82

transitions…

Teacher inform (Inform)

83 VIS

ahhh los

VIS informs (P-Inform)
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conectores
…to create the
transitions
between the
paragraphs or the
ideas that you are
going to tell to
T
your tutor or to the
person you are
talking to, for
example you can
say: When I was a
child…

84

Teacher inform (Inform)

Ahh when I was
VIS

… cuando yo
when I…

85

VIS informs (P-Inform)

When I was a
T
Child…

86

When I [was]:
VIS

Mispronounced

87

word

88 T

a child

Teacher inform (Inform)

Cuando yo era
VIS
niño…

89

VIS informs (P-Inform)

When I was a
child I used to play
T
soccer in the
90

afternoon right?

VIS

Si. Soccer?

91
92 T

Teacher inform (Inform)

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
Soccer in the

Teacher inform (Inform)
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Repeat

afternoon
93 VIS

in the afternoon

VIS informs (P-Inform)

I used to play with
T
94

my friend Andres.

95 VIS

¿Cómo dice?

Teacher inform (Inform)
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

I used to play with
T
96

my friend Andres

Reinforce

Con mi amigo
VIS
97

Andres

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Exactly. It’s an

Teacher direct (Direct),

T
98

example

inform

99 VIS

¡Aja!

VIS informs (P-Inform)

100 T

At night

Teacher inform (Inform)

101 VIS

en la noche

VIS informs (P-Inform)

102 T

I used to watch Tv

Teacher inform (Inform)

en la noche solia
VIS
103

ver televisión

VIS informs (P-Inform)

I used to watch for
example, entonces
si ves la transicion
T

que hago allí. I
used to watch for
example Saint

104

Seya.

Check (Check)

Saint Seya,
VIS
105

samurái X.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

samurai x,
T
106

transformers

107 VIS

Transformers

Teacher inform (Inform)
Repeat

no, at that time, en
T
108

esa época se

Teacher inform (Inform)
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llamaba XXX
109 VIS

Guerra de Bestias

VIS informs (P-Inform)

110 T

Captain Planet

Teacher inform (Inform)

Si por ahí me la
veía, y me gustaba
porque el
protagonista no era
VIS
como siempre el
mono sino que
ponían creo que
111

era el de Africa.

112 T

Ahh Ok

VIS informs (P-Inform)

XXX:
Unintelligible
VIS

word…El de
Africa, creo que

113

era el tigre.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Ohh Ok yes.
T
114

Tierra

Teacher inform (Inform)

Si, él era el líder
VIS

del capitán

115

planeta.

116 T

Exactly, well…

117 VIS

Capitan Planet

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Then you can say:
On vacations I
used to go to
T
Cartagena. I used
to visit my family,
118

for example.

Teacher inform (Inform)

119 VIS

I used to [visit]

VIS informs (P-Inform)
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Repeat

120 T

Yeah

Teacher inform (Inform)

Ahhh Ok Family
VIS
121

in the Cartagena

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Exactly I used to
visit my family in
Cartagena… I
T

used to go… what
else? I don´t know.
On vacations I

Teacher inform (Inform) and

used to go…

122

elicits

Y si quiero decir
por ejemplo en vez
de decir Cartagena
VIS

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
solo. ¿Puedo decir
In the Cartagena

123

City?
Ehhh In Cartagena
City not “In the”
no you can say In
Cartagena. Yes I
used to visit or you
can say I used to
visit Cartagena
T

city y le quitas el
“In”. It’s not
necessary there.
Ok. Bueno vamos
a recapitular hasta
allí. Let’s go back.
When I was a

124

Teacher inform (Inform) and

child…

elicits
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Repeat

When I…
espérate… When I
was a child…
esperate…When I
VIS

was a child… erda

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

…ahhh… es que
se me olvida la
palabra. ¿Cómo
125

es?

126 T

I used to

Teacher inform (Inform)

Espérate… When I
was a child I used
VIS
to play soccer in
127

the afternoon.

128 T

Good

VIS informs (P-Inform)
Listing

In the afternoon. I
used to … I used
to …I used to …
VIS

(pause) I used to
with … I used to
play with mi

129

Andrés

VIS informs (P-Inform)

130 T

With my friend

Teacher inform (Inform)

Ahhh Si with my
VIS
131

friends Andrés

Re-initiation (ii)

Entonces si vas a
T
132

decir with my
friend in singular

Teacher inform (Inform)

With my friend
VIS
133

Andrés

134 T

With my friend

VIS informs (P-Inform)
Listing
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Andrés. Ok.
135 T

At night

Teacher inform (Inform)

At night.En la
noche, At night
VIS
ehh I used to
136

watch Tv

137 T

Great

VIS informs (P-Inform)

I used to watch Tv
( ) programs. No
VIS
sé cómo se dice
138

(risas)

VIS informs (P-Inform)

I used to watch Tv.
T
139

( ) I used to watch
Saint Seya.

Teacher inform (Inform)

I used to watch
VIS
140

Saint Seya,
Samuray warriors,

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Exactly. Power
T
141

Rangers

Teacher inform (Inform)

(Risas) XXX:
VIS

Unintelligible

142

word

143 T

Yeah

Teacher inform (Inform)

Ulises 31 [ThirtyVIS
144

one]

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Ok. Aunque ese no
T
145

me lo vi yo.

Teacher inform (Inform)

Yo si me lo vi. Ese
si me lo vi por
VIS
telecaribe, sabe
146

que por Telecaribe

VIS informs (P-Inform)
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si pasaban un poco
de series viejas:
centella, masinger
(risas)
ok. On
T
vacations…

147

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

On vacations …
En vacaciones…
On vacations I
used to visit…
VIS

ehhh… visit
(student repeats
the word visit) my
family in

148

Cartagena City.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Exellent! Very
Good! That’s
Fantastic! Great!
Entonces eso es
una parte
¿verdad?. Como es
muy probable que
T

te sigan
preguntando, te
van hacer más
preguntas. Por
ejemplo te pueden
decir: What did
you use to do in

149

the school?

150 VIS

What?

Listing
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
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What did you use
to do in the
T
School? So you
can Say…

151

Teacher informs and elicits

¿Qué solía hacer
VIS
152

en la escuela?

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

Yes, you can say
T

in the school I

Teacher informs and elicits

used to…

153

In the school I
used to … ehh…
In the school I
used to… learn, I
VIS
used to [write]
¿Cómo se diria
[write]? ¿Cómo
154

es escribir?

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

Ok. In the school I
T
155

used to learn how
to write.

Teacher inform (Inform)

How to… ¿Qué
era lo que era
VIS
“How”?
156

Recapitulame

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

Cuando tu dices:
T
157

How are you?

Teacher inform (Inform)

158 VIS

¿Cómo estas?

VIS informs (P-Inform)

159 T

¿Qué seria how?

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

160 VIS

¿Qué seria How?

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

¿A qué equivale
T
161

“How” en How

Teacher elicit (Elicit)
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Repeat

are you?
Saludo, ¿no? ¿A
VIS
162

qué equivale
How?

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

Cuando tú dices:
Hi, how are you?
T

Teacher informs and elicits
Ese “how” ¿a qué

163

equivale?
No sé. La verdad
VIS

164

te soy honesto no
sé. (Risas)

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Me lo acabas de
T
165

decir

Teacher inform (Inform)

166 VIS

A saludo

VIS informs (P-Inform)

No, antes, ¿Qué
T
167

dijiste? How are
you?

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

Ñerda ¿Qué te
VIS
168

dije?

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

Si yo te digo How
are you? ¿Qué te
T
estoy
169

preguntando?

Re-initiation (i)

170 VIS

¿Cómo estas?

VIS informs (P-Inform)

171 T

Ahhh

Teacher inform (Inform)

172 VIS

Como

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Aha. Now you are
talking. So when
T

you say I used to
learn how to write,

173

read…

Teacher elicit (Elicit)
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174 VIS

como leer

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Aha. How to write,
read… Ok. That’s
a good example.
T

For example in my
case in the school I
used to eat. I used
to eat…

175

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

¿Cómo?
VIS
176

Recapitula eso.

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

In the school I
T
177

used to eat

Teacher inform (Inform)

In the school I
used to eat …
recret (hacienda
alusión a la
S
palabra Recreo en
Español).
No sé cómo se
178

diría.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

In the break. Yeah
T
179

I used to break in
the break

Teacher inform (Inform)

Re-initiation (ii)

In the break class
VIS
180

(Risas)

VIS informs (P-Inform)

In the break. Only
in the break. In
T

the School I used
to eat Mango

181

outside the school

182 VIS

En mi caso... I

Teacher inform (Inform)
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
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Re-initiation (ii)

used to eat in the
break… in the
break?
183 T

Aha

Teacher inform (Inform)

184 VIS

I used to eat Pizza

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Ahh ok, that’s a
T
185

good option
Hot dog ehhh
ñerda ¿Cómo le
VIS
llaman a la

186

gaseosa en Inglés?

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

187 T

Soda

Teacher inform (Inform)

188 VIS

Soda

VIS informs (P-Inform)

You used to drink
T
189

Soda

Teacher inform (Inform)

Repeat

You used to drink
VIS
190

Soda

VIS informs (P-Inform)

That’s great. Ok.
That’s a good idea.

191
T

Another thing you
192

want to say?

193 VIS

¿Cómo?

Listing
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

For
example…about
T
your feelings, you
194

can say…

195 VIS

Ahhh ¿Canciones?

196 T

Feelings

Teacher inform (Inform)

197 VIS

Feelings?

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

198 T

Yeah

Teacher inform (Inform)

199 VIS

Sentimientos

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Teacher inform (Inform)
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

244

Yeah. I used to be
happy when I was
a child, I used to
be happy or
T

something I don’t

Teacher informs and elicits

know. What do
you want to say
about your
200

childhood?
I used to feeling…
ñerda… Suelen.
VIS

¿Cómo se decía
suelen? Osea algo

201

que se da.

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

Di la frase
T
202

completa en
Español

Teacher inform (Inform)

En español: Mis
sentimientos
VIS

suelen ser
cariñosos,
amorosos…

203

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Pero, uh, when
T
204

you were a child?

205 VIS

Ahh Ok. Si

Teacher elicit (Elicit)
VIS informs (P-Inform)

I mean Feelings
es en general
¿Cómo era el
T

Teacher informs and elicits
estado de tu
childhood? De tu

206

niñez en el sentido

245

de que…

207 VIS

Si, siempre he sido

VIS informs (P-Inform)

I used to be
T

happy… I used to
be ehh…

208

Repeat

Ehh Bueno si,
VIS
happy, sweetie…

209

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Sweet, I used to be
T
210

sweet

Re-initiation (ii)

Sweet…Erda
VIS
211

¿Cómo se diría

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

Amoroso?
Lovely, I used to
T

212

be relax

Teacher inform (Inform)

213 VIS

Relajado

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Or were you
T

stressed? Did you

214

use to be stressed?

215 VIS

Ahh No

Teacher elicit (Elicit)
VIS informs (P-Inform)

Never right?
Because some
people are stressed
when they are
child. Sorry, when
T
they are children,
when they are
younger. That’s
what I meant. Ok.
216

That’s all right.

Teacher inform (Inform)

246

So, when I was a
child…
Esperate.
When I was a
child I used to…
VIS
when I was a child
I used to in the
217

highschool.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

218 T

Good

Teacher inform (Inform)

I used to learn how
to [writing],
write….ehh… I
used to … I used
VIS

to highschool in
the break…I used
to eat pizza and …
I used to drink

219

Soda.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Great. That’s
T
220

Fantastic

Listing

I used to eat ice
VIS
221

cream

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Oh Yes. Ice cream.
XXX Ice cream?
T

XXX:

Teacher inform (Inform)

Unintelligible
222

word

223 VIS

No, Chocolate

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Chocolate ice
T
224

cream. That’s one

Teacher inform (Inform)

of my favorites.

247

Uno de tus
VIS
225

favoritos

VIS informs (P-Inform)

226 T

Yes Of course.

Teacher inform (Inform)

XXX:
VIS
227

Unintelligible
word
Oh Yeah.
Sometimes I have
to. Did you use to

T
play with your
family? I mean
228

with your cousins.

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

Ahh mi familia,
VIS
mis primos…

229

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Yeah. Did you use
to play with your
T
Cousins when you
230

were a child?

231 VIS

With ¿Qué?

Repeat
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

with your
T

Cousins… I mean

232

cousins.

233 VIS

Con tus primos

Teacher elicit (Elicit)
VIS informs (P-Inform)

Did you use to
T
234

play with your
cousins.

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

Ahhh Ok. I used to
play with…
VIS
esperate( ) with
235

miii(…) cousins

VIS informs (P-Inform)

236 T

Ok.

Teacher inform (Inform)

248

Re-initiation (ii)

237 VIS

¿Si esta bien?

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

Yes. With my
cousins. Ok.
Remember at that
T

time for example

Teacher inform (Inform)

when I was a child
The president used
238

to be Gaviria,

239 VIS

Ahh Ok.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

So I remember that
I used to play with
T

Teacher inform (Inform)
my friends in the

240

darkness.
Con mi
VIS

241

hermano…

VIS informs (P-Inform)

242 T

with my friends…

Teacher inform (Inform)

243 VIS

con mis amigos.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Re-initiation (ii)

in the darkness…
T
244

in the darkness

Repeat

¿Dark no es
VIS
245

oscuro?

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

Aha, because the
president was
Gaviria and that
time Gaviria used
to be the president
T

Teacher inform (Inform)
and remember that
there was a
problem with the
Electricity. Do you

246

remember that?

249

There was a
problem with the
electricity
247 VIS

La Electricidad

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Yeah. There was a
problem with that.
T
Do you
248

remember?

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

¿Si tenía algún
VIS
249

problema con la

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

electricidad?
Yeah. When you
were a child. Do
T
you remember

250

that?

Teacher inform and elicit

251 VIS

Ehh…I am not

VIS informs (P-Inform)

It was in nineteen
ninety-one o tal
vez tú eras muy
pequeño de pronto
T

Teacher inform (Inform)
no te acuerdas, eso
fue en el noventa y
uno o noventa y

252

dos.
¿Eso fue un
VIS

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

253

apagón? ¿Qué?

254 T

Yes.

Teacher informs

No, no me acuerdo
de eso, la verdad te
VIS
soy honesto no me
255

acuerdo de eso

VIS informs (P-Inform)

250

De pronto estabas
T
256

Teacher inform (Inform)
más pequeño.
¿Tú si lo

VIS

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

257

recuerdas?

258 T

Yes. Of course.

Teacher inform (Inform)

¿y eso cuanto duro
VIS
259

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
qué?
Years, maybe like
2 years or

T

Teacher inform (Inform)
something. Maybe

260

2 years

261 VIS

2 años

VIS informs (P-Inform)

262 T

Yes I guess

Teacher inform (Inform)

pero, ¿Qué se iba
VIS
263

la luz todos los

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

días?
Si quitaban la luz
como, creo que
unas horas antes,
yo estaba pequeña
yo estaba como en
primero de
primaria apenas y
T

me acuerdo que

Teacher inform (Inform)

como quitaban la
luz una hora antes,
No recuerdo muy
bien cuál era la
razón pero si
recuerdo que En la
264

noche era oscuro

251

Y aun así
jugábamos en la
oscuridad,
jugábamos un rato.
¿Se iba la luz por
S
265

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
una hora?
A veces más de

T
266

Teacher inform (Inform)
una hora
No lo recuerdo,
aunque si tengo
recuerdos de mi
infancia con mis
amigos. A mí me
gustaba mucho
con mis amigos
nosotros teníamos
unos triciclos que
eran biwi eran
marca biwi y me

VIS
acuerdo que
nosotros cogíamos
desde la parte
donde empezaba la
cuadra la casa iba
en bajada ¿ya? La
casa de la esquina
este el andén va en
bajadita y nosotros
desde allá arriba
267

nos mandábamos y

VIS informs (P-Inform)

252

eso seguía hasta
mi casa, seguía
hasta mi casa nos
tirábamos duro.

¿Eran como
T
268

carreras asi?

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

No, íbamos uno
detrás de otro, uno
detrás de otro,
primero se tiraba
uno después el
VIS
otro en ese orden
de ideas y la
verdad lo recuerdo
emocionante eso,
269

me gustaba.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

viste entonces eso
es otro de tus
feelings puedes
T

Teacher inform (Inform)
decir: When I was
a child I used to be

270

excited.

271 VIS

Excitante

VIS informs (P-Inform)

272 T

Emocionado

Teacher inform (Inform)

273 VIS

Aja

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Excited, sweet,
lovely, happy. You
T

can say those

Teacher inform (Inform)

things you used to
274

do about your

253

childhood

Exicted when…
we erda no sé
VIS

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
cémo se dice

275

triciclo, with mi.
with My Friends
T

276

Teacher inform (Inform)
aha
with my Friends…
Es que quiero

VIS

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
decir con mi

277

triciclo
Ok. You can check
T

278

Teacher inform (Inform)
it.
No sé cómo se

VIS
279

dice eso en Inglés

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

Triciclo
Te voy a poner un
diccionary aquí en
T

línea entonces vas

Teacher inform (Inform)

a escribir triciclo a
280

ver que nos sale.
¿Ya puedo
VIS

281

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
escribir?
Yes.

Teacher inform (Inform)

Sonido del teclado,
the student is
T
typing.
Keyboard´s
282

Sound.

283 VIS

¿Enter?

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

254

Yes please… Oh
T

Teacher inform (Inform)
Tricycle

284 VIS

Tricycle

285 T

Yes Tricycle

Repeat
Teacher inform (Inform)

¿Ahi te sale qué?
en el diccionario te
VIS

sale qué? La

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

pronunciación y
como se escribe
Sale como se
escribe ahora
vamos a buscar
T

Teacher inform (Inform)
otro donde nos va
a salir la

286

pronunciación.
Como se escribe

287

Tricycle? ((El
VIS

estudiante lee la

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

palabra como se
288

escribe.))
Aja con “Y” pero
T

289

ahora vamos a

Teacher inform (Inform)

escucharlo
Tricycle... ¿Allí
VIS

290

también hay para
escuchar?

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

Si vamos a ponerlo
para escuchar.
T

Escribe tricycle.

Teacher inform (Inform)

Ok. Nada más te
291

falto pusiste una S

255

y es una C

292 VIS

Aja Ok.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Tricycle good.
Pronunciación de
T

la palabra Tricycle
en el diccionario

293

virtual.

Teacher inform (Inform)

((El estudiante
VIS
294

repite la palabra
))Tricycle

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Repeat

Ahh. Vamos a
escuchar la otra
opción. ((Voz
T

Femenina del
diccionario virtual
pronunciando la

295

palabra Tricycle))

Teacher inform (Inform)

296 VIS

Tricycle

VIS informs (P-Inform)

This is Victoriana
she is from the
United States. She
pronounces it.
((Voz Femenina
del diccionario
T
virtual
pronunciando la
palabra Tricycle.
Voz Femenina del
diccionario virtual
297

pronunciando la

Teacher inform (Inform)
256

Re-initiation (ii)

palabra Tricycle.))
Tricycle. Ok.
Great. Entonces ya
sabes se escribe
Tricycle con i
griega.
Lo escribo otra
VIS
298

vez?

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

299 T

Ok.

Teacher checks

((El estudiante
VIS

escribe en el

300

teclado.)) Ok

301

Exactly.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

T
302

Pronunciation?

303 VIS

Tricycle

VIS informs (P-Inform)

304 T

Great

Teacher inform (Inform)

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

Entonces hay que
poner el “Quick”
VIS

como deslizarme o
deslizar o… Me

305

sale: In my tricycle

VIS informs (P-Inform)

When I was a
child I used to…
T
Nos falta deslizar
306

como seria eso?

307 VIS

Quicksil

308 T

Quicksin?

Teacher elicit (Elicit)
VIS informs (P-Inform)
Teacher elicit (Elicit)

No sé creo que es
VIS
309

Quicksin ¿no?

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

Ok. vamos
T
310

averiguar en el

Teacher inform (Inform)

257

diccionary

Yo aquí
VIS
311

poniéndole lógica
(risas)

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Maybe. It’s
possible. Coloca
T

“deslizar” a ver
que verbo nos

312

sugiere para usar.

Teacher inform (Inform)

Deslizar, es que
sabe por qué estoy
utilizando Quick
S

porque me acorde
de Quicksilver el
deslizador

313

plateado

VIS informs (P-Inform)

314 T

Ahh Ok. Let’s see.

Teacher inform (Inform)

Ñerda ¿Por que
VIS
letra voy?

315

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

S (deletrea en
T
316

Inglés la letra)

Teacher inform (Inform)

317 VIS

Des ahh Ok.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

318 T

Aja. Ok.

Teacher inform (Inform)

319 VIS

¿ Qué?

320 T

Slide

321 VIS

Slide

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
Teacher inform (Inform)
Repeat

Slip Dice:
resbalador por una
T
superficie Slide,
322

como crees q se

Teacher informs and elicits

258

escribe esa
palabra?
323 VIS

Slide… Sliter

324 T

Ok. ¿Entendemos?

325 VIS

Vamos a ver

VIS informs (P-Inform)
Teacher elicit (Elicit)
VIS informs (P-Inform)

Aja. No sería con t
T
326

sino con d

327 VIS

¿Estuve cerca?

Teacher inform (Inform)
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

Yes. Slide. Ahora
T

vamos a

328

escucharla

329 VIS

Slide

Teacher inform (Inform)
Repeat

We are going to
listen to Eddy.
T
Eddy is from
330

United States.

Teacher inform (Inform)

United States. Voz
Masculina del
diccionario virtual
VIS

pronunciando la
palabra Slide. El
estudiante repite la
palabra “Slide”

331

Repeat

Now we are going
to listen to Paul in
Australia. Voz
T

Masculina del
diccionario virtual
pronunciando la

332

palabra Slide.

333 VIS

Slide

Teacher inform (Inform)
Repeat

259

And we are going
to listen this
woman in George
Shire. Voz
T
Femenina del
diccionario virtual
pronunciando la
334

palabra Slide

335 VIS

Slide

Teacher inform (Inform)
Repeat

Correct. So, when
T

I was a child I
used to…

Teacher inform (Inform)

When I was…
esperate… when I
VIS

was a child I used
to slide in my

336

tricycle.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

337 T

Neighbors

Teacher inform (Inform)

338 VIS

¿Eso es vecinos?

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

When I was a
child I used to play
T

with my
neighbors. Of

339

course.

340 VIS

Nei?

341 T

Neighbors

342 VIS

Neighbors

Teacher inform (Inform)
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

Reinforce

We are going to
listen. We are
T
gonna check the
343

pronunciation.

Teacher inform (Inform)

260

Palabra que va
VIS
344

para el diccionario

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Yes. Listen. (Voz
masculina del
T

diccionario virtual
pronunciando la

345

palabra Neighbors)

Teacher inform (Inform)

346 VIS

Neighbors

VIS informs (P-Inform)

347 T

Yeah

Teacher inform (Inform)

Reinforce

Yo escucho
VIS
348

neighbors.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Yes. ((Voz
femenina del
diccionario virtual
T
pronunciando la
palabra
349

Neighbors))

Reinforce

¿Como?
Recapitula. ((Voz
femenina del
diccionario virtual
pronunciando la
palabra Neighbors.
Neighbors Voz
VIS

VIS elicits (P- Elicit)
femenina del
diccionario virtual
pronunciando la
palabra
Neighbors)) ¿Qué
dice?

350

261

Neighbors. (( Voz
femenina del
diccionario virtual
T

Teacher inform (Inform)
pronunciando la
palabra

351

Neighbors))
Yo entiendo todas
VIS

menos esa.

VIS informs (P-Inform)

352
Porque XXXX is
from New Zealand,
ella es de nueva
Zelanda entonces
por eso el acento es
T

un poco diferente y

Teacher inform (Inform)

la otra persona es de
Irlanda también por
eso el acento es
diferente.
353
Neighbors
VIS
VIS informs (P-Inform)

354
OK. That’s Great.
T
355

Hasta allí questions?

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

In my house I used
to… ¿Esta bien? In
my house I used to
VIS
listen ehhh…listen
match football in
356

the radio (risas)

357 T

Ok. In my house I

VIS elicits and informs
Teacher elicit (Elicit)

262

used to listen to
football matches. In
plural: football
matches Ok.
358 VIS

Partidos de futbol

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Aja. Football
matches or soccer
T
matches on the
359

radio

Teacher inform (Inform)
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Tutorial session. November 5th 2014. English class, (B1). Unad University.Barranquilla.
Scaffolding and learning strategies.
Topic: Speaking practice
Time: 4:00 pm.
Tutor: Karen Villalba

Tur
n

Participant

1 VIS

2 T

Participation

Scaffolding

Learning strategies

VIS: Hello tutor,

Risk taking. Getting

how is it going?

recognition

T: Hello Carlos,

Encouraging further

How are you?

production. L2

VIS: Very well
L2
3 VIS

thanks
T: What is your
Encouraging further
topic for the
production. L2

4 T

speaking?
VIS: ¿Cómo? The
topic( )eehhh( ) the
topic( )no recuerdo
era algo como I am

Attempting to answer

going ( ) ¿Como
era? I am going
5 VIS

que?
T: I am going to talk
Modelling. L2

6 T

about

264

VIS: I am going to
Asking for confirmation
¿Qué?
7 VIS
T: I am going to talk
Modelling. L2
8 T

about…
VIS: Talk es como
Cognitive: Analyzing
una contraction de
and resoning

9 VIS

10 T

topic
T: No, it is about

Offering

conversation.

explanation. L2

VIS: I am going to
talk about ¨I used
11 VIS

L2. Wrapping up

to¨

T: Ok, again

Eliciting. L2

12 T

VIS: Hello tutor,
L2
how is it going?
13 VIS

T: Hello Carlos,
Eliciting. L2
How are you?
14 T

VIS: Very well
thanks
15 VIS

T: Nice to meet
expansion. L2
you.
16 T

265

17 VIS

18 T

VIS: ¿Qué es lo que

Social strategies. Asking

es nice to meet you?

for additional input

T: Mucho gusto

Provides translation

VIS: Nice to meet
Repetition
19 VIS

you…

20 T

T: Too

Modelling. L2

VIS: Entonces
bueno yo decia,
L2, Social strategies.
when I was a child I
Asking for additional
used to do sere,
input
seve, ¿Cómo es la
21 VIS

palabra?

T: Several?

Modelling. L2

22 T
VIS: Esa, several
activities ()esperate
when I was a child I

L2. Wrappping up

used to do several
23 VIS

activities that I like
Marking critical
T: In past
features

24 T

Asking for additional
VIS: Como es
25 VIS

input

T: Liked

Modelling. L2

26 T

266

VIS: Suena como
Memory. Making
pisada de robot.
associations
27 VIS

Liket, liket,
T: Muy bien, jeje
Politeness. L1

28 T

pisada de robot.
VIS: Espera voy a
recapitular. When I
was a child I used to
do several activities
L2 . Wrapping up.
that I liked, liked,
Asking for confirmation.
¿Así era? Tengo que
Monitoring.
practicar mucho
para que se oiga
natural, no

29 VIS

30 T

embolatado.
T: Ok, que mas

Encouraging further

sigue, continue

production. L1

VIS: Ehhhh, entre
Social strategies. Asking
esas solía, como se
for additional input
31 VIS

dice

32 T

T: Among these

Modelling. L2

VIS: Among these

33 VIS

34 T

I used to go to

Wrapping up. Asking

school…¿Tengo

for confirmation

que agregar algo?
T: Esta bien

Positive evaluation

VIS: For learn, para
Taking risk
35 VIS

36 T

aprender jajaja
T: To learn?

Recast

267

37 VIS

VIS: Seria to learn.

T: Ok, antes de
hablar de la escuela

Eliciting.

debías hacer algo
38 T
VIS: Hablar de las
cosas con mi
familia. On
vacations I used to
L2. Social strategies.
go to Cartagena, I
Asking for additional
used to go to the
input
beach with
my…¿Cómo digo
para compartir con
39 VIS

mi familia?
T: I used to share
Modelling. L2

40 T

with my family
Social strategies. Asking
VIS: Y tambien
for additional input

41 VIS

42 T

T: I also

Modelling. L2

VIS: Hmm I also
used to go to the
beach to share with
L2. Taking risks
my family,
grandfathers,
43 VIS

cousins.

T: Good

Positive evaluaton

44 T

268

VIS: When I was a
teenager I used to
go to the park to

L2. Asking for
Positive evaluation

play with my

confirmation

family( )no with my
45 VIS

46 T

friends( )voy bien?
T: Excellent

Positive evaluation

VIS: Errmm, to play
L2. Risks taking
47 VIS

soccer

48 T

T: Ajá

Positive evalaution

VIS: Private: para
jugar furbol( )
entonces sip or
ejemplo en plural
podria decir with
my friends to play

Monitoring.Asking for

soccer( ) ¿Cómo

information

seria? Hay un juego
que se llama ratero
y policía( ) ¿Cómo
se dice eso en
49 VIS

inglés?
T: Jejej ok, cops and
Expansion. L2

50 T

criminals
VIS: ¿Cop es

51 VIS

policía?
Expanding,
T: Por eso se llama
encouraging
robocop.

52 T

association

269

VIS: Ahhh, eso es
policía, robot
53 VIS

policía.

54 T

T: Yes

Translating

VIS: Voy a tirarle
lógica. When I was
a teenager I used to
be…play in the park
Wrapping up.
with my friends, to
Monitoring. L2
play soccer, cops
and…Cómo era( )
cops and criminals,
55 VIS

jejejej.
T: Ok, supongamos
que el tutor te

56 T

interrumpa

VIS: Jejeje, como q

L2. Risking.

diga stop Carlos

Empathizing

57 VIS
T: Yes y te digo
what did you use to
58 T

expansion. L2

do in the school?
VIS: I used to be in
Taking risks

59 VIS

the school
Mixing L1 and L1.
T: ¿Vas a decir el
Encouraging further
nombre del school?

60 T

production

270

VIS: Limideco
school? Queda
sobre la 58…ermm
Taking risks
my favorite
materi…History,
61 VIS

biyology?
T: Ok, you say my
favorite subject
Modellling. L2
used to be history,

62 T

biology, allright
VIS: Recreo, jaja

63 VIS

mentira, estoy

Social strategies.

bromeando

Empathizing with
others.

T: The break?

Modellling. L2

64 T
VIS: Ah el canto,
65 VIS

técnica vocal
T: Interesting. Con
este tópico ya
Positive evaluation.
quedas listo, se te

66 T

van los 10 mins

VIS: Ok, espero que

Social strategies.

no me corche.

Empathizing with

67 VIS

others.
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Tutorial session. November 5th 2014. English class, (B1). Unad University.Barranquilla.
Classroom discourse.
Topic: Speaking practice
Time: 4:00 pm.
Tutor: Karen Villalba
Analysis of classroom discourse

Turn

Participant

Sub-categories of free

Sub-categories of

exchange

bound exchanges

Participation
VIS: Hello tutor,

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
1 VIS

how is it going?
T: Hello Carlos,
Teacher elicit (Elicit)

2 T

How are you?
VIS: Very well
VIS informs (P-Inform)

3 VIS

thanks
T: What is your
topic for the

4 T

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

speaking?
VIS: ¿Cómo? The
topic( )eehhh( )
the topic( )no
recuerdo era algo

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

como I am going (
) ¿Como era? I am
5 VIS

going que?
T: I am going to
Teacher inform (Inform)

6 T

talk about
VIS: I am going to
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

7 VIS

¿Qué?
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T: I am going to
Teacher inform (Inform)
8 T

talk about…

Reinforce

VIS: Talk es
como una
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
contraction de
9 VIS

topic
T: No, it is about
Teacher inform (Inform)

10 T

conversation.

Re-initiation (ii)

VIS: I am going
to talk about ¨I
11 VIS

VIS informs (P-Inform)

used to¨

T: Ok, again

Teacher inform (Inform)

12 T
VIS: Hello tutor,
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
13 VIS

how is it going?

Repeat

T: Hello Carlos,
Techer informs and elicits
How are you?
14 T

VIS: Very well
VIS informs (P-Inform)
thanks
15 VIS

T: Nice to meet
Teacher inform (Inform)
you.
16 T
VIS: ¿Qué es lo
que es nice to meet
17 VIS

18 T

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

you?
T: Mucho gusto

Teacher inform (Inform)
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VIS: Nice to meet
VIS informs (P-Inform)
19 VIS

you…

20 T

T: Too

Teacher inform (Inform)

VIS: Entonces
bueno yo decia,
when I was a child
VIS informs and elicits
I used to do sere,
seve, ¿Cómo es la
21 VIS

palabra?

T: Several?

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

22 T
VIS: Esa, several
activities

(

)esperate when I
was a child I used

VIS informs (P-Inform)

to do several
activities that I
23 VIS

like

T: In past
24 T

25 VIS

Re-initiation (ii)
VIS: Como es

T: Liked

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

Teacher inform (Inform)

26 T

Repeat
VIS: Suena como
pisada de robot.

27 VIS

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Liket, liket,
T: Muy bien, jeje
Teacher inform (Inform)

28 T

pisada de robot.
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VIS: Espera voy
a recapitular.
When I was a
child I used to do
several activities
that I liked, liked,

VIS informs and elicits

¿Así era? Tengo
que practicar
mucho para que se
oiga natural, no
29 VIS

embolatado.
T: Ok, que mas
Teacher elicit (Elicit)

30 T

sigue, continue
VIS: Ehhhh, entre
esas solía, como se

31 VIS

dice

32 T

T: Among these

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

Teacher inform (Inform)

VIS: Among
these I used to go
VIS informs and elicits
to school…¿Tengo
33 VIS

34 T

que agregar algo?
T: Esta bien

Listing

VIS: For learn,
para aprender
35 VIS

36 T

VIS informs (P-Inform)

jajaja
T: To learn?

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

VIS: Seria to
VIS informs (P-Inform)
37 VIS

learn.
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Re-initiation (ii)

T: Ok, antes de
hablar de la
Teacher inform (Inform)
escuela debías
38 T

hacer algo
VIS: Hablar de las
cosas con mi
familia. On
vacations I used to
go to Cartagena, I
VIS informs and elicits
used to go to the
beach with
my…¿Cómo digo
para compartir con

39 VIS

mi familia?
T: I used to share
Teacher inform (Inform)

40 T

with my family

41 VIS

VIS: Y tambien

42 T

T: I also

Reinforce
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)
Teacher inform (Inform)

VIS: Hmm I also
used to go to the
beach to share
VIS informs (P-Inform)
with my family,
grandfathers,
43 VIS

cousins.

44 T

T: Good

Listing

VIS: When I was a
teenager I used to
VIS informs and elicits
go to the park to
45 VIS

play with my
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family( )no with
my friends( )voy
bien?

46 T

T: Excellent

Listing

VIS: Errmm, to
VIS informs (P-Inform)
47 VIS

play soccer

48 T

T: Ajá

Teacher inform (Inform)

VIS: Private: para
jugar furbol( )
entonces sip or
ejemplo en plural
podria decir with
my friends to play
soccer( ) ¿Cómo

VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

seria? Hay un
juego que se
llama ratero y
policía( ) ¿Cómo
se dice eso en
49 VIS

inglés?
T: Jejej ok, cops
Teacher inform (Inform)

50 T

and criminals
VIS: ¿Cop es
VIS elicits (P-Elicit)

51 VIS

policía?
T: Si, por eso se
Teacher inform (Inform)

52 T

llama robocop.
VIS: Ahhh, eso es
policía, robot

53 VIS

policía.

54 T

T: Yes

VIS informs (P-Inform)

Teacher inform (Inform)
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VIS: Voy a tirarle
lógica. When I
was a teenager I
used to be…play
in the park with
VIS informs and elicits
my friends, to play
soccer, cops
and…Cómo era( )
cops and
55 VIS

criminals, jejejej.
T: Ok,
supongamos que el Teacher inform (Inform)

56 T

tutor te interrumpa

VIS: Jejeje, como
VIS informs (P-Inform)
q diga stop Carlos
57 VIS
T: Yes y te digo
what did you use
Teacher elicit (Elicit)
to do in the
58 T

school?
VIS: I used to be
VIS informs (P-Inform)

59 VIS

in the school
T: ¿Vas a decir el
nombre del

60 T

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

school?
VIS: Limideco
school? Queda
sobre la

VIS informs (P-Inform)

58…ermm my
61 VIS

favorite
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materi…History,
biyology?

T: Ok, you say my
favorite subject
Teacher inform (Inform)
used to be history,
62 T

biology, allright

Reinforce

VIS: Recreo, jaja
mentira, estoy
63 VIS

VIS informs (P-Inform)

bromeando

T: The break?

Teacher elicit (Elicit)

64 T
VIS: Ah el canto,
VIS informs (P-Inform)
65 VIS

técnica vocal
T: Interesting. Con
este tópico ya
Teacher inform (Inform)
quedas listo, se te

66 T

van los 10 mins
VIS: Ok, espero
VIS informs (P-Inform)

67 VIS

que no me corche.
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APPENDIX D

Consentimiento Informado para Participantes de Investigación
El propósito de esta ficha de consentimiento es proveer a los participantes en esta investigación
con una clara explicación de la naturaleza de la misma, así como de su rol en ella como participantes.

La presente investigación es conducida por Karen Villalba, de la Universidad del Norte. La meta
de este estudio es determinar cómo aprenden inglés los estudiantes con discapacidad visual en el
contexto de la educación virtual y a distancia.

Si usted accede a participar en este estudio, se le pedirá responder preguntas en una entrevista (o
completar una encuesta, o lo que fuera según el caso). Esto tomará aproximadamente 20 minutos de su
tiempo. Lo que conversemos durante estas sesiones se grabará, de modo que el investigador pueda
transcribir después las ideas que usted haya expresado. La participación es este estudio es estrictamente
voluntaria. La información que se recoja será confidencial y no se usará para ningún otro propósito fuera
de los de esta investigación. Sus respuestas al cuestionario y a la entrevista serán codificadas usando un
número de identificación y por lo tanto, serán anónimas.

Si tiene alguna duda sobre este proyecto, puede hacer preguntas en cualquier momento durante su
participación en él. Igualmente, puede retirarse del proyecto en cualquier momento sin que eso lo
perjudique en ninguna forma. Si alguna de las preguntas durante la entrevista le parecen incómodas, tiene
usted el derecho de hacérselo saber al investigador o de no responderlas.

Desde ya le agradecemos su participación.

Acepto participar voluntariamente en esta investigación, conducida por Karen Villalba Ramos en
la Universidad Nacional Abierta y a Distancia. He sido invitado (a) a participar en el estudio para
determinar cómo aprenden inglés los estudiantes con discapacidad visual en el contexto de la educación
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virtual y a distancia, por ser invidente matriculada en el programa de psicología. He sido informado (a) de
que la meta de este estudio es

✓ Identificar las estrategias de aprendizaje que ayudan a los invidentes a aprender inglés en
el context de los cursos virtuales y la eduación a distancia.
✓ Analizar las mediaciones que el tutor utiliza para enseñar a los invidentes.
✓ Analizar los materiales utilizados por los estudiantes invidentes para aprender inglés.
✓ Analizar como la interacción materiales-tutor-estudiante contribuyen al aprendizaje del
inglés de los estudiantes invidentes.

Me han indicado también que tendré que responder cuestionarios y preguntas en dos entrevistas,
lo cual tomará aproximadamente 15 minutos cada una. Además se me ha indicado que algunas clases
serán grabadas en audio.

Reconozco que la información que yo provea en el curso de esta investigación es estrictamente
confidencial y no será usada para ningún otro propósito fuera de los de este estudio sin mi consentimiento. Mi
identidad no será revelada en los informes que se hagan del estudio para proteger mi privacidad. Por mi
participación no recibiré ninguna remuneración en dinero o especies y no correré ningún riesgo.

He sido informado de que puedo hacer preguntas sobre el proyecto en cualquier momento y que puedo
retirarme del mismo cuando así lo decida, sin que esto acarree perjuicio alguno para mi persona. De tener
preguntas sobre mi participación en este estudio, puedo contactar a Karen Villalba al teléfono 35538433571101.

Entiendo que una copia de esta ficha de consentimiento me será entregada, y que puedo pedir
información sobre los resultados de este estudio cuando éste haya concluido. Para esto, puedo contactar a
Karen Villalba al teléfono anteriormente mencionado.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nombre del Participante

Firma del Participante
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Fecha
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